CRANE
the preferred plumbing

THE CRITERION LAVATORY ON LEGS.
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR COUNTER-TOP INSTALLATION.
CHOICE OF WHITE OR EIGHT COLORS.

PLUMBING AND HEATING - VALVES - FITTINGS - PIPE

CRANE CO., 836 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS
Introducing BLACK CHUTNEY — a fabulous new American Modern dinnerware color! Dramatically beautiful against light modern tables, the rich ripe-olive tones (created by Russel Wright and hand-made by Steubenville Pottery) add exciting contrast in period settings. Mix or match Black Chutney with Chartreuse, Coral, Granite Grey, Seafoam Blue or White — you can own sets in several colors at this tiny price!

Sixteen-Piece Starter Set — 4 dinner plates, 4 bread-and-butter plates, 4 cups, 4 saucers, $7.95. Also in open stock. Write for brochure showing shapes, colors, prices of complete dinner service. Express charges collect. No C.O.D. orders.

Also available at
FOLEY'S
HOUSTON

Also available at
STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER, PHILADELPHIA, JERSEY & LEMONTOWN • FAMOUS-BARR CO., ST. LOUIS & CLATTON, MD. • BURDINE'S, MIAMI • LOVEMAN'S, BIRMINGHAM, ALA. • THE HECHT CO., WASHINGTON, D.C.
Symbol of a Successful Hostess

Regent silver plated service by Reed & Barton
$150: coffee pot $44, sugar $26, creamer $25, teapot $40, waste bowl $15. The kettle $125, tray $65.*

Francis First sterling service by Reed & Barton $1650: coffee pot $485, sugar $320, creamer $235, teapot $400, waste bowl $210. The kettle $850, tray $1000.*

As sterling flatware on your table has come to symbolize good taste and hospitality, so, too, a Reed & Barton silver tea service enhances your role as a hostess. Now you can choose from many beautiful designs in solid silver or in fine silver plate, in a wide range of prices.

Piece after graceful piece — coffee pot, sugar bowl, cream pitcher, teapot, waste bowl, gleaming tray and kettle — your Reed & Barton service grows to glorious completion — a proud possession for gracious living.

Winthrop silver plated service by Reed & Barton $250:
coffee pot $80, sugar $45, creamer $30, teapot $72.50, waste bowl $22.50. The tray $150.*

Reed & Barton
Silversmiths The World's Outstanding Silver Craftsmen
Since 1824

*All prices include Federal Excise Tax

Helpful Hostess Hints: For fascinating booklet, "How To Be A Successful Hostess," send 10c to Box 990, Dept. EG, Taunton, Massachusetts.

Pointed Antique sterling service by Reed & Barton $390: coffee pot $130, sugar $60, creamer $48, teapot $115, waste bowl $37. The kettle $275, tray $375.*
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Garrett Eckbo, of the three-man West-Coast team of Eckbo, Royston & Williams, landscape architects, got his training designing public sites, creates private gardens in the outdoor-room feeling (p. 90) by promoting a sense of enclosure, directing views, "putting flowers in their place."

Janetta Whitridge, who hides her talents behind the eminence of her husband, Arnold Whitridge, responded to the stimulus of a year in Greece with the charming article that appears on p. 100. At her home in Connecticut, she dispenses memorable hospitality to friends of all ages.

Sydney R. Mitchell, when he graduated from McGill in his native Canada, already owned the leading amateur's bearded iris collection in America. One of the founders of the American Iris Society, winner of medals, hybridizes, author (p. 104), he teaches his lore to gardeners all over the country.

Harwell Hamilton Harris made his reputation as an architect in California where he was born, studied town planning with Neutra, designs such original structures as the Loeb house (p. 118). Representing the West in H&G's 1949 Regional Awards jury, he was lately visiting lecturer at Yale.

On the cover: American summer favorite. Barbecue at the Dallas house of Mr. Ernest G. Wadel, Goodwin & Tatum, architects. Photo by Kertesz.
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WISE IN 1865
...Still a good idea

Music by the Masters
The story of some remarkable records that would never have existed but for a young boy’s dream and the greatest luck

An impressive five-volume set produced by Columbia Records, Great Masters of the Keyboard, contains performances by the following composers (playing their own compositions) and these pianists: Claude Debussy, Maurice Ravel, Gabriel Fauré, Charles Camille Saint-Saëns, Ferruccio Busoni, Edvard Grieg, Theodore Leschetizky, Eugene d’Albert, Arthur Nikisch, Max Reger, Ignace Jan Paderewski, Vladimir de Pachmann, Manuel de Falla, Enrique Granados, Xavier Scharwenka, Frank Marshall, Richard Strauss, Gustav Mahler and Alexander Scriabin. This is a remarkable production, of great value to musicians and educators and of fascinating interest to the general public. It would, however, not have been achieved if shortly after the first World War, a boy in Seattle had not happened to hear a German self-playing organ. The boy was Richard C. Simonton, now president of the Pacific Network, Inc. in Los Angeles, an affiliate of the Musak Corporation. Mr. Simonton, then only 11 years old, was so impressed with the organ that he determined one day to own one. Today he does; but when he acquired it some years ago, he discovered that the rolls for it were no longer available. In trying to obtain them he unintentionally initiated a surprising concatenation of events which resulted in the discovery of the material released by Columbia.

The instrument that made such a profound impression on young Mr. Simonton was one produced by the Welte Company, a German firm which enjoyed a huge success during the ’20’s, manufacturing player pianos and organs. Michael Welte, the founder, originally made musical clocks in Freiburg, a small city in Baden near the Swiss border. When he discovered that his clients bought the clocks more for their music than their time-keeping properties, he began perfecting the musical instrument. He perfected it so extensively that by 1848 he had achieved the original Orchestrian, or self-playing organ, a cumbersome, expensive instrument that used rollers with pins on their surfaces to implement the action. In 1885 his son, Berthold, hit on the idea of using perforated paper rather than rollers, an idea which turned out to be a profitable one.

As organs were much too expensive for the mass market, the Weltes turned to player pianos. In 1904 they presented the Welte-Mignon to the public. This instrument played a roll which conveyed the dynamics and phrasing of a pianist’s performance to a far greater extent than previously. Although several American companies were licensed under the Welte patent and their pianos bore the Welte name, it was never sold here.

At the close of World War II, Mr. Simonton wrote to Mr. Welte in Freiburg to see if it were possible to obtain organ rolls. Edwin Welte, grandson of the founder, replied that the factory had been destroyed by bombs, but that he had 16 rolls in his own home. Correspondence ensued, in the course of which Welte wrote describing his family’s invention. The mechanism which recorded the master rolls for the Welte-Mignon, he revealed, was developed by himself and Carl Bekisch. Having achieved a high degree of accuracy, they determined to get the greatest artists to
A special shop

featuring Hale’s extra-wide, extra-long beds . . .

now in these fine stores


Now in each of these fine stores there is a special shop of Hale’s Beds where you can choose the bed of your dreams . . . extra-long . . . extra-wide . . . with all the extra spaciousness, luxury and comfort you have always wanted, never before available in your locality.

Each shop also has extra-size Simmons matching mattresses and box springs . . . over-size spreads, sheets and blankets . . . and a wondrous array of Hale’s fine hand-crafted bedroom furniture and decorative pieces.

For more than a quarter century Hale’s of New York has specialized in Big Beds of superb beauty and comfort.

See them now in the above stores. Special Shops of Hale’s Beds are being opened in other leading cities.

For the name of the store nearest you, write Hale’s Beds, New York.

“The width and length is Hale’s . . . the rest is yours!”

Hale’s Beds

605 Fifth Avenue (at 49th Street) New York
No matter what color green you need—to match a slipcover, rug or a favorite lamp—now you can get just that color, quickly and easily, in the finest quality interior paint!

Amazing Nu-Hue Custom Colors eliminate guesswork, hit-or-miss mixing and costly disappointments from paint color selection. At a glance, you select just the shade, hue or tint you need from hundreds of actually painted color samples. Satisfaction is assured in advance because every Martin-Senour Nu-Hue Custom Color is prescription-mixed to a specific formula. Comes ready-to-use in flat, semi-gloss or full-gloss interior paint. That's why you can duplicate any beautiful Nu-Hue Color at any later date!

No wonder thousands of decorators and housewives from coast to coast already hail this easy, accurate aid to interior color harmony.

Ask for a demonstration of Martin-Senour's Nu-Hue Custom Colors at leading department, paint or hardware stores. Or write to us for complete free information.

MARTIN-SENOUR
Nu-Hue COLORS IN PAINT

THE MARTIN-SENOUR CO.
Chicago • Los Angeles • New York
Manufacturers of Fine Finishes for Home & Industries

MUSIC continued from page 4

perform for it. They embarked on a recording expedition to Berlin, Leniingrad, Moscow, Vienna, Paris, Leipzig and other musical centers, recording almost continually from 1904 to 1911. In order to play back the master rolls for the recording artists, they constructed another machine, an intricate affair which operated in front of the piano. Only two of these machines were ever built; one of them was destroyed during the war but the other was intact, as were the master rolls. The rolls, hidden in the barn of a parsonage, were still there when Mr. Simonton began corresponding with Edwin Welte. Their ultimate fate, however, was a matter of concern to Welte, who was distressed at the thought that the fruit of his work might disappear. Furthermore, Mr. Bokisch was the only living person who knew how to reassemble and operate the playing machine. If the rolls were ever to be played again, it seemed wise to do it soon. Mr. Simonton got in touch with Columbia Records, which indicated an interest in making recordings from the master rolls provided it could be proved that they were legitimate and that the quality of the rolls was worthy of the performing artists.

The legitimacy was easy to verify, but to ascertain the quality was a more complicated matter. Eventually Mr. Welte wrote that the Freiburg broadcasting station had a Magnetophone (original pre-war German magnetic tape recorder, later copied by American manufacturers). This, he thought, could be used to record the Welte machine provided tape could be found. Mr. Simonton mailed him some American tape, hoping fervently that it would fit. It did. Unfortunately, the Magnetophone was permanently installed in the broadcasting station, while the piano and the unwieldy reproducing apparatus were in Mr. Bokisch’s home. To get them together seemed almost impossible, it was finally decided to try to connect them with a telephone line. Certain selections were thus recorded on tape and mailed to Mr. Simonton. On hearing the sample recordings, Columbia decided to go ahead with the project, and in 1948 Mr. Simonton went to Freiburg, where with Edwin Welte and Carl Bokisch, he made the recordings.

Now for the records themselves. There are five of them in the Long Playing series (ML-4292 through ML-4295; $4.85 each) and they encompass a great deal of piano performing. While collectively it suffers somewhat from a monotony of quality, deriving from the machine, the main interest lies in the tempo and phrasing. Among the highlights are Debussy playing his own Children’s Corner Suite as one rarely hears it done today—that is, with neither the melody nor harmony given importance, but blended in a kind of shimmering halo; Ferruccio Busoni, one of the great pianists at the turn of the century, in brilliant interpretations of the Paganini-Liszt La Campanella, a Chopin prelude and the Beethoven-Liszt Fantasia on “Ruins of Athens”; Vladimir de Pachmann, another of the late great pianists, playing Chopin with authority, although his tone does not sound “gossamer” as we are told it was; Paderewski in a crisp reading of his own Minuet in G Major; Theodore Leschetizky, one of the great teachers of all time, performing some of his works, whose main virtues are the opportunities they afford for fine pianism; Edvard Grieg playing three of his more ingrating short pieces; and the two Spanish composers, Granados and De Falla, each doing some of his own hauntingly evocative compositions.

Prices include Federal tax.

TURNTABLE
CREATE FRIENDLY, GRACIOUS ROOMS WITH

4-Square Wood Paneling by Weyerhaeuser

For the qualities that make a room richly distinctive and warmly hospitable, first choice of the modern designer is wood paneling.

Out of long experience with woods, Weyerhaeuser is producing several types of paneling which have gained special fame among architects and interior decorators. Each has a “personality” of its own; each can be fitted ideally to the mood and the scheme of the room, whether living room, library, den, or elsewhere.

Ridgewood Paneling, a “combed” texture, has ridges and valleys that show the depth of beauty in the wood—create a soft subdued effect in any light. Driftwood is a silver-flecked paneling of the “pecky” type. Its lightly pitted texture and gray-toned coloring suggest the most beautiful of old and weathered woods. Knotty Pine is, of course, a universal favorite—a wood that stays fresh and handsome through the years.

Your architect and decorator can suggest delightful uses of wood panelings ... in ways as truly individual as your home itself. Your local 4-Square Lumber Dealer can show you samples of the actual woods, and can help you in many ways with your planning.

Weyerhaeuser
4-Square
LUMBER AND SERVICES
Weyerhaeuser Sales Company, St. Paul 1, Minn.
A PLANTED WALL

is an excellent setting for numerous types of rock plants

At "Hartwood," Mrs. John Lawrence's house in the Fox Chapel section of Pittsburgh, a retaining wall between the terrace and the green serves as foundation for a unique and specialized type of gardening. Properly constructed, a wall provides an excellent location for many types of rock plants. If you wish to try one yourself, it is best to follow certain rules for real success. Use sturdy rocks, of native stone, cut in rectangular or oblong blocks. As you build the wall, slope it inward, from top to bottom, at least three inches to each vertical foot. (Mrs. Lawrence's wall has an even greater batter than this.) Do not attempt to build a dry wall more than four feet high; it will lack stability. Place the largest and heaviest stones at the bottom, tipping them slightly so that water will drain to the soil at the back of the wall. In certain soils you will also need an agricultural tile drain to remove excess moisture (see accompanying drawing for its correct location). Be sure the soil in your planting pockets is a fertile garden loam placed directly behind the rocks. To obtain the best results, water each one as you go, set the plants as you build.

CROSS SECTION of plan for a dry wall (one without mortar between the face stones) shows correct foundation of boulders and rough concrete. Make this base four feet deep in cold climates, proportionately less where frost depth is less. Place four-inch agricultural tile drain in back soil near base of wall. Use fertile soil in pockets.

(Continued on page 15)
No other fine car speaks as much for itself—or its owner—as the Lincoln Cosmopolitan. Its air of elegance is apparent. Its exclusiveness—unquestionable. Its great reputation for performance—recognized the world over. In every way, it is the First Car of the Land. Lincoln Division of Ford Motor Company.

Lincoln... Nothing could be finer
"Laurel Classic... Designer Freda Diamond created this rich cut-glass stemware—and tumblers to match it! Use both on your table... a new idea: Correct, practical.

Each glass has several uses; stems are low, functional; rims are guaranteed. (If the rim of a LIBBEY Safedge glass ever chips, we'll replace it.)

Perfect for brides... for modern or traditional settings.

LIBBEY GLASS
established 1818

Water Goblet Forfait Sherbet or Cocktail Beverage or Juice Champagne or Wine Bowl or "Toddler" or Beverage Iced Tea Dessert Dish Old-Foshioned or Hi-Ball or Cooler

Set of 4 of a kind, boxed

Stemware $2.50
Tumblers $1.50

Slightly higher in the South and West

Copyright, 1950, Libbey Glass, Division of the Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Toledo 1, Ohio
A new idea for people whose hearts are set on fine furniture

If you've promised yourself fine furniture "when you can afford it," this idea is for you!

For today, the makers of Heritage-Henredon furniture are constructing living room, dining room, bedroom pieces that have the pure artistry of custom designs, yet—thanks to ingenious methods—are priced below custom levels!

So start your wishes coming true! Send for the Heritage-Henredon booklet. It's picture-packed—showing scores of beautiful designs. Each one adaptable, so you can choose whatever your budget allows now—add more later.

All Heritage-Henredon pieces carry their hallmark. Look for it, before you buy.

Intriguing Furniture Book—25¢! More than 100 stimulating pictures. Ideas for groupings, rooms. For your copy, plus name of nearest dealer, write Heritage-Henredon, Dept. HG-6, High Point, N. C.
Photographed at the home of Miss Claudette Colbert

WOODARD
...style authority in wrought iron

The Orleans Group—a favorite from the beginning... for its old-world charm, its flowing design of oak leaves, acorns and scrolls, and for its invitation to comfort. The focal point of your terrace or garden, the beautiful Orleans Group will gracefully enhance your outdoor living. Parkerized, like all Woodard furniture, for rust protection. See it at your favorite store... or send 10¢ for complete color catalogue showing settings.

LEE L. WOODARD SONS, General offices: Owosso, Michigan
New York • Chicago • Boston • Los Angeles
take the hint from chintz

Decorating is incredibly easy when you use talented Kandell chintz. It inspires marvelous color schemes! Everything blends, everything's beautiful, because you took the hint from this color-perfect chintz. There are Kandell patterns for all types of rooms...related to the shades featured in carpets, paints, wallpapers, furniture. Ask for Kandell, the quality Everglaze chintz for year-round living.

FOR THE STORE IN YOUR CITY, WRITE KANDELL, INC., 261 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
Fine details enhance the custom look of Bedrooms in Pebble Cloth

Look for the ingenious touches which add magic to the fresh, rippled texture of that seersucker-plus cotton—our airy Pebble Cloth. New ensembles have swooshes or ruffles, some in contrasting colors, some with beaded edges, others in printed checks. Still others have sprays of apple blossoms, old-fashioned bouquets or field flowers embroidered in punchwork, embellished with candlewick. Bedspreads, draperies, dressing table skirts are ready-made so that with no trouble, no time, you can transform your bedroom at remarkably little cost. See them in exciting Needletuft departments of fine stores everywhere.

Needletuft®
ENSEMBLES

For the Needletuft Folio of Decorating Ideas, write to Cabin Crafts, Inc., Dept. A, Dalton, Georgia.
JUNE, 1950

PLANTED WALL continued from page 8

IN WALL FACE, below, note weep holes for drainage, at 18-inch intervals in base of wall. Overlap stones carefully, using heaviest at the base.

The face of your wall should be attractive. Go over the rocks you plan to use and note their sizes and shapes. Draw up a plan before you begin. Be sure the stones overlap all joints and are well balanced. Space your plant pockets with an eye to proportions. Long, rectangular stones in the top course will give the wall a proper finish. Set your plants back of these top stones, so they fall gracefully over the edge, as they grow. If, by chance, the wall was completed before you decided to plant it, use small potted plants, rooted cuttings or seedlings. The best plants for a wall garden are among the perennial rock garden plants; mainly those with bright flowers and good foliage in tones of gray and with smooth, scalloped or crinkled edges to the leaves. A variety of gray-foliaged plants will set off the deeper gray tones of the rocks. Snow-in-summer has gray foliage, is covered with white blossoms in early spring. Basket-of-gold, or yellow alyssum, is a brilliant addition to follow in the late spring. Dianthus, or pinks, come in many varieties of pinks and reds, with simple or fringed petals, gray, carnation-like foliage. Ground phlox now presents many color variations besides the ordinary pink; there are clear lavenders, bluish lavenders, scarlets and white. The mats of foliage soften the wall after the bright flowers have gone by. Low-growing veronicas add blues. F. rupestris, one low form, comes in pink as well as blue. Sedums will creep everywhere and contribute all manner of foliage effects, with starry flowers in bright yellows, pinks and reds, pure white and white with pink centers. Their leaves range through all the soft greens and gray-greens to deep maroons, some smooth and succulent with rounded edges, others with scalloped borders. Sempervivums fit the tiniest cracks. Ralph Griswold and Rose Greeley were landscape architects of this garden.
Jensen's for Fine Crystal
The simplicity and elegance of this gracious cordial set make it a gift you would like to receive yourself.
Swedish Orrefors
Decanter, 9½" high, 9.50.
Cordial Glasses, ea., 1.25.

MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS
FILLED-ELDORADO 5 6630

% GEORG JENSEN INC.
Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street - New York 22, N.Y.

Summer Skin Care
Cream Body Massage will smooth your skin all summer long. $1.25 plus 20% Federal Tax.

Dusting Powder will help absorb moisture and make you feel degrees cooler. $1.50 (Refill 87c) plus 20% Federal Tax.

White Lilac and Tapestry
Mary Chest's famous Cooling Lotion will comfort you in hot weather. $1.25 plus 20% Federal Tax.
MARY CHESS
334 Park Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

NEW, READY-TO-USE PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH STENCILS
Attractive new Pennsylvania Dutch stencils by Jane Zook are cute, ready to use. They will make your house look like a charm in primitive textiles. Write for Catalogue W-25 containing instructions and materials for painting interior or exterior. $1.25 prepaid.

CORN ON THE COB
Crystal plates keep dinner plates uncluttered when corn is served, give guests a place for discarded cobs. Plates are 10" long, have molded corn design. Set of 8, $8.95 postpaid. Add 50¢ postage West of Miss.

CORN HOLDERS made of clear plastic are $2.00 per dozen pairs, postpaid.
No C.O.D.'s, please. Write for Catalogue H-48

SHOPPING

All merchandise shown on these pages, editorially or in advertisements, may be ordered by writing directly to stores. Most prefer not to handle c.o.d.'s, so please enclose check or money order. All firms, except those selling personalized services, agree to refund full price of any item returned by unsatisfied readers.

Your home is your castle
when your front door key is gold-plated and monogrammed. A gay idea for the newest bride or groom you know. Send your own key for this metamorphosis, and indicate the desired initials. $4.75 ppd. Edith Chapman, 50 Piermont Avenue, Nyack, N. Y.

Garden ornaments so real they could startle the animal world. Enchanting cast-lead pigeon 10½" high, and a squirrel 12" high. They'll beguile you from the ivy bed, from the edge of a lily pond. Ideal gift for every garden lover. $30. each. Express collect. Erkins Studio, 40 W. 40 St., N.Y.C.
AROUND

Some like it hot. This handsome copper coffee pot with the pierced warming stand is for the many who do. Fuel for the warmer is that squat night candle available everywhere. Pot holds 1 1/2 qts., with warmer, $17.50 postpaid. Cream and sugar, $5 postpaid. Jenifer House, Great Barrington, Mass.

Try these personalized candles to titillate dinner conversation. They're 16" high, beautifully hand-matted and come in excellent colors: white, pink, gray, black. And your name is inscribed in an attractive contrasting color. $4.20 the dozen ppd. Candlelight Shop, 27-01 Butler Street, East Elmhurst, Long Island, New York.

Small signet-decorated vase with rare tranquility of line. Completely beautiful alone as decoration, useful and handsome when filled with fresh flowers. A bowl-like base has flared opening, hand-fashioned of perfectly clear crystal. 6" high. $12.50 ppd. Steuben Glass, 718 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C.

HERE IT IS!

That extra chair you have been wanting for TELEVISION GUESTS.

Perfect for breakfast room, porch, or wherever you need an extra chair.

$7.95

REPRODUCTION OF AN OLD MOUNTAINER'S CHAIR

Natural varnish finish: $7.95 ea., PpD.
Natural varnish finish: 15.00 pr.
Unfinished Hickory: $6.95 ea., PpD.
Unfinished Hickory: 13.00 pr.

Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s, please.

ALL-GOOD CHAIR CO.
Box 709
Algood, Tennessee

Ironstone China Tureens

3-qt. 12.95 Individual, sauce, 4.95 Miniature, 2.95

In the finest hostess tradition — American ironstone china, famous for keeping food really stove-hot at the table — with the ironstone label fired into the base. Not shown: matching covered vegetable dish, 8.95. Allow two weeks for delivery.

Strawbridge & Clothier GIFT SHOP
PHILADELPHIA

A Prized Pattern—Modestly Priced

Candy Jar from Italy
Cape di Monte, noted for open work motifs, has created this decorative accessory in white, with gold colored design in relief. Soft green accent on the base and cover. 6-in. tall. $5.
Add 7% tax on Illinois shipments
Add $.25 for postage out of city

C. D. Peacock JEWELERS
Chicago 3, Illinois
113 Years in Chicago

"666" COPPER CASSEROLE

A French style casserole of gleaming copper, lined with pure block tin. Handles and knob of snug fitting cover are of brass. For buffet suppers and every day meals, cook and serve right in it. Look for the "666" stamped on the back, then you know you have the best.
1 1/2 quart $10.25
2 1/2 quart $13.50
3 1/2 quart $16.45

Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s, please.

ALL-GOOD CHAIR CO.
Box 709
Algood, Tennessee

EPERGNETTES

Designed to transform your candlesticks!

Encore! We've more of them!
Bazar Français
666 SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK 14
EST 1077

Bazzare Francais

Malcolm's HOUSE & GARDEN STORE
526 N. Charles St. • Baltimore 1, Md.
**Fu Wedding Vase**

Old Cathay legend comes to life in this exciting octagonal vase you'll cherish. A Lalique-type finish crystal; \( \frac{3}{4} \) inches tall. So decorative, useful, original. The embossed, authentic Chinese designs symbolize wedded bliss, purity, long life and much happiness. Handsomely boxed ready for giving. Immediate delivery.

$5.95

Postpaid. Check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please.

**SHOPPING**

**LET CITATION CLIP YOUR MAIL, YOUR PAPERS, YOUR BOOK.**

This handsome solid brass clip is modeled after the great horse, Citation. An attractive appointment for any man's desk, at home or in the office. Ideal Father's Day gift. Only $4.50 ppd. "little joe" Wiesenfeld Co., 112 West North Ave., Baltimore.

**Unique containers.** Garnished cypress root growths, hand-polished to satin smoothness. Decorative to use for plants, leaf or flower arrangements. No two are exactly alike because, as you know, nature rarely repeats herself. Sold in pairs $3.85 ppd. Littletree, P. O. 123, Winter Park, Fla.

**Better beans, stews, casseroles.** Some of the end products of this West Bend electric bean pot which needs no watching. Base will also keep coffee, rolls, sauces warm. Ceramic pot, 2-qt., 8" h., \( \frac{3}{4} \)" w., with metal top, plastic handles, base and cord, $6.50 ppd. Artisan Galleries, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

**Photo-Compact**

The Compact that's Exclusively Yours

It's your own favorite photo that creates one of the most unusual, most eye-catching compacts ever designed—just as individually "yours" as the photo itself. The compact is a well-made sifter-type 2½" square. Photo can be reproduced in black and white or color. Simply send snapshot, photograph or negative, marking part of picture desired, and denote colors. We enlarge or reduce photo to fit.

Mail orders Carefully Filled

Evelyn Reed
538 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

**BEAUTIFY Your Home...**

with these lovely

18th Century Solid Brass Electric Hurricane Lamps

Here's a clever touch of yesteryear to add distinction to your home. Use a pair on your buffet, in your bedroom, or on a dresser. They lend Early American charm to your room. Frosted etched, brilliantly cut globe. Highly polished brass base. Give a Pair as a Wedding or Other Gift.

**ONLY** $4.98 PAIR

**Mail order—money order to**

HARMEL PRODUCTS
Dept. H-4
941 E. Syvan Ave., Milwaukee 11, Wis.

**Golden Bell Cigarette Server**

A new and different cigarette server in rich, gold-toned highly polished brass. It holds a full pack of regular or king size cigarettes. When closed, keeps cigarettes fresh in its clear plastic interior, 4½" high. Gift Boxed.

**only $2.00 ppd.**

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

CARLA JILL STUDIOS
Dept. HG
Northport, New York

**Stylized Additions to Your Nubian Decoration**

High fire, handmade, ceramic figurines in the latest Nubian styling

Blackamoor set of boy and girl... Black panther, 21"., with green jewel black and white, gold trim. $3.95 eyes, $2.95... Three-piece set, $6.50

COD orders accepted, plus postage.

ALLEN'S OF CALIFORNIA • S-60 OLIVER STREET • LOS ANGELES 12, CALIFORNIA
When the sun shines or the rain falls, happy the owner of the folding tray-chair, the 54" umbrella. Aluminum tubing with a fabric top in solid green, yellow, red, blue, or any of those striped with white, $12.95 ppd. The chair in blue or green, $17.95 ppd. Beaumond, 133 Lexington Ave., New York City.

Craftsmanship is the hallmark of this Hepplewhite Pembroke reproduction table with a drawer and two drop leaves. It is handmade from solid Honduras mahogany, inlaid with satinwood. Express collect, $59.50 from Biggs Antique Company, 900 West Marshall Street, Richmond 20, Va.

To hold and fold. The Wonderfold laundry basket stows 20% more clothes than the average basket, folds flat to hang up between uses. Of rust-resistant, nickel-plated steel wire with washable muslin liner (fitted with elastic). Skids keep it off the floor. $4.50 ppd. Elron, 800 N. Clark St., Chicago 10, Ill.

GUEST E-X-T-E-N-S-I-O-N TOWEL RACK

TRIPLE YOUR TOWEL SPACE!

Every bathroom needs the extra towel space provided by this wonderfully efficient towel rack. Just hang it on your own rack—round or square—no screws or bolts. Brilliant Chromium plate over nickel on solid brass—polishing Adjustable 15" to 25" long. Will last a lifetime. Money-back guarantee. Single bar extension, $2.45 Ppd. C.O.D. if desired; fees and postage added.

ROYSTON METAL PRODUCTS CO.
25 Lefferts Rd., Yonkers, N. Y.
You can take it with you (600)

ROYSTON SILVER CO.
2111 Liberty Hts. Ave., Dept. 6
Baltimore 17, Md.

AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS

The Bride will adore these lovely last minute gifts. Extra Heavy Silver on copper, they add a rich glow. Price to save you the middleman's profit.

Germanic Pitcher... sleek, good-looking with 14 oz. plain century, 24 oz. plain, or plain footed. Until over price $20.75, our low price only $18.75 the discriminators.


ROYSTON SILVER CO.
2111 Liberty Hts. Ave., Dept. 6
Baltimore 17, Md.

Italian Garden Baskets


Hitching Post Farm Shop
Box 25, Libertyville, Ill.

Italian

FOOTED BRASS OR COPPER WASTE PAPER BASKET

Hand-crafted of heavy gauze brass or copper and trimmed with embossed hands of solid brass, it stands 12 3/4" high, top to 9" x 12". Weight 5 lbs. Water-tight and lacquered to prevent tarnishing. When ordering specify brass or copper. A distinctive gift. $16.50 plus 75c for handling: $15. West of Mississippi

Without feet, $14.50 plus 75c for handling: $13.50 for Catalog.

Jennifer House

GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS.

MATCHING PATTERN SHEETS

Easy-to-trace for hand-painting and needlework. Each design in 4 graduated sizes. Four large sheets. Only $1.00 postpaid. Order #100 ARCD

R. W. CUMMINGS
LANCASTER 2, PA.

ROYSTON SILVER CO.
2111 Liberty Hts. Ave., Dept. G
Baltimore 17, Md.

A SPOON RACK

Solid mahogany or maple, 10 1/4" x 19 with metal liner for plants.

10.00

Cup and saucer hangers for demi-tasse or standard cups.

1.50 each

Express Charges Collect

Muriel Reynolds
Box 187
Laguna Beach 5, California

ACORN GLASS VASE

Hand wrought in silver tone satin glass, 7 1/2" high. $1.50 each, 6 for $2.50

RUT MOSQUITOES

with these 10 hr. CITRONELLA CANDLES in wrought iron windbreak holders exclusive with us. Must be buried in pairs about 15 ft. apart. Choice of verdant green or black holders. 4" high. Complete $2. Pr.

6 Bars $1.35, 12 for $2.50

ACORN GLASS VASE
A WEE BIT of SCOTCH

Hare's cigarette urn and ash tray set with the popular thistle design of the Jamaica Silversmith. A gift for any occasion... heavily silver plated and beautifully finished. Ideal as a Father's Day gift, wedding present or as an unusual attraction in your own home. Only $7.95—tax included. Send check or money order. Postpaid USA; you pay postage on C.O.D.'s.

Writh for catalog showing thistle jewelry and other items in solid sterling silver.

The Jamaica Silversmith
79-31 164th St.
Jamaica 2, Long Island, N. Y.


After so long handsome black Florentine candelabra are again imported to this country from Italy. Handmade of heavy-gauge iron, 10" high, 20" across, each holds five candles. $15 apiece; $28.50 the pair postpaid. From Muriel Duncan, 321 Ninth Avenue, Haddon Heights, New Jersey.

File case... closet style to store accessories, umbrellas, handbags, gloves, shoes or stocking boxes. Space saver for the small apartment, the summer cottage, the beach house. Blue, rose, green plastic file $4.50; plaid taffeta file $5.95, both postpaid from Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 East 57th Street, New York City, N. Y.

MAY SHERWIN
545 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 17, N. Y.
AROUND

Sectional system makes these plates ideal. Artichoke plate ($24 doz.) has well for artichoke and divisions for sauce. Asparagus plate ($20 doz.) has compartments for asparagus, sauce and ends. Express collect, Plummer, Ltd., 754 Fifth Ave., New York 19.

Coffee unlimited comes out of this party-size drip coffeemaker, an ideal solution for entertaining. Streamlined spotting for easy pouring. Lower half, with lid transferred, makes an attractive serving piece. Holds 18 cups. Price $7.95, 50c post. Mastercraft Products, 60 South St., Boston 11, Massachusetts.

A sterling-silver jigger measures two ounces one side, one ounce the other. Not only does it take the guesswork out of mixing but itself mixes handmade with your other bar accoutrements. $6.25, including Federal tax and postage. At Nelmor, 897-901 Bergen Ave., Jersey City 6, New Jersey.

HORSESHOER'S TOOLBOX

The village blacksmith is almost a thing of the past, but these authentic reproductions of his toolbox make wonderfully useful and decorative pieces today. Use as a smoking box or magazine rack—they'll hold glasses, ash trays, etc. Made of redwood, with beautiful hand rubbed, antiqued finish, they measure 21" x 19" x 20". Available in both open or closed end styles. (Specify.)

Express Collect $12.50. No C.O.D.'s please. Send for new brochure of every New England reproduction, for town and country.

BREAKFAST HILL WORKSHOP

West Rev., New Hampshire

PRAYER BOOK MARKER

Ideal Graduation and Confirmation Gifts

A gift with dignity is this lovely marker for Bible or prayer book. The sterling silver cross clips on the cover of the book. Three strands of black grosgrain ribbon hang from the cross. Suspended from each ribbon is a hand cut letter in sterling. These make up the monogram of the recipient. $6.00 postpaid

Also available with three sterling silver religious medals instead of monogram.

STAR OF DAVID BOOK MARK with monogram. $8.00 postpaid

No C.O.D.'s Please

EUNICE NOVELTIES

Our 10th Year

541 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

QUANT AMERICAN

Solid Cherry Mirrors

These Quant American mirrors, so decorative and useful over a chest, over a mantel, or in your hall, have been reproduced from rare original patterns in our collection.

LINDA LEE

Solid cherry, genuine fruit motif hand-carved frame. Oval mirrored plate plate 23x17 inches. Express paid...

PETER PRICE

With a deep, 4½-inch "shadow-box" frame, built of solid cherry in our rich cherry finish. Overall size 29½x23½ inches; mirror plate 25x21 inches. Express paid...

BROOKSANA LEE

Deep moulded oval frame of solid wild cherry in our rich cherry finish. Overall size 28x21½ inches; mirror plate 23x17 inches. Express paid...

OUR NEW CATALOG

is more fascinating than a trip through old stagecoach lines and homesteads. shows our complete collection of "Quant American" Solid Cherry furniture, milk glass, wall paper, carpeting, lamps and accessories. Sent for 25 cents.
FREEZE-O-TRAY ELECTRIC ICE CREAM FREEZER

NOW YOU Can enjoy real homemade ice cream with that delicious hand-tumed flavor and texture... hassle quickly and easily the new FREEZE-O-TRAY way. Turn your imagination loose on ice cream recipes that are delightfully different... fresh fruit flavors... creamy puddings...refrigerated sherbets. You'll really and genuinely about the old-fashioned flavor.

So simple to use! Just place FREEZE-O-TRAY in ice cube compartment and forget it! No stirring...no beating! Makes full quart at one freezing. Precision built of polished stainless steel. Lifetime motor. Factory guaranteed. Order your FREEZE-O-TRAY today... delight your friends and family tomorrow. Only $14.75 postpaid...

Includes illustrated instructions and price-less old southern recipes. No COO's.

FREEZE-O-TRAY CO.

Unusual Gift!

Order Now

400 ICE CUBES

KEEP OVER 24 HOURS!

Now at last you can have enough ice cubes for that picnic or party and they'll keep over 24 hours! This hand-some woven ask party basket with 2" of rockwool insulation and a heavy galvanized metal liner will hold about 400 ice cubes or 12 average size bottles covered with cubes. A solid plywood cover... moves easily. Approx. 14" high, 11 x 12" diam., walnut finish. Also keeps things hot! Only $6.95 P.P.P.

Check or Money Order—No C.O.D.'s please.
Maine's Leading Gift Shop for 20 Years.

THE BLUE WAVE
KENNEDYK MAINE

New Unbreakable Mixing Bowls

Decorate Table as Fruit, Salad and Serving Bowls!

• Set of 2 beautifully polished, unbreakable matching Stainless Steel Mixing Bowls. Each a smart, lustreous decora­tion on your table—use as salad, fruit or serving bowls. Light to lift, durable! Stain and rust resistant... easy to clean. Estonished gift! Made to The Vollrath Co. $6.45 per set, postpaid.

KING RICHMOND SALES. Dept. H-40
P.O. Box 101, Sheboygan, Wis.

Please send me [ ] set of 2 Stainless Steel Mixing Bowls. [ ] $6.45 per set, postpaid.
Enclosed is check ( ) money order ( )
Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City __________________ State ___________

Handcrafted Colonial

DOUBLE BRUSH BOOTSCRAPER

Drop forged horseshoes hold two genuine stube brushes—clean shoes while wrought steel crossbars scrape soles. Hand-made smithy-styled in black antique finish. Removes dirt, mud, slush, snow. Complete with instructions and attchments for concrete, masonry, wood end earth. $4.95

Send check or money order—no pay postage. C.O.D.'s accepted

BUCKS COUNTY SMITHY
4550 Torresdale Ave., Phila, 24, Pa.

END GARAGE PALN NUISANCE Keeps flies away... kills odors Indoors or out your garage pail will repel flies, cats, rats... even dogs and cats won't come near when you use SAN-A-LIZER. BUY SAN-A-LIZER! It's unbreakable, harmless cake that fastens inside the lid of your garbage pail in seconds without tools. SAN-A-LIZER completely deodorizes garbage too.

Send $1.10 for a year's supply (4 cakes). Yes, it's non-injurious to pets or children. Postpaid. Guaranteed. Join the "anti-fly" campaigns.

San-A-Lizer Corporation
1302 N. Wilton Los Angeles 28, Cal.

Stop Damage from Mildew

Preserve Your Fine Blankets, Woolens, etc. when Stored for Summer... PLUG-IT chases excess moisture and protects your stored valuables from the ravages of dampness. Used in closers, cupboards or other con­ained spaces.

PLUG-IT has any wall socket or extension cord, operates on AC/DC house current—uses only 50 watts. Fully insulated and protected heating element.

Send check or money order for $2.00 postpaid or C.O.D. order. Satisfaction guaranteed.

PLUG-IT

ELECTRIC HEAT DEVICES. P.O. Box 126, Butler, Pa.

SHOPPING AROUND


This sundial ash tray with signs of the zodiac is fun for terrace or garden. Pompeian green finish on metal, its Ro­man numerals will mark each hour. Another nice feature, it's im­pressive to weather. When ordering, specify the date and month of your birth. $4.50 postpaid. Florentine Craftsmen, Inc., 479 1st Ave., New York.

The Great Seal of Yale, Princeton, Columbia, Harvard or any one of America's insti­tutions of learning on cuff links and tie clasp for the one you adore. Carrying case in which they come can double as a wall­et. Gold-plate, $8.40 postpaid, the set. Enuchi Novelties, 541 Madison Ave., New York City.
Now Thousands own two fine cars...

"You can hardly hear it!"
"It's beautiful"

Actually more than a quarter-million families are two Ford families! And many of them have two big 1950 Fords. They love the extra handiness of two cars! They're sold on the extra economy of Ford ownership.

They've found that "Power Dome" combustion chambers in both the 100 h.p. V-8 and the 95 h.p. Six give high compression performance on regular gas—a saving that amounts to real money! And they've found that Fords are low in first cost and high in resale value!

"Drives like a dream"
"Wide, easy opening rear deck"

Plenty of room for everything"

Two smart travelling companions are the Ford Tudor Sedan and Ford Station Wagon! Both have styling that merited the Fashion Academy's Gold Medal Award.

The 85% easier-acting "King-Size" Brakes, the famous Ford "Lifeguard" Body—both cars have these Ford quality features and many more! "Test Drive" a Ford at your Dealer's today—the car you now own may well provide a down payment on two '50 Fords!

"Eight big people ride in comfort!"

There's a Ford in your future...with a future built in.
She sleeps in Utica BEAUTICALE Sheets, the luxurious Percales that belong in the finest homes. For BEAUTICALE's texture is rich and lustrous, superbly smooth to touch. Only the choicest cottons are thoroughly combed and spun to fine, strong threads to make the lasting weave that distinguishes BEAUTICALE. Regardless of price... you can buy nothing finer.

Write for your copy of the free booklet, "Beauty Secrets From Your Linen Closet."


One lovely full-blown yellow rose amid leaves of mist-gray on Castleton's classic Century shape. The ivory-tone and rare translucence of this fine made-in-America china emphasize the charm of this beautiful pattern...MAYFAIR. Five piece place-setting, 11.75.

“Dance of the Flower Maidens”—a decorative plaque by Salvador Dali from the Castleton Collection by Famous Contemporary Artists now being exhibited in leading stores in America.

CASTLETON CHINA
INCORPORATED
212 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

Now! Kencork's complete floor beauty actually costs less than wall-to-wall broadloom

Now give your home the practical luxury of Kencork floors for less than you'd pay for wall-to-wall broadloom! Think of the money you'll save and the beauty you'll gain. For Kencork offers you complete floor beauty...so mellow in tone, so quietly restful underfoot, you need no other floor covering!

Easy-to-care-for Kencork frees you from the allergy hazard of dusty carpets...stays softly gleaming with occasional waxings. Moisture cannot penetrate the pure cork tiles. Stains that permanently damage broadloom come right off long-wearing Kencork floors. And beautiful Kencork will stay lovely thirty years and longer without showing unsightly "lanes" that age the finest broadloom long before its time.
SHOPPING AROUND

**Italian faience** covered dish to serve your hollandaise, your very special watermelon pickles. The three pieces: the cover, the dish, the leaf tray, are exquisitely designed. Set of two dishes with serving spoon $11.35, ppd. One dish and spoon $5.85, ppd. Alfred Orlik, 680 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

A decorator's delight, this accurate reproduction of a French 18th-century wall clock is made in solid shining brass, black tole or dull gold tole, has 8-day 7-jewel movement, sells for $39.50 plus 20% Fed. tax, postpaid. ($7.50 additional with electric movement.) Annie Mock, Interior Design, 3214 O St., N.W., Washington, D. C.

Hanging bowl. Ingeniously made from an antique mixing bowl, it has the beautiful patina that comes with great age. Interior is treated to withstand moisture, to make it suitable for plants. Medium or large sizes, 10" to 15", $8, ppd. Craft Wood Products, Osgood St., Andover, Massachusetts.

Fine Lamps are a tradition at Carson's

...and in the very best Tradition is this copy of a fine old oil lamp. With polished brass base, bottle green or ruby glass font, and a handsome pierced gold metallic shade. Use this lamp not only to light up your room, but to add brilliance to your decorative scheme. Perfectly scaled (and priced) to use in pairs on your end tables.

25 inches tall complete $12.50

For Wee Moderns

Sterling silver backed brush and comb, 4¾", overall, $7.

Sterling silver picture frame, 5"x3¾", $9.

Not shown: frame 4¾"x3¾", $8... 4¼"x5½", $10.

15¢ additional per block letter engraving

Federal Tax Included. Add 50¢ for postage and packing

Mail orders promptly filled by Jean Tree

Black, Starr & Gorham

FIFTH AVENUE AT 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

EAST ORANGE MANHASSET WHITE PLAINS

Wedding Presents of the famous Steuben Glass, product of American handcraftsmen, are always appreciated...

Crystal vases like this, in the small or large size, are ideal for flowers—and charming as decorative pieces, either singly or in pairs.

Height 6"—$15; height 9½"—$45. Postpaid within the U.S.

Your mail inquiries and orders will receive immediate, personal attention. All wedding gifts are beautifully packed in the well-known Steuben boxes.
Beautiful Lauhala Mats

From Western Samoa, 20" x 21" with 3/8" weave. Attractive on the table. Easy to keep clean.
$1 ea. 6 for $5.75 12 for $11

Baking Shells (Ramekins)

Besides using them for small baking dishes, you'll find them ideal for individual sea food salads—canapés—oysters—sauces. Heat resistant shells with the edges smoothed. 5" in diameter. $1.95 a dozen

Toyo Fiber Bags

Colorful handy bags for shopping, knitting, or what have you. Lined with white Toyo fiber. Background in choice of: Blue, Red, Green, Oyster, Brown, or Yellow. 15" in diameter.
$3.95 ea. White, washable Toyo Bag, 12" in diameter. $3.50 ea.

Dione Lucas, famed food authority, designed this set of plastic shells for serving seafood, salads, a quartet of hors d'oeuvres or sauces. The large 14" shell holds crushed ice or a big tossed salad. In green with yellow, red with gray or green with coral. $2.50, postpaid. Cordon Bleu Originals, 11 Lincoln St., Newton 61, Mass.

Service on wheels is supplied by this folding cart with a removable gallery tray top, compartment drink rack below. In mint green or lemon yellow, white trimmed metal treated to resist stains, rust, corrosion. $17.95 ppd. Ward Phillips Co., Box 3451, Chicago 54, Illinois.

MEXICALI SANDALS

from South-of-the-border

Style AW. Criss-cross sandal of fine suede leather with 1/2" inch wedge heel. Fits snugly and comfortably like a glove. Colors: red, green, dark blue, black, with white trim. Please give second choice of color.

Send shoe size, outline of foot and $5.00 Postpaid. Add 3% in California. For C.O.D. orders $1.00 deposit required.

THE MEXICO CO.
Dept. HE
Calexico, California

(except for folder showing many styles in thongs, sandals, flip-flops, and slip-ons for women.)

The Game Boom, 1.5, 38 Connec­
tication drink rack below. In

lights with bright sketches and bold lettering indicating

EXCLUSIVE DESIGN*

Pearl Handle
Hors D'oeuvres

and BUTTER SPREADER


Dainty

4½" long
SET OF SIX
$15.00 POSTPAID

PACKAGE
IN TARNISH-PROOF BOX. GIFT BOXED.

C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED

WM. CRELL LABORATORIES
11-18-33rd Avenue
LONG ISLAND CITY 6, N.Y.

HUG-A-PLUG

events excess
unsightly cord!

HUG-A-PLUG provides for exact amount of cord need­ed, with extra length coiled inside and immediately available. No more excess, danger­ing wires to clean or trip over! Hug-A­Plug covers open outlets, protects children from electrical shocks. Smart, modern appearance.

Postage prepaid. Send only $1.00 for each Hug-A-Plug desired to the Ray Sanders Co., Dept. HG, Security Bldg., Pasadena 1, California. Please specify Ivory or Walnut finish.

Baked to order. Serve hot with your main dish. A new way to serve seafood, salads, a quartet of hors d'oeuvres or sauces. The large 14" shell holds crushed ice or a big tossed salad. In green with yellow, red with gray or green with coral. $2.50, postpaid. Cordon Bleu Originals, 11 Lincoln St., Newton 61, Mass.

Service on wheels is supplied by this folding cart with a removable gallery tray top, compartment drink rack below. In mint green or lemon yellow, white trimmed metal treated to resist stains, rust, corrosion. $17.95 ppd. Ward Phillips Co., Box 3451, Chicago 54, Illinois.

Four of a color but not of a kind. A set of frosted glass decan­ters with bright sketches and bold lettering indicating an attractive repository for gin, scotch, rye and bourbon. A gay note for the terrace or game­room bar. $5.50 ppd. the set. The Game Room, 1538 Connectic­ticut Ave. N.W., Wash., D. C.

REFLATE

YOUR OLD WORN SILVER
—in seconds

With Double Strength LIGHTNING SILVER PLATE, the outstanding silver plating comp­ound, containing pure fine silver. LIGHT­NING SILVER PLATE cleans, polishes and replates in one operation. Just rub on with a soft cloth to restore worn Sheffield silver instantly and plate any article having a white metal, lead, pewter, or other metal base. LIGHT‐NING SILVER PLATE can also be used to replate objects having a white metal, lead, pewter, or other metal base. LIGHTING SILVER PLATE won't rub or wash off.

We have been supplying LIGHTNING SILVER PLATE to THOUSANDS of Antique Dealers, Jewelers and Silversmiths for over 30 years.

Over $200 worth of plating with an 8 ounce economy size bottle at $6.50, a 4 ounce bottle at $3.75, postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

WM. CRELL LABORATORIES
11-18-33rd Avenue
LONG ISLAND CITY 6, N.Y.
AROUND JUNE, 1950

Young mothers will find in this 21-piece Doll-E-Nurse a fascinating replica of baby暹罗币 paraphernalia. Everything to wash and sterilize bottles, fill them with make-believe formula for the youngest member of the doll family. $2.50 the set postpaid, Novelty Mart, 59 East 8 Street, New York City.

Frame your magazines (and keep them fresh and uncluttered!) by hanging them on this wall rack over four removable rods. It can double as a bathroom towel rack, is made in mahogany, maple finish or natural. $8 postpaid from Muriel Reynolds, Box 187, Laguna Beach, California.

Pad-a-pad restores the beauty and comfort to outdoor furniture when the original padding becomes ripped, faded or compressed. Not a slip cover but a filled, tufted pad, of water-repellent vat-dyed duck in blue, green, yellow, rust or red, to fit standard swings, gliders, etc., $7.45, p.pd. Sun-Fun Shops, Box 4977, Florence Sta., Los Angeles 1, Calif.

Hand Painted Porcelain Baby Shoes

So adorable they take your breath away! Their delightful contours awaken fond memories of baby days. Of world-famed "Herend" porcelain—the finest of European manufacture. Three sizes, $1.26 for 3", $1.28 for 3Vi", $1.30 for 4Vi". postpaid. No COD's. Money back guarantee.

WACO MFG. CO.
6273 11th Ave. Los Angeles 21, California

Build a Model of Your Dream House

Build a 1/4-scale model of your dream house with Plan-O-Blocks. In three dimensions, you can see it from every angle; alter it to suit your needs. Plan-O-Blocks are not a toy, but precision made; enormous enough for your builder to estimate costs. Our set lets you plan and construct thousands of designs, one at a time. Or, if you have a design in mind, send us sketches. We can furnish blocks needed to build model. PRELIMINARY 10-day Trial Offer (500 Blocks),悬 $19.95—check or money order. Sent postpaid. Money refunded if you return the blocks within 10 days. A wonderful help to the prospective home owner or planner.

CRAFT-WOOD Products

Curly Maple Desk-on-Framed

An exact reproduction of a very early American desk. Handmade with the finest materials. Dimensions: 40" x 20" x 30". A perfect size for your immediate order at manufacturer's established prices.

PLAN-O-BLOCKS
317 Capitol Bldg.
Binghamton, N. Y.

Choice of the Elite

Hand Painted Porcelain

English Dinnerware

WILLIAM JUNOR LIMITED
332 YONGE STREET TORONTO CANADA

WHEN IN CANADA VISIT TORONTO'S LARGEST RETAIL CHINA STORE
Unit Shelves

Hundreds of combinations of wall shelves and wall racks can be made with the SEVEN BASIC SHELVES shown here.

MARK'S & TOGETHER perfectly—place the shelf and side by side. Use these to any arrangement from a simple clock shelf to an elaborate wall library. They are plain, with excellent shelf ends, too. Or, make them into an armoire, book shelves upon racks, side shelves, etc. Easy to hang—each has deep plate groove.

Hand made of finest pine in honey tone finish—on any shelf—add beauty. Also available only for your own paint or stain.

Three basic short shelves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIC SHELVES</th>
<th>16&quot; in. high</th>
<th>12&quot; long</th>
<th>10-1/4 in. wide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRAIGHT SHELVES</td>
<td>$4.36 (Unfinished)</td>
<td>$3.75</td>
<td>(Unfinished) $3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPOON SHELVES</td>
<td>$3.16 (Unfinished)</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
<td>(Unfinished) $2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLANT SHELVES</td>
<td>$3.16 (Unfinished)</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
<td>(Unfinished) $2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAWER SHELVES</td>
<td>$3.16 (Unfinished)</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
<td>(Unfinished) $2.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four basic long shelves

- Straight Shelves—16" in. high
- Spoon Shelves—16" in. high
- Slant Shelves—16" in. high
- Drawer Shelves—16" in. high

Write for free folders on:

UNIQUE WALL FURNITURE
AMERICAN PINE REPRODUCTIONS

CERAMA
presents
“The Fisherman”
... an exquisite, original, imported ceramic, brilliantly executed by Italy’s famed sculptor, Carlo Massa... available in limited editions exclusively with HORTENS Studio. Beautifully painted in subtly blended marine blue and green... a treasure to be cherished always. 16 inches high. $25.00. Mail orders only.

Other imported ceramics available on request. Send check or money order for...

HORTENS STUDIO
222 Lexington Ave.
New York 21, N. Y.

UNUSUAL GIFT FOR DAD
PERSONAL CAR KEYS

Here are keys to the Father’s Day gift problem—skillfully crafted and finished in Swed¬

Hard-working doll. Taken apart into its component dish map, pot holder and two dish cloths, this doll makes itself useful in any kitchen, might be a good way to induce a little girl to lend a hand behind the scenes. Hangs on wall when not in use. $1.25 postpaid. From Lady Jane Studios, P. O. Box 252, Mount Vernon, New York.

It wears like iron for the excellent reason that this Swedish Canton ware is made of heavy cast iron overlaid with porcelain enamel. It withstands heat from oven or top-of-stove. Casserole 10" long. $9.75, dish 12" long. $6.50. Both ppd. From Susan Ranney, 175 East 82nd Street, New York City.

SHOPTING

“Fiery Feather” folding iron weighs a mere, unbelievable 1½ lbs, folds flat with a turn of the wrist to slip into your lug¬

BE AN ARISTOCRAT with

Collins Craftsmen, Inc.

10" x 6" x 11" perfect for the new Home Plan Books. A further story of more than 100 plans.

The Flower Stalls of Paris

... in your sunroom, on your

Page and Bibble

SELECT YOUR DREAM HOUSE
From the new Home Plan Books

BE AN ARISTOCRAT

BEANISTOCRAT with

“aristocrat of Paper Plates”

BEANISTOCRAT with

“aristocrat of Paper Plates”

BEANISTOCRAT with

“aristocrat of Paper Plates”

BEANISTOCRAT with

“aristocrat of Paper Plates”

The Aristocrat of Paper Plates
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KAPREE SALES
P. O. BOX 488
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
FIRE SENTRY

Protects you—your home

A reliable home fire alarm that protects you from the night's No. 1 peril—FIRE. Provides time for safe exit, detects any abnormal, quick rise in temperature. Warnings while the fire is still small. Preset, tamperproof, and lasts a lifetime. Attractive design, 3" x 15", blends with room decoration. Just one unit on sleeping floor provides comfort plus real security, $24.50 ppd. including alarm bell.

FIRE SENTRY COMPANY
907 W. Madison
Huntington, Michigan

MAKE THIS REAL BARGAIN

How often have you decided not to wear your expensive Number One Watch when working in the garden or going to the beach for fear it might be damaged by water or sand? For such occasions buy our dependable and fully guaranteed watch. It is also a fine graduation gift.

J. JEROLD SWITZER movement.
Stainless steel back.
Unbreakable crystal.
Expandable bracelet.
Radial dial in 4 colors: silver, black, white, or pink, speedy which.

$10.95

No Fed. Tax included.
Some models with leather strap.

Safeguard

LELECTRO WELD, INC.
3700 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

BANISH SCRATCHES

IN A JIFFY WITH ALMOND STICK

EASY TO USE AS LIPSTICK

$1.00 each, 14c. each in lots of 10, postpaid.

Just rub Almond Stick over furniture scratches and see them fade away. Rub over whole table to bring out hidden beauty in wood. Works like magic on wood without danger to finest finish. One stick will last for years. Order from this ad, No. C.O.D.'s, please.

GLASSCRAFT
920 C, Chicago Ave.
Evanston, Ill.

Bamboo PLACE MATS in Color.

The New Idea in Place Mats
Is Texture and Singing Color!

Only $3.95 a Set

In Coral, Yellow, Forest Green or Chartreuse—today's color trends for Chinet®. Modern, Traditional, or Ranch Home. Dramatic dining looks. Dine in style, eat in color! Send 25 cents for 1950 edition of The Waterhouse Collection, together with fabric swatches. Address:

420 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 3, Ill.
Send for descriptive lists and color photographs... then make your choice. Your selection, with additional rugs for comparison, will be sent to you on approval.

We sincerely believe that our rugs are the best values on the market today. Many customers, from all parts of America, say that similar rugs are offered at double our prices. Good Oriental rugs are sound investments. No deposit or expense to you in ordering our rugs shipped on approval.

No obligation to buy

CHAS. W. JACOBSEN
401 S. SALINA ST. • SYRACUSE, N. Y.

To Grace Any Wall

A smart decorator's touch is imparted by these lovely, burnished brass or copper (your choice) wall planters with old, richly colored riding prints. A pocket in back provides for water or earth, 8" diameter, in right and left designs.

Only 4.95 the pair

each or use. 10 sets of enameled super finish.$19.95

Set of 4. Black (6 coats of enameled super finish) $19.95

Set of 4. Choice of wood finishes: Natural, Mahogany, Provincial.$23.50

WARD PHILLIPS CO.

Paint Brush Conditioner

Softens hard-as-rock brushes and makes them behave like new.

Provides a safe place to store brushes.

Paint brushes are always ready for use.

No time wasted in cleaning brushes.

Brushes do not hang in liquid. ProteXem's liquid solvent evaporates and fills the condition with a vapor that penetrates the brushes and dissolves the binding oils in paint, varnish, lacquer, and shellac. GUARANTEED.

Complete unit with pint of vaporizing liquid.

$2.75 postpaid

Send order now to

WISCONSIN LABORATORIES, INC.
Dept. H. 2138 3rd St., Milwaukee 12, Wis.

A million lights

These gay, colorful lighters will lend a smart touch to your game room or den. And how they last, holding a full year's supply of fuel! Order by name—Torches, Tank or Ye Olde. Price $1.25 ea. or any combination of three for $3.50 postpaid.

CRISTY SPECIALTY CORP.
23 PUTNAM LANE
WORCESTER 4, MASSACHUSETTS

To preserve the moment of her life... a bride's scrap-book. This 15" x 12" album is beautifully made, handsomely gold-tooled, a decorative object for any room. It accommodates photos, clippings, mementos. White Fabrikoid $5.95; in ivory-colored genuine leather $10.95. Both ppd. Treasure Mart, 545 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

Plated-silver trivet as handsome as the antique Sheffield piece it's copied from. A necessity under hot dishes, a decoration under plants. Rods extend the 8" stand to 12", the 10" one to 16". The small trivet $11, the large one $14. Both postpaid. Gift Sources, 2 Columbus Circle, New York City.

Display your daisies in a unique setting. Complete with 13 glass florist tubes, this lovely arrangement is made of non-tarnishable metal and measures 12" high with a 12" diameter. Silver-wash, $9.95; gold-wash $12.95. Both postpaid.

Greenhall, 509 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
AROUND

To add a touch of distinction to stationery, use this hand-operated embossing machine with your initial surrounded by a laurel wreath. The raised effect of the design is quite charming. Nice device for a letter-writing friend. Only $3.75 ppd. from the Barn Loft Studio, 350 Union Ave., Laconia, N. H.

You'll carry cracked ice comfortably from living room to terrace if you use a slotted trough table like this Colonial reproduction. The deep twin troughs have removable, water-tight linings. Fine idea for cooling soft drinks, for serving highballs, or for potted plants. $14.95 ppostpaid. Templeton Craftsmen, Templeton, Mass.

Agreeable, this basket is ready for a picnic, to carry groceries, to take your knitting or sewing in an instant. It folds flat when not in use. Made of bamboo laced with red string. 15" long, 9" high. Price, $4.55 ppostpaid. New Design, Inc., 33 East 75th St., New York City.

Using your electric mixer to wax, polish, sand

with famous slip-on TOOLZON Pats. Pend. Save time, effort! Let your kitchen mixer wax furniture, floors, auto; polish silver, glass, brass, seed wood, metal, ceramics, plastics! Just slip on Toolzon (fits any mixer or money back)! Zip — tedious work done! Includes lamb's wool buffer, sanding discs, attachment for all mixers! Thousands in use. Postpaid!

TOOLZON for $3.00 kitchen mixer or 1/4" workshop drill

Extra Buffer $1.00; 12 Sanding Discs $1.00

TOWLE MANUFACTURING CO., INC. • DEPT. G, WALNUT CREEK, CALIF.

EARLY AMERICAN CRICKET FOOTSTOOL

Imported from Finland

SOLID COPPER TEA KETTLES

A REGULAR $1 VALUE

NOW ONLY 7.95

Old World charm at a new low price. Made by Finland's master craftsmen of gleaming solid copper, tool-lined for practical use on a hot plate or over an open flame. Guaranteed. New low prices: 1-qt. (6-cup) $7.95; 2-qt. $9.95; 3-qt. $11.95, postpaid. Rush check or Money Order to:

FINLANDIA HOUSE

1027 M.E. Alberta St.

Portland 11, Oregon

Old silver restored for wedding gifts

Choice old silverware, properly restored makes a wedding gift of enduring beauty and sentiment. This can be done at reasonable cost by "Bromwell's" who have since 1873 specialized in repolishing and repairing the silver treasures of distinguished hostesses in the Nation's Capital. Write particulars or send silver for an estimate.

ROYALTON CRAFTSMEN

Guaranteed Dale productions, reproducations

Gasport, Royalton Township, New York

PICTURE GARDEN WITH GROWING CACTUS

A bit of the Old West is captured in this desert scene of fine ceramic, hand-painted in authentic hues and set deep in a shadow box frame resembling antique cactus wood. Armfuls of miniature cacti adorn the picture practically without care, in retrofitted pepper box stands or equestrienne's diaries. Great for any room style homes. Arm, too, into your Western grandeur in show, library or office. For wall, table or desk. Has attached easel back. $9.75; 5-1/2 x 7-1/2 inches. Complete with two plant pads and special soil. Satisfaction guaranteed.

$4.95

TOOLZON

For $ .99 workshop drill

EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOP

Includes lamb's wool buffer, sanding discs, attachment for all mixers! Thousands in use. Postpaid!

TOOLZON for $3.00 kitchen mixer or 1/4" workshop drill

Extra Buffer $1.00; 12 Sanding Discs $1.00

TOWLE MANUFACTURING CO., INC. • DEPT. G, WALNUT CREEK, CALIF.
We're Not Crazy...We're Actually Offering BRAND NEW SELECTED HARDWOOD BOOKCASES $5.95 EACH Possible...Yes! For a limited time only you can get genuine, beautiful hardwood veneer bookcases in-safe-smooth finish. Suitable for living room, den or office. Ideal for books, encyclopedias, toys or shirts. Fine workmanship-no snapping. 100% hardboard throughout. (Don't confuse this offer with knock-down furniture!) Packed completely assembled in strong wood boxes. Superbly finished, your choice:

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, MAPLE OR BLOND Book clock, money order or check...or, if you wish, a 35% deposit and we will ship C.O.D. Free deliver anywhere in U.S. on order of two or more. SIXTIENTH-FRACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK.

Write Mr. Cudel REGAL BOOK COMPANY 505 N. Ervay Dallas, Texas

Invitation TO SMOKE Send the next wedding invitation or announcement you receive to us and we'll etch it on a fine Fostoria glass cigarette box. The lucky couple will cherish forever such a lasting reminder of their wonderful wedding day. It measures 3 1/2" x 4" x 1 1/2".

$7.50 postpaid. Gift-boxed and shipped directly to bride, if desired. Delivery, about ten days. No C.O.D.'s please.

HOLIDAY HOUSE 82 Bellevue Theatre Bldg., Upper Montclair, N.J.

PREVENT Dog Damage To keep dogs off furniture to keep from scratching. As advertised in House & Garden, 1950. To be used indoors and outdoors on all surfaces. Non-toxic. For dogs over 30 lbs. 100% guaranteed. 1 bottle $1.50. 4 bottles $5.00. S. M. O. B.O. New Milford, Conn.

Hibiscus Pattern in Plastic Pinch-Pleated DRAW DRAPES In Matching Widths

96" Wide Overall...$3.95
144" Wide Overall...$5.95
188" Wide Overall...$7.95

Today's "top" fashion, at low cost. Plastic draw drapes with pinch-pleated top that give the dramatic appearance of fine, natural fabric. All are 90" long. Natural, gray, beige, green and rose.

48" Width Matching Fabric Available by the Yard 75¢

STEINER'S DEPT. M NEW CASTLE, PENNSYLVANIA

FRAME YOUR HERITAGE WATCH We will mount your treasured watch in a beautiful WACHESER, frame of golden-glow metal and wavyire tine. Makes a striking clock or table clock. Easy to wind or remove. When mailing to us, pack your watch carefully.

If you have no box, we will send one free.

MIDDAM CO. No. 909 $10.00
37 S. Pleasant St., Amherst, Mass.

J. B. HUNTER CO. HARDWARE
83 SUMMER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

We will mount your treasured watch in a beautifully velveteen. Makes a striking desk or table frame. Non-toxic. Will not harm your watch. Send the next wedding invitation or announcement you receive to us and we'll etch it on a fine Fostoria glass cigarette box. The lucky couple will cherish forever such a lasting reminder of their wonderful wedding day. It measures 3 1/2" x 4" x 1 1/2".

$7.50 postpaid. Gift-boxed and shipped directly to bride, if desired. Delivery, about ten days. No C.O.D.'s please.

HOLIDAY HOUSE 82 Bellevue Theatre Bldg., Upper Montclair, N.J.

SHOPPING AROUND

As big as a tent, and much more absorbent, this bath sheet is 56" x 80" and has a suitably large monogram. Use it at the beach, as a bathrobe. Everybody in the family will want at least one. With two-color monogram, $12.95 ppd. Moseley's, Fisher Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich.

Coffee at its best is freshly ground. This imported mill is made of enameled European hardwood. The precision steel grinders adjust to coarse or fine. Metal cap and handles are fine brass, chrome-plated. The removable drawer slides easily. $8.95 postpaid. From Miles Kimball, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

At last a really sensible garden shoe...blue denim lined with terrycloth. Because they are made of good honest cotton, with sewn-on soles, plastic heels, these shoes take to scrubbing with soap and water. High back protects the heel from garden dirt. $6.95 ppd. Send regular shoe size. Merrill's House, New Milford, Conn.

Coffee at its best is freshly ground. This imported mill is made of enameled European hardwood. The precision steel grinders adjust to coarse or fine. Metal cap and handles are fine brass, chrome-plated. The removable drawer slides easily. $8.95 postpaid. From Miles Kimball, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
Fieldcrest COLONIAL Bedspread
AN AMERICAN TREASURE

BRAND NEW AND CHARMING addition to Fieldcrest's quality family. A modern rendition of a rare pre-Revolutionary coverlet in the treasured Pine Tree motif. Equally at home with modern or traditional settings.

The deep-textured, sculptured effect is achieved by Fieldcrest's new loom technique—giving you beauty, quality and long wear to cherish for years to come. At leading stores. About $25.

Sizes 82 by 112 and 96 by 112. Reversible, completely washable. Pre-shrunk—no ironing needed.

NEW YORK CITY

Fieldcrest Colonial Bedspread is made with a woven loop tuft for better wear. Quality tested for lasting beauty 24 times during manufacture.

FIELD CREST MILLS, DIVISION OF MARSHALL FIELD & COMPANY, INC., 88 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK 13, NEW YORK
Nothing takes the place of GENUINE LEATHER

for DURABILITY and DISTINCTION

The smart colors in which Genuine Leather is now available . . . its adaptability to any scheme of decoration or design . . . make it the preferred material for the upholstery of fine furniture and automobiles. Matching this beauty, the utility of Genuine Leather makes it more than worth its extra cost, for it cleans easily . . . is stain and fire resistant . . . improves in appearance with age and use. Look to leather for durability and distinction.

THE UPHOLSTERY LEATHER GROUP • TANNERS' COUNCIL OF AMERICA • 100 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK 7, N.Y.
SHOPPING AROUND

Spe-e-de Wee-ne cooks hot dogs in their natural juices in about 1½ minutes. Flavor is preserved and skins won’t split. Made of sturdy polyestrene, the current automatically turns off when cover is opened. The price is only $3.95 ppd. The Pig’n Whistle, 410 Michigan Avenue, East Lansing, Michigan.

For very young kibitzers, a Junior Canasta set. Each card in the double deck depicts that lovable character, Mickey Mouse, performing a fabulous feat. Even though the youngsters don’t play the game according to Hoyle, these decks of cards will surely keep them quiet. $1.25 ppd. J. J. Anthony, Box 402, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Gracious custom, afternoon tea. This Paisley-patterned rayon tea cozy, a reproduction from the Colonial, combines the charm of long ago with the efficiency of today. The cover, in yellow or black background, is detachable from the insulating body. $4.75 ppd. Kien Chung Tea House, 500 Boston Post Rd., Weston 10, Mass.

RAILROAD FANS

From the Narrow Gauge Capital of the World comes a plate depicting the “EMMA SWEENY”, old engine =20 of the RIO GRANDE... engine and something every movie and railroad fan should own. Suitable for hanging as plaques. Orders promptly filled.

Jackie Roberts, Inc.

ATTENTION

275 BEST

DESIGNS — IDEAS — showing photographs of homes actually built; descriptions, floor plans, 1 & 2 story. All types architecture. Complete blueprint plans available. Circle your choice of books — 30¢ each:

- Selected Homes, 40 Celiff, Ranch, Colonial, Monterey
- Attractive Homes, 40 Cape Cod's and Colonials
- Charmings Homes, 31 3-Rooms, Modern Exteriors, Brick Homes, 62 2-3-4 Bedrooms
- Dream Homes, 79 Illustrations, Interiors and Exteriors
- Small Homes, 23 Low Budget Designs

All SIX BOOKS FOR $2.50 POSTPAID

OLVENETTE by WEST BEND with HEAT INDICATOR for BAKING ROASTING ON TOP OF ANY STOVE

Browns Evenly

Saves 5¢ on Fuel

Kitchen Stay Cooler

Use for Roasts, Pies, Muffins, Potatoes, Cakes

OLVENETTE No. 5265 complete with accessories including cover, rack, base, pie pan, roasting pan and 7 muffin cups only $5.95.

HOT-COLD SERVER

PENGUIN DESIGN

Sparkling chrome on stainless steel, new. Two quart capacity. Keeps ice cubes 4 to 6 hours. Completely insulated. Also keeps hot for serving "seconds". $6.50

Leila Specialties

Add charm to your home with easily installed Scroll-ets for screen or storm doors. Filigree scrolls of aluminum with baked white enamel finish. 8 designs at $6.50 to $11.00 per set. Write for Free Catalog.

Add Charm to Your Home With Scroll-ets for Screen and Storm Doors

Attention Railroad Fans

From the Narrow Gauge Capital of the World comes a plate depicting the "EMMA SWEENY", old engine #23 of the RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN RAILWAY of southwestern Colorado, all detailed out for the Southern Railway Museum. "TICKET TO TOMAHAWK". The plates are 18" in size and available in maroon, brown, and blue at $2.00 postpaid anywhere in the U.S.A. A fine salute to a gallant engine and something every movie and railroad fan should own. Suitable for hanging on isolation. Orders promptly filled. No C.O.D.'s please. Money-back guarantee.

Jackson Hardware, Inc.

SHOPPING AROUND

JUNE, 1950

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION

SIX WEEKS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE SUMMER SESSION Resident Day Classes Start July 6th. Send for Catalog G. Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals, faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction. Cultural or Vocational Courses.

Home Study Course Starts at once. Send for Catalog C. Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, useful and intensely interesting.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION

515 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

DRAGON LIGHTS

At last—a new decorative and unusual material for candlestick holders—these absolutely fabulous dragons will make a distinctive gift for the new bride—a treasured possession in your own home—perfect in period or modern setting— they’re solid brass with antique black or polished brass finish (will not tarnish)— choose one of each or two alike to make a pair—about 6½” high, 4½” wide--

$17.00  a pair paid $8.75 each ppd.

Money order or check, sorry no C.O.D.

Add Charm to Your Home With Scroll-ets for Screen and Storm Doors

Beaux Art Crafts

515 Madison Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Add charm to your home with Scroll-ets for screen or storm doors. Filigree scrolls of aluminum with baked white enamel finish. 8 designs at $6.50 to $11.00 per set. Write for Free Catalog.

Beaux Art Crafts

515 Madison Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Add Charm to Your Home With Scroll-ets for Screen and Storm Doors

Beaux Art Crafts

515 Madison Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Add charm to your home with easily installed Scroll-ets for screen or storm doors. Filigree scrolls of aluminum with baked white enamel finish. 8 designs at $6.50 to $11.00 per set. Write for Free Catalog.

Beaux Art Crafts

515 Madison Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
Special Introductory Offer

Iron Art Inc.

Special Introductory Offer Wrought Iron Set

Only $59.50

Made by the SOUTH'S Largest Producers of Ornamental Iron

Sold separately, table $23.95, chairs $10.95 ea.

All items electro-plated to prevent rust. Painted in satin white, antique green or lampblack.

Table 30" long, 42" wide. Chairs covered with washable and long-wearing burlapette in red, green, yellow or blue... or with sailcloth in green, yellow or blue or dusty rose. Every item guaranteed.

Send check or money order, Shipped freight or express (your preference) billed on delivery.

Everything in Ornamental Iron for Home and Garden. Send for Folder.

Immediate delivery!

IRON ART INC.

2507 7th Ave., S.

Birmingham, Ala.

IT'S EASY TO CONVERT YOUR MOWER TO A POWER MOWER

MAKES LAWN MOWING FUN

Only $29.70

Equip your hand mower with a LeJay MidgeTractor. It snaps on in a jiffy. It's ready to go. Backs up and maneuvers amazingly easy. Costs far less than regular power mowers.

Only $54.95 complete with engine—or $29.70 less engine... use your own engine (any make to 1 1/2 hp, or a 1/2 hp electric motor). Free literature. Guaranteed with mail order only. Send for your MidgeTractor today.

LEJAY MANUFACTURING CO.

2940 So. Emerson Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

DISAPPEARING CLOTHESLINE!

Imagine... 150 feet of clean lines ready for washing in a Jiffy! Bungy Unit of rust-proof aluminum encases 5 plastic covered steel lines that never sag, stay clean. Easy to operate, positive lever locks lines securely in place... and lines slide back smoothly when not in use, leave your lawn or yard uncluttered.

Unconditionally guaranteed for one year.

POSTPAID, only $29.95 to O.D.'s please.

WESTWATER SALES CORP.

Box 22, New Hyde Park, L. I., New York.

MATCHING THREE make an ideal small gift useful in the dining room, on a bedside table or on a guest's breakfast tray. Of imported Italian pottery, the gay rooster design comes in turquoise or yellow. $2.25 for this cigarette set ppd. From Madison Gifts, 12 W. Merrick Road, Freeport, Long Island.

Take a seat on a woven chair, for a new experience in comfort. Made entirely by hand in Mexico from matting and rush, this copy from the Portuguese workshop in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

For the savor of good food, serve salt in these fascinating crystal bowls, each has its own sterling spoon inspired by Danish design. Note how they hook over the ridged top of each dish. Set of two dishes, two spoons is $4.20 p.p.d., incl. Fed. tax. Fleetwood Silversmiths, 36 Cliff Avenue, Yonkers 5, New York.

Only JEWEL Electric Fountains

Bring You—

The "Music" of a Bubbling Brook and the Beauty of a Rainbow

Nothing adds so much charm to your home, pool or garden as a JEWEL ELECTRIC COLOR CHANGE FOUNTAIN

Sparkling streams of water are illuminated from below by light beams of constantly changing colors. Jewel Fountains require no connection to water lines. Just plug into nearest outlet.

Established 1880


HOME-LAWN PORTABLE GRILL

TURNS INTO THE WIND FOR EASY DRAFT!

• Fire box is 14" x 16" for generous barbecue area—revolves on firm stand, revolves in wind

• All-welded steel construction

• Weight only 14 lbs.

• Fire box of 16 gauge reinforced steel to prevent warping

• Assembles in seconds

• Stands waist high

$7.95

POSTPAID Anywhere in U. S. A.

A Perfect Father's Day Gift

PARKWAY EQUIPMENT CO.

NEW HOLLSTEIN, WIS.
AROUND

Let's play Pelican! A lovable character with a ravenous appetite is the theme of this bean-bag game by Muriel Fouts. 29" high and 31" in length, he comes knocked down and complete with 3 felt "fish" for $7.95 ppd. Gift of the Month, 542 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C.

Wall whimsey: a pair of hand-painted skillets to brighten their very first kitchen. In one is written the newlyweds' names; in the other the date of the wedding. On each, a gay little saying. White with a bright-colored posy. $4.95 postpaid a pair. $2.50 postpaid each. The Red Door, 1707 Central St., Evanston, Illinois.

The glamour of the sea is suggested by the undulant forms and beautiful natural colors of this china shell dish. Ideal for chowder or fish course, it is equally useful as a vase, ash tray or nut container. Price is $2.50, postpaid. Order from Nessa Gaulois, 723 Lincoln Rd., Miami Beach 39, Florida.

Light Your Garden Pool with natural-looking Lily-pad lights, which give a soft underwater illumination, so you can see and enjoy it after dark. The realistic-looking 7½" "pads" float on the water surface. Rubber watertight construction, 12 foot cord, single pad, $8.15; double as shown, $15.40. LUDLOW STUDIOS, INC. 115 W. 23 St. New York 11 N. Y.
**WASH YOUR CAR IN 12 MINUTES**

**SAVE TIME AND $$$**

**NEW FOUNTAIN BRUSH**

**WONDER WAND CAR WASHER**

**$3.95**

**(Postpaid)**

**(No C.O.D.)*

**ORDER BY MAIL**

**Home and Garden Gifts**

629 Breck Bldg., BOSTON 10, Mass.

*IT'S FUN TO COOK OUTDOORS*

*PORTABLE GRILL*

Have the time of your life enjoying tasty charcoal-grilled fare outside... with this rugged, cast-iron PORTABLE GRILL.

Just fire up a little... it's so easy to clean... and cold water does a fleet, constant cleanup work with nothing.

It has cooking area for 2 or more meals. Burn-resistant wood, steel, ideal for picnics, fishing and touring trips and it's sturdy enough to be used as a portable fireplace grill. Available in two sizes.

5-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Send $8.50 check or money order. It can be used for any item in the catalog. No COD's. If not completely satisfied, return goods in five days and your money will be refunded. (Write for our illustrated catalog.)

**ERKINS STUDIOS**

28 West 40th St., New York 18, N. Y.

**SAVE TIME SHOPPING**

The "sponger" works for you, not on you. The long-handled model is a fine bath brush. Short, used damp, cleans Venetian blinds, piano keys or washes dishes; dry, it removes lint or dog hairs, dusts phonograph records. Of soft rubber, $1.69; $1.29; 89c ppd.


**COOL CONCOCTIONS***

Cool concoctions are right at home in these nice big pottery tumblers. Handmade and hand-decorated, highly-glazed semi-porcelain. Frosty white with a wide jade-green band. 5¼" high, each one holds over 12 oz. With initials, $1.95 each, ppd. (Plus 5% tax in Michigan.) From Saukatch Pottery, Box 501, Saugatuck, Michigan.

**BOOK-END STORAGE IS A NEW IDEA AND A GOOD ONE**

This pair has four pull-out compartments for personal items or the what-nots that clutter the living-room table. Handmade, cabinet-finished, Vault-Bookends are about 7¼" high, cost $14.99 ppd. Model Patent Mfg. Co., 1019 Cook Street, Denver, Colo.

**WONDER WAND**

for your
garden

**BULLET-EYE CONTROL OF WEED SPRAY**

Also cleans windows, walls, screens, leatherette aluminum alloy with big similar fountain brush. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

"Best time and money saver ever!"

says car owner E. B.

**WASH YOUR CAR IN 12 MINUTES**

**SAVE TIME AND $$$**

**NEW FOUNTAIN BRUSH**

Look at the price—what a saving! Attach "Wonder Wand" to garden hose. Wash your car in 12 minutes in your Sunday best! Scrubs, soaks, rinses as it cleans!

Pays for itself in 2 or 3 washings.

**BULLS-EYE CONTROL OF WEED SPRAY**

**WASH YOUR CAR IN 12 MINUTES**

**SAVE TIME AND $$$**

**NEW FOUNTAIN BRUSH**

WONDER WAND CAR WASHER

$3.95

(No C.O.D.)

ORDER BY MAIL

Home and Garden Gifts

629 Breck Bldg., BOSTON 10, Mass.

IT'S FUN TO COOK OUTDOORS

PORTABLE GRILL

Have the time of your life enjoying tasty charcoal-grilled fare outside... with this rugged, cast-iron PORTABLE GRILL.

Just fire up a little... it's so easy to clean... and cold water does a fleet, constant cleanup work with nothing.

It has cooking area for 2 or more meals. Burn-resistant wood, steel, ideal for picnics, fishing and touring trips and it's sturdy enough to be used as a portable fireplace grill. Available in two sizes.

5-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Send $8.50 check or money order. It can be used for any item in the catalog. No COD's. If not completely satisfied, return goods in five days and your money will be refunded. (Write for our illustrated catalog.)

ERKINS STUDIOS

28 West 40th St., New York 18, N. Y.

SAVE TIME SHOPPING

The "sponger" works for you, not on you. The long-handled model is a fine bath brush. Short, used damp, cleans Venetian blinds, piano keys or washes dishes; dry, it removes lint or dog hairs, dusts phonograph records. Of soft rubber, $1.69; $1.29; 89c ppd.


COOL CONCOCTIONS

Cool concoctions are right at home in these nice big pottery tumblers. Handmade and hand-decorated, highly-glazed semi-porcelain. Frosty white with a wide jade-green band. 5¼" high, each one holds over 12 oz. With initials, $1.95 each, ppd. (Plus 5% tax in Michigan.) From Saukatch Pottery, Box 501, Saugatuck, Michigan.

BOOK-END STORAGE IS A NEW IDEA AND A GOOD ONE

This pair has four pull-out compartments for personal items or the what-nots that clutter the living-room table. Handmade, cabinet-finished, Vault-Bookends are about 7¼" high, cost $14.99 ppd. Model Patent Mfg. Co., 1019 Cook Street, Denver, Colo.
AROUND

Pennsylvania-Dutch note paper for the friend who loves to cook. Twelve folded sheets, 3½" x 3", with matching envelopes. On one side of each sheet is an enchanting color sketch; the other has a mouth-watering old Dutch recipe. $1 ppd. Byock & Williams, 95 Halsey Street, Newark, N. J.

Shoes at hand save stooping, stooping, mixing up of pairs. This shoe valet requires no assembling and holds 9 pairs securely, thanks to a toe-guard rod. Chrome finish, comes complete with screws to attach. It costs $2.95 postpaid from the Nu Novelty Company, 317 West 45th St., New York 19, New York.

Cut a steak with a plastic knife on this plastic-surfaced plate; both can take it. Package of 148 assorted-size plates, half chartreuse, half burgundy, $5.50 (add 25c if W. of Miss.), 6 dozen pieces of assorted cutlery (burgundy) cost $1 ppd. The Fitzgeralds, 545 5th Avenue, New York 17, New York.

Send check or money order. Cashed free. Pay freight or express when you get furniture.

AVONDALE FOUNDRY CO. 2502 27th Ave., N., Birmingham, Ala.

SPECIAL PRICES on
this Cast Iron Furniture
Also in Cast Aluminum

Set #1 Grape Design
1 settee ............... $52.00
1 chair ............... 25.00
1 table ............... 12.50
Total ............... $97.50

Our Special Price ...... $44.50

Set #2 Classic Design
1 settee ............... $50.00
2 chairs at $13.00 .. 26.00
1 table ............... 19.00
Total ............... $95.00

Our Special Price ...... $49.95

Painted in Permanent white. Sturdy Graceful. Made by expert iron craftsmen.

Immediate Delivery

WILLIAM SPENCER
710 CHESTNUT, PHILA. 6

 Burn Your Rubbish in your backyard

"Yard Boy"

Quickly, safely reduces to fine ash all burnable trash from house or garden-paper, leaves, rags, garbage. No need to move without turning off water. Sprays one way or two. Flexible and fits your garden's contour. West of Mississippi River write Laker Enterprises, Belmont, Calif. In East mail check or money order to-

PALO ALTO MFG. CO., INC.
BOX 1107C, PALO ALTO, CALIF.

The Loveliness of Cypress

Ideal for your porch, terrace and spreading lawn. This distinctive outdoor furniture is made of heartwood Southern Cypress by old-established hand craftsmanship. Sturdy rails, turned posts, finished with satin black lacquer. Available in Classic and Provincial wicker-worked in stand-alone conditions.

Order Littletree Cypress for beautiful, Stall, and comfortable outdoor furniture.

3 pieces—seater and 2 chairs $24.90
3 pieces—sofa table, 4 chairs and footstool $9.90
By express add 6c.
6 pieces—includes 4 chairs, table and 3 pleated, upholstered, by freight $7.10.
By express $37.50.

Immediate shipment. Send your check and say where to ship. Many nearest dealers. For shipments West of Denver write for shipping costs.

J. W. FISKE IRON WORKS (Est. 1858)
Specialties: Ornamental Bronze & Iron Work
79 Park Place, Dept. 4, New York 7, N. Y.
Precious, High Lustra
CULTURED PEARL NECKLACE

to Cherish for a Lifetime
only $35
including Federal Tax

Dramatically Low Priced!
Because We Bought Them DIRECTLY IN JAPAN

$75.00 Value

Here are the pearls you've dreamed about. Cultured pearls grown in the living oyster that only an expert can tell from the fahulous Oriental.

Each necklace is hand-knotted, graduated and expertly matched, 14-Karat white gold filigree clasp.

Solid with a cheerful 10-day money-back guarantee.

MATCHING EARRINGS

Each earring set with 2 cultured pearls in 14-Karat gold, $50.00 value. only $24.75 each

Mail Orders Filled Carefully, Promptly

ENGINEERED JEWELIERS

855 Fifth Avenue New York 17, N. Y.

WOMEN'S SMART
BASKET HANDBAGS

Ideal for gifts . . . vacationing

Hand-woven in the deep South, of fragrant sweet grass and pine needles, bound with colorful plastic strips in your choice of red, royal blue, green, light blue, yellow or white. Two styles: "The Swing" with genuine leather shoulder strap; "The Casual" with wrapped plastic handle. Smart, extra sturdy, washable. Postpaid (tax included). No COD's. Unconditional money-back guarantee . . .

TALL PINES • East Aurora, N.Y.

FREE COPPERWARE CATALOG.
SEND US A POSTCARD FOR FREE COPPERWARE CATALOG.

PICNIC BASKET $24.75 complete

English-Style PICNIC KIT

It saves a family of six from worried, hungry or ungrateful readers! They'll love this imported, hand-woven willow picnic kit with metal handles, colorful plastic feet, portable carrying case, and canvas cloth bag. $24.75 postpaid. (No COD.)

RUDI'S

Dept. H-02, 170 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

SHOPIING

Turtle binoculars never come out of their shell. They have 3.5 power lenses, snap open close to a convenient 4" x 2½". Only 1¼" thick, they fit into a lady's evening bag or man's pocket. In navy, brown, red, green, tan or black sharkskin covered metal case. $15 ppd. Add 20% tax, Mark Cross, 707 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 22.

Perfect fruit and flower bowl. A new idea for decoration . . . the stem and base of this bowl are hollow to provide a deep well for flower stems, or for a large candle with leaves arranged around it. Of opaque milk glass, 8" high, 8" in diameter. $5.95 ppd. Ellisson's, Box 284, Orange, New Jersey.

Engaging country scenes by Grandma Moses in two colors on fine, translucent china plates. Perfect for wall plaques, or in sets of eight as service plates. Each is stamped with Grandma's signature, $3 each; $11.75 for four ppd. Malcolm's House & Garden Store, 526 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md.
AROUND

Pint-size folding chair 18" high is a copy of one used in Philadelphia in 1740. Mothers will borrow it from the nursery at tea or television time. Walnut, cherry, or maple wood with bright corduroy seat. $12.95 postpaid, from Hearthside, Park Ave., Swarthmore, Pa.

Just what we had in mind for summertime entertaining, these handsome, cool-looking crackle-glass tumblers. In blue, amber, green, amethyst or crystal, or mixed colors, 13-oz. tumblers, 8 for $6.95, postpaid. Technical Glass Co., 2050 E. 48th St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Pipe dreams from Paris for your man of the hour. Here's a new fashion in pipes that he'll adore—a leather-covered bowl will add a certain practical something to his afternoon pipe-full. A bargain for only $5 postpaid. The Selden Cooper Shop, Grove Park Inn, Asheville, N. C.

Mrs. Barclay Castle
250 Sunset Drive
Westport, Maryland

PERSONALIZED POCKET STAMP

with Self-Inking Pad and Chrome Plated Case. Size 1/2 x 2". The handiest little gadget you ever saw. Can be carried wherever you go to imprint your name and address on deposit slips, checks, letterheads, post cards, etc. Three lines as illustrated, $2.00.

BARMAN'S CRYING TOWEL

Do you have troubles? Do your friends have troubles? Then you have a crying need for several of these towels. They're 30" x 14", white huckling, decorated with red illustrations of the woe most common to civilized (71) man. Use them to dry glasses, mop up spilled drinks, and, of course, to cry into. $1.00 each. (Postpaid, no C.O.D.'s.)

Write for Free Catalog of Smart Bar Accessories

HOLDs ALL your MAIL and newspapers, too!

The ideal mail box for everyone who subscribes to magazines or has newspapers delivered. It shelters supersize magazines and Sunday papers from the wet and wind.

595 POSTPAID

Sturdy, non-rusting ALUMINUM.Five baked-on finishes—Antique Bronze, Pearl Gray, Cape Cod White, Hammered Black, 16" high, 11½" wide, projects 3½"—Streamlined for appearance.

Add the lock cover at $2.95 and the box is pilfer proof...add the engraved name plate at $1.50 for individuality.

Send your order today—specify first and second finish choices.

NOR-GEE CORPORATION
2214 PALMER ST., JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

HOW TO FIND YOUR PURSE

When you need it! At last! A holder made especially to keep your purses neat and handy. Stops rummaging through drawers. Avoid jangled nerves from misplaced purses! Save time and trouble, save space, save purses! Graceful holder of beautifully plated steel easily attaches on closet door or wall, has ingenious holder of beautifully plated steel...Send order today—specify color.

Purse Pursesors:

Send, check or money order: no C.O.D.'s, please. Californians add 3%. Mail to ETT-BARR CO., 1213 San Pedro St., Los Angeles 13, Calif.
No More Messy Serving

INDIVIDUALLY GIFT PACKAGED
HANDES - CHOICE OF COLOR
RED - IVORY - YELLOW - BLUE - GREEN
only $1.00

Cake or pie—may be beautifully served with this combination Cake Breaker, Pie Cutter and Server. One side cuts neatly through pie, while the other side gently breaks up the fluffiest cake efficiently. The flat blade serves with dispatch. Stainless Steel blade with Catalin handle, this Cake Breaker, Pie Cutter and Server is only $1.00 postpaid. May be had also with Solid Sterling Silver handle, Colonial or Danish design at $5.00 each postpaid.

An ideal gift for birthdays, anniversaries and weddings, also for bride prize.

CUOMO ENTERPRISES COMPANY
21 BRUCE AVENUE, YONKERS, N. Y.

Stair rail by the foot. This handsome railing is just the right detail to set off the modern house. To order, simply measure depth of tread, height of riser, number of steps, $10 per foot, p.p.d. From the Tennessee Fabricating Co., 1490 Grimes St., Memphis, Tenn.

A plethora of plates? They can be an embarrassment of riches to a bride with a small apartment. But this aluminum plate rack holds 12 plates (any size) in rubber clips and takes up only 4½” shelf space. You'll need two, $2.20; one is $1.25 p.p.d. Page & Biddle, Inc., 21 Station Rd., Haverford, Penna.

Serene beauty is this woven bedspread, 96” by 108” with the thick deep fringe. It's an exact reproduction of one now in the Metropolitan Museum. Though an antique spread would be prohibitively expensive, the one shown here costs $22.50 p.p.d. White only. Cape Cod Crafts, Box 1000, W. Bridgewater, Massachusetts.
No Cushions to bother you!

Sta-out
by Salterini

guaranteed against rust!
and much less expensive!

No bothersome cushions to take in at the sign of a sprinkle. Won't rust, can't rust—Salterini NEVA-RUST® process guarantees it! Better department and furniture stores are featuring Sta-out® and we'll be pleased to send you the names of the ones nearest you.

Or, see your decorator.

Sta-out Arm Chair with spring steel base, No. 0666

It's the most practical wrought iron innovation ever!

Pronounce it "stay out." Pronounce it the most sensible wrought iron furniture ever to flatter the summer scene.

Above
Arm Chair with Pull-out Tray, No. 0664
Loveseat, No. 0668
End Table Magazine Rack, No. 0527
Finish: Shrimp Pink, also available in Statuary Bronze and Antique Ivory

Right
Arm Chair with Spring Steel Base, No. 0666
Nest of Lilly Pad Tables, No. 0525
3-piece Sectional Sofa, No. 0662/2, 0662/4
Rocker, No. 0665
Nest of Tables, No. 0526
Finish: Antique Ivory; also available in Shrimp Pink and Statuary Bronze

Salterini NEVA-RUST® FURNITURE

Look for the NEVA-RUST® trademark and six-year guarantee on each piece.

John B. Salterini Co., Inc. • 510 East 72nd St., New York 21, N. Y.
ALL plastics are not the same!

Only MASLAND makes DURAN.

This tag is your protection.

...selecting more Masland Dura-Upholstery. It's colorful, comfortable, so easy-to-clean. For gracious living in any room choose from the loveliest colors you ever saw.

SEND FOR FREE DURAN FOLDER WITH SAMPLE

Moppets are custom-made, reasonably-priced shoes that are right for young 'uns. Of flexible unborn callskin, leather-lined, they are designed to develop muscular tone. Red, green, navy, brown, white. Sizes: 4-7½ $4.95; 8-11½ $5.95; 12-2 $6.95, all ppd. Bar Sue, 13 Barnum Street, Taunton, Mass.

Gay as a carnival. Woven plastic place mats for terrace dining (they're weatherproof) or for other informal dining. In gray, cocoa, yellow, brick, blue, or striped with white. Mat 12" x 18" for $1.90. Small mat 6" x 6" to match, 35 cents. Both postpaid. Studio House, 653 Washington St., New York City.

Basket lunch or dinner is a pleasure when the baskets contain oven-proof Pyrex dishes for hot or cold food. Three-quarter size, with separate pie-plate cover $5, 2-quart $4.1/2 quart, $3.50. Each with its own basket. Exp. coll. Alice H. Marks, 9 W. 57th St., N. Y. C.

Top Quality SATIN RIBBON

150 ft. only $1.00
reg. $1.75 value

Aust. #1 Soft Pastel Colors $1.50

This heavy 200-count satin ribbon is 1/2" wide and is truly one of the finest values obtainable. It is wonderful for gift-wrapping, hair ribbons or trimming around the house. We can offer this value only because of the great quantities we sell day after day. As we pay around the house. We can offer this obtainable. It is wonderful for gift-wrapping, hair ribbons or trimming wide and is truly one of the finest values including white for Wedding Gifts. $1.

Asst. Bright Colors $1
Five different colors in five 18-ft. bolts on a handy dispenser. Scarlet, Royal, White, American Beauty, Emerald. Any color available in 150-ft. bolts, including white for Wedding Gifts. $1.

Send check or money order. Crated free. Pay freight or express when you get shipment. Indicate which way you want it shipped.

JUNE, 1950
Perhaps this is the way to settle the "lopsided look" any longer, these brass- and Lucite-fitted trays will hold frames firmly in place. A supply to hang 8 pictures. $5.50 postpaid. Bannatyne Co., 1653 Eleventh St., Santa Monica, Cal.

An exciting accessory for your home and a treasured gift for your friends. Practical and serviceable. You'll love them! Your friends will admire them! Authentic miniatures of a skillet, spider and iron pot (with copper handle) in black iron. A perfect set of ashtrays and cigarette urn. ORDER YOURS NOW! ONLY $95. Set of 3 postpaid. Enclose check or Money Order.

For You and Your Friends
TRULY UNIQUE AND USEFUL
Early American Miniatures

Atlantic Playing Card Co., Inc.
220 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

Josef Marinetti
934 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Marre Kahler
130 E. 59th St., New York 22, N. Y.

New Super-Deluxe Swirlomatic Washes Your Car "Automatically"

3-Way Valve

Feeds Detergent! Rinses! Shuts off water!

At the touch of a finger!

Simply attach to garden hose. Amazing turbine action quickly cleans, gives car a gleam.

• Also makes windows, beatu, tidings, etc.

Guaranteed! Easy to use! Made-to-fit with corresponding British and 3-Way Automatic Valve with free package of ALL-PURPOSE DETERGENT TABLETS. $1.25

Ext. to Extension for Washing Windows, etc. $1.25

West of Mississippi add 10c each for shipping.

3 Charming Ashtrays
FOR YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
TRULY UNIQUE AND USEFUL

Metalcrafters
P. O. Box 488 Atlanta, Ga.
now you can order by mail

Hand-Hooked Rugs
at prices that are amazingly low

9 x 12 size $79.50

Genuine "Marybelle" alf wool Chinese Hand-Hooked Rugs—imported by us and never before available by mail at any price. Now offered to you at prices lower than machine-made Axminsters. No wonder these long-wearing rugs are the high style choice of Southern California's smartest women! Beautiful Aubusson and Newari-ye patterns...such as lovely as the next...in decorator colors. Your choice of ovals or oblongs, beige backgrounds in these border colors: black (illus.), blue, beige, green, rose.

When ordering, state shape, size and color desired.

AROUND

Sterling silver tongs operate on a new principle; grasp the item—ice cube, bonbon, small cake—horizontally instead of vertically, an infinitely more graceful gesture. They are hand-wrought, beautifully designed. $3.75 (Fed. tax incl.) p.p.d. Croxley China Co., 9321 S. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Record a cherished memory on a hand-etched copper plate—the church where you were wed, a precious baby face. Plate can be used alone; with attachment, as a wall ornament. Send photo of reproduction desired. Complete $8.45; plate alone $6.95; planter attachment $1.50. Ruth Herleman Studio, S. 42 Street, Quincy, Illinois.

Spanish coffee table of solid dark mahogany is a graceful, well-built and useful occasional table, cocktail table or whatnot. Made by hand in Haiti, it measures 24" on each side, stands 15" high, comes knocked down. $28.25, post-paid, from Carib Trading Company, 4020 Royal Palm Ave.-Miami Beach 40, Florida.

VERSATILE DRIVING RANGE

Cut Your Score
10 to 20 Strokes

$7.95 Deluxe, 3 Balls, plus $6 Del. 75c West Miss.

Get One For Dad Too!

FREE: Gift Guide

PLAY OFF the year-round indoors or out with this entirely VERSATILE DRIVING RANGE! A unique and helpful aid to the man who wants to play his golf game better. A must for every golfer, a thrill for the man who would like to develop a better game, shorter game, more accurate game.

It's what every golfer wants and needs—helps improve golf, increases power and accuracy, makes specially designed 3x4 and 3x4 inch plastic ball, 3x3 and 2x3 inch plastic ball, 2x3 inch plastic ball, 1x1 inch plastic ball. No C.O.D., Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PORTABLE MODEL $11.95 plus Del., Heavy Duty Model $14.95 plus Del. MR. MODEL $5.95 Del. Small Mat $1.50

MASTERCRAFT PRODUCTS, 60 South Street, Boston, Mass.

VERSATILE DRIVING RANGE

REX COLE LAMP

IT'S A SIGHT SAVER

IDEAL FOR TELEVISION

Recent authentic tests show that this lamp provides 50% more useful light than the nearest comparable lamp.

The BEST many-purpose lamp for excellent light wherever you want it. Wonderful for reading, writing, sewing, typing, studying, drawing...widely accepted by Bridge Clubs.

Adjustable height: from 3 1/2" to 46".

Lighting: horizontally any position.

Colors: Mandarin Maroon; Library Green & Beige.

ONLY $16.00


EGLOT SALES CORP., Dept. C-2, 400 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

New Gems for Your Den

Eye-catching gift for your den, for your favorite friends...perfect for Dad on "his day." Genuine stoneware tile with hand-painted first name fired on for permanency; genuine china cigarette box hand-painted "Dad" or other name, plus 2 ash trays.

5-inch stoneware tile with hand-painted first name...$2.20 ppd.

Cigarette box (3 x 4 inches, 1 inch deep) plus 2 ash trays...$3.95 ppd.

P.S. Print first name; allow 2 weeks for delivery. Free check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please, no cash.

1. OKST

Kings Park • New York
MUSICAL and ACTION PIECES—at New Low Prices!

The BRIDAL DOLL revolves while "Here Comes the Bride" is played—children will have fun playing away on the BURDY GURDY.

The "BRIDE" DOLL—In real satin and lace material, revolves while playing "Here Comes the Bride," 11x11", high x 7", 2" diameter, Swiss Musical Movement, $4.95 ppd.

Send for illustrated circular of other musical dolls.

BRITISH MINIATURES

Send three or several!

12 Mvlls., Brooklyn 21, N. Y.

AM:)

MUSICAL and ACTION PIECES—at New Low Prices!

The BRIDAL DOLL revolves while "Here Comes the Bride" is played—children will have fun playing away on the BURDY GURDY.

The "BRIDE" DOLL—In real satin and lace material, revolves while playing "Here Comes the Bride," 11x11", high x 7", 2" diameter, Swiss Musical Movement, $4.95 ppd.

Send for illustrated circular of other musical dolls.

SWISS MUSICAL GIFTS

Send three or several!

12 Mvlls., Brooklyn 21, N. Y.

The arms and the lamp proclaim your Alma Mater, combining usefulness and good taste. Order with any college seal on both sides or with seal on one side, and three Old English initials on other, or initials on both sides. Plain shade, walnut base, 27½" high, $37.50 postpaid. Henry W. Longfellow Studio, Weston 93, Mass.

A what-is-it-doll...an elfin little creature with a duck's bill and web feet, with be-ribboned curly hair, a dear little plaid dress, white petticoat and panties. 14½" high. Some little girl would love to cuddle her. $9.75 postpaid. From Ann Roberts, 107 E. 60 St., New York City.


Soldier! He'll jump for joy when he sees the LULLABY LAMP for company. Imported Swiss music box in front of lamp plays your choice of the following melodies: Rockaby Baby; Brahms Lullaby; Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf; Mary Had a Little Lamb; Parade of the Wooden Soldiers. Lullaby Lamp is attractive, entertaining, and useful—ideal for bedside, playroom, or den. This is a beautifully designed Early American Moravian music box, with solid brass movement, in a base of polished hardwood. Lullaby is a soft, soothing melody, and goes with a swaying pendulum—a real toy. Postpaid $9.95. Henry W. Longfellow Studio, Weston 93, Mass.


Soldier! He'll jump for joy when he sees the LULLABY LAMP for company. Imported Swiss music box in front of lamp plays your choice of the following melodies: Rockaby Baby; Brahms Lullaby; Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf; Mary Had a Little Lamb; Parade of the Wooden Soldiers. Lullaby Lamp is attractive, entertaining, and useful—ideal for bedside, playroom, or den. This is a beautifully designed Early American Moravian music box, with solid brass movement, in a base of polished hardwood. Lullaby is a soft, soothing melody, and goes with a swaying pendulum—a real toy. Postpaid $9.95. Henry W. Longfellow Studio, Weston 93, Mass.


Soldier! He'll jump for joy when he sees the LULLABY LAMP for company. Imported Swiss music box in front of lamp plays your choice of the following melodies: Rockaby Baby; Brahms Lullaby; Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf; Mary Had a Little Lamb; Parade of the Wooden Soldiers. Lullaby Lamp is attractive, entertaining, and useful—ideal for bedside, playroom, or den. This is a beautifully designed Early American Moravian music box, with solid brass movement, in a base of polished hardwood. Lullaby is a soft, soothing melody, and goes with a swaying pendulum—a real toy. Postpaid $9.95. Henry W. Longfellow Studio, Weston 93, Mass.


Soldier! He'll jump for joy when he sees the LULLABY LAMP for company. Imported Swiss music box in front of lamp plays your choice of the following melodies: Rockaby Baby; Brahms Lullaby; Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf; Mary Had a Little Lamb; Parade of the Wooden Soldiers. Lullaby Lamp is attractive, entertaining, and useful—ideal for bedtime, playroom, or den. This is a beautifully designed Early American Moravian music box, with solid brass movement, in a base of polished hardwood. Lullaby is a soft, soothing melody, and goes with a swaying pendulum—a real toy. Postpaid $9.95. Henry W. Longfellow Studio, Weston 93, Mass.
AROUND

What are the ringers? They're the bamboo stands specially woven to hold problem vases with uneven bases, round-bottom jugs and jars that pose such threats to the homemaker. $1 for the 8" size, two for $1.50; $1.25 for the 10", two for $2. All ppd. Georgia Curtis, 188 Verna Hill Rd., Fairfield, Conn.

The modern blonde look is achieved in these sets by classic glass, bleached birch and chromium. Choose either relish set or relish jar with two birch, chromium-topped shakers. Each set with 3" birch tray, $2.95, plus 15c post. Kenard Gifts, 815 Lexington Avenue, New York 21, New York.

Hand-carved wall bracket with a strong resemblance to a red snapper or a streamlined powerboat. $10 the pair, express charges on the bracket. P.O.B. 364, Topanga, Cal.

Miniature Lawn Chairs for the Young Set

Just like Mother's... lawn chairs scaled for the young set! Sturdily made of untreated pine lumber, chair seats are nailed; all other parts are screwed or bolt assembled. Research showed, it's easy to paint, stripped partly assembled... can be set up in 5 minutes!

Per 1 to 3 years, chair 16" high with 15" backrest; seat 11 1/2" wide by 14" deep. $3.95 ppd.
Per 6 to 10 years... chair 18" high with 16" backrest; seat 12" wide by 15" deep. $4.95 ppd.

Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please.

Sigmund Jasko
911 Highway 923
North Plainsfield, N. J.

KIDS GOING TO CAMP?

NEED NAME TAPES?

Hot iron and a 10 SECONDS PRESSING with a hot iron and YOUR NAME IS ON TO STAY! GUARANTEED to withstand washing and dry cleaning. PREVENT LOSS AND MIXUPS 6 Dozen of each name PRINT NAME PLAINLY S2.00 Prompt Delivery—Order Now! No C.O.D.'s, Please.

M. D. Laboratory Products Co.
P. O. Box 169, Evanston, Illinois

"DESIGNED TO MAKE TRAVELLING WITH BABY A JOY"

—American Home

This fitted travel basket holds all baby's personal needs for visiting, car jaunts or longer trips. Comes with plastic feeding bowl, juice glas, spoon, bib, pocketh for cotton and dry cereal, baby talc, diaper bag. Room for clothes, food, toys, all the extras. The Babee Trip-per is hand-woven of sturdy, lightweight oak, and is lined throughout with grey, washable plastic. Indispensable for infant and toddler. A perfect gift. Ppd. anywhere in U.S.A. No C.O.D.'s. $6.45.

St. Nick's Workshop, 1239 St. Nicholas Ave., New York 32, N. Y.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. No C.O.D.'s please.

Price $1.95 ppd.

Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please.

S. N. C., St. Nick's Workshop, 1239 St. Nicholas Ave., New York 32, N. Y.

GIFT AND BABEE EDITORS LOVE NEW BABEE TRIP-PER

"Travel in style and comfort.
—Babette Talk

"Easier to take the baby visiting.
—Enquirer

"Infant's Weekender... fitted with all the necessary apparatus.
—Mademoiselle

Sensational WADING POOL

Bring the seaside or lakeside to your own backyard—and how your younger's will love it! Made of tough, durable plastic in gay red and yellow colors—this pool is 100% wash-proof and mildew-proof. Light—even a child can lift it. Compact—folds up for easy storage. Inflates by mouth in a jiffy—fill with garden hose. Lowest price ever offered!

Children's size only $3.75 ppd.
Junior size only 8.50 ppd.
Sorry No C.O.D.'s. Money back guarantee.

Treasure Mart
Dept. G-32
345 FIFTH AVE., N.Y. 17, N. Y.

Minit-Girl THERMO BAG

Keep baby's bottle warm or daddy's cocktails cold with this "Fiberglass" insulated bag. Has a 5-pouche compartment and plastic pouch for all purposes. Available in grey with red trim; red with navy trim; dusty rose with navy trim, navy with red trim. $3.75 ppd.

No C.O.D.'s. Please. N.Y.C. residents add 2 1/2% sales tax. Berid for non 1950 Spring-Summer.

Beaumond Distributors
Dept. H, 133 Lexington Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
DOR-F ILE SACKTRAP
HAS MANY HOUSEHOLD USES
Here, at last, is a practical way to store empty paper sacks. This handy "Sack-Trap" is made of spring aluminum and includes a small spring holder at the front for recipe clippings, coupons, etc. Holds sacks, cooks books, shoes boots, hot pads, the mailing newspaper firmly against door or wall. Satin finish Screws furnished. Guaranteed.
$1.00 postpaid.
DOR-FI LE MFG. CO.
2344 N. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 17, Oregon

Wine Jelly!
6 flavors in re-usable "Shot-Glasses!"
A matched set of six "shot-glasses"—each filled with a different vintage wine jelly! Port, Sherry, Muscatel, Burgundy, Sauterne, and Zinfandel! Simply delicious! A perfect gift, yet so inexpensive. Only $7.00 and Zinfandel! Simply delicious! A perfect gift, yet so inexpensive. Only $7.00 and $7.50 postpaid.

FATHER'S DAY GIFT!
A modern Tie Rack that makes a smart gift for him on Father's Day. It's not only beautiful, but practical! One 12" chrome bar. Rich marbelized mahogany plastic back. Holds up to 50 ties! Gift boxed!

Ti Ride
Capacity
30 Ties. $3.50 Postpaid.
40 Ties. $3.75 Postpaid.
50 Ties. $4.00 Postpaid.

BELDING NOVELTIES CO.
1372 W. 11th St. Dept. 9
Cleveland 2, Ohio

2-QUART ELECTRIC ICE CREAM FREEZER
Make delicious, rich, creamy, old-fashioned ice cream at home in 15 minutes. Freezes up to 2 quarts cream with contents of three ice cube trays from your refrigerator. Operates on AC current like any home appliance. Small, compact, only 14½" inches high, and very lifetime trouble-free service. Money-back guaranteed.
Delivered $17.50 in the United States.
J. E. PORTER CORPORATION
America's Largest Manufacturers of Home Ice Cream Freezers
507-1 BROADWAY, OTTAWA, ILL.

2-QUART ELECTRIC ICE CREAM FREEZER
Make delicious, rich, creamy, old-fashioned ice cream at home in 15 minutes. Freezes up to 2 quarts cream with contents of three ice cube trays from your refrigerator. Operates on AC current like any home appliance. Small, compact, only 14½" inches high, and very lifetime trouble-free service. Money-back guaranteed.
Delivered $17.50 in the United States.
J. E. PORTER CORPORATION
America's Largest Manufacturers of Home Ice Cream Freezers
507-1 BROADWAY, OTTAWA, ILL.

مواقنة
A portable wading pool in your own yard! Kiddies spend happy, healthful hours splashing right at home. Yellow sides, translucent green bottom. Made of new flexible Kureusei—never deteriorates. No rigid supports; water pressure holds the sides up. Easy to fill; easy to empty; folds to a small package. Makes a wonderful garden pool, too.
Order from this ad
Disc. 50¢—Capacity: 55 Gal.—$3.95 p.d.
Disc. 75¢—Capacity: 145 Gal.—$7.95 p.d.
The Artisan Galleries
FORT DODGE IOWA

Something NEW for Children
STORYPLAY RECORD TOYS
12" unbreakable record tells the story of "Goldilocks" while youngsters play-act by moving the fairy tale characters and stage props.
Answers the problem of what to give children that's new and different. Package includes 12" unbreakable record, full color cardboard characters and stage props. $2.49 postpaid. Also set No. 2 . . . "The Three Little Pigs" $2.49.

O'BRIEN PAINTS
DIAMOND JUBILEE 1875-1950

Poilus on fatigue duty (corvée) make an entertaining group to deploy in a child's room or on a collector's shelf. The set of 12 busy French soldiers is made entirely of metal, each 2¼" tall and finely modeled. The set costs $8.50 p.p.d. from Military Miniatures, 1384 Lexington Ave., New York 26.

Poilus on fatigue duty (corvée) make an entertaining group to deploy in a child's room or on a collector's shelf. The set of 12 busy French soldiers is made entirely of metal, each 2¼" tall and finely modeled. The set costs $8.50 p.p.d. from Military Miniatures, 1384 Lexington Ave., New York 26.

California Dutch, this little shoe, made of West-Coast red-wood, is Dutch as dykes. Plant ivy or a tulip bulb in it, or use it for nuts, candies, small cookies. A single one is $2.50, p.p.d., but you'll really want a pair ($4.50, also p.p.d.) from Dee's Redwood Products, 2199 Folson Street, San Francisco 10.

UNIQUE WEDDING TRAY
Every bride will cherish this unusual gold-plated, velvet bottom tray for permanent display of wedding invitation. We are originators of this very popular and inexpensive gift. Nice for graduation and birth announcements. Send us invitation, your card and mailing address, Tray packed in gift box and shipped promptly anywhere in U.S. for $3.75 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.
SPIVY-JOHNSON CO.
Birmingham, Alabama

Something NEW for Children
STORYPLAY RECORD TOYS
12" unbreakable record tells the story of "Goldilocks" while youngsters play-act by moving the fairy tale characters and stage props.
Answers the problem of what to give children that's new and different. Package includes 12" unbreakable record, full color cardboard characters and stage props. $2.49 postpaid. Also set No. 2 . . . "The Three Little Pigs" $2.49.
AROUND

Party fare seems even gayer served up in snack bowls like these. The largest (7" in diameter) has your name in raffia writing. Three more are marked "Nuts," "Snacks" and "Pretzels." Raffia hand-woven around glass linings. Red, yellow or green, $6.98 ppd. Smart-art, P.O. Box 37, Van de Meer Sta., Brooklyn 10, New York.

High-spirited plastic animals, an elephant, a giraffe, a horse, a zebra, approximately 6" high, accommodate themselves amusingly to the card-board schoolhouse, to the cardboard props. All are packaged together in one carton. $2.25 postpaid. B. C. Moses, 4313 Austin Street, Houston, Texas.

MANGOES
Blush-Gold Haden Variety Favorite Fruit of India

Chester Groves Co.
CITY POINT 26 years of service
If you are interested in other tropical fruits (limes, avocados, pears, etc.) write to us.

Hitching Post Offers the perfect gift of southern recipes, in a red and white striped gift box bearing a "Isabelle" by Crowe Rice, famous for her charming southern scenes. It contains—

Hitching Post Dressing... new taste thrill for salads, meats and fish.
Hitching Post Oysters Spiced Vinegar... blended wine vinegar, for oilless dressing, or your own use.

Ripe large mangoes — by world's famous silversmiths such as Gorham, Wallace, International, Lunt, Marbro, Tuttle, Whiting, Watson, Smith, Alvin, Order one or more place settings. Each Setting includes Teaspoon, Knife, Fork, Butter Spreader, Slotted Fork, Soup Spoon. Pay $2.00 per month for each place setting ordered. You pay nationally advertised price, no extras, no interest, no carrying charges, no money down! Included in $ extra cost; anti-tarnish roll with each place setting. Start YOUR dreamed of Sterling collection this easy, thrifty way. Use the coupon today. Odd pieces are available in all patterns. © 1950 Spencer's Silver Suite.

Sculpture in Metallic Acetate A NEW HOBBY
Make these Colorful Birds from our Complete Kit. Each Kit contains all necessary materials and directions. Indicate Kit No. when ordering: Bird Check or Money Order.

- 34.00
- 4.00
- 3.75
- 4.00
- 5.00
- 6.00
- 7.00
- 8.00
- 9.00
- 10.00

Please add 35c for packing and postage.

For Year 'Round Fun— give your family the relaxing comfort of a beautiful, all-season PLANTATION HAMMOCK

Ideal for children, covering cribs, and parents' afternoon naps. Hand-woven, Greater moisture makes possible our one and only guaranteed. $5.95 each. Specify size. Send check with order.

Hitching Post Peck Oysters Spiced Oysters... blended wine vinegar, for oilless dressing, or your own use.

Ripe and ready — by world's famous silversmiths such as Gorham, Wallace, International, Lunt, Marbro, Tuttle, Whiting, Watson, Smith, Alvin, Order one or more place settings. Each Setting includes Teaspoon, Knife, Fork, Butter Spreader, Slotted Fork, Soup Spoon. Pay $2.00 per month for each place setting ordered. You pay nationally advertised price, no extras, no interest, no carrying charges, no money down! Included in $ extra cost; anti-tarnish roll with each place setting. Start YOUR dreamed of Sterling collection this easy, thrifty way. Use the coupon today. Odd pieces are available in all patterns. © 1950 Spencer's Silver Suite.

DRAMATIZE YOUR TABLE OR MANTLE with this stunning, unbreakable, 3-piece metal console set. Smart styling combined with fine craftsmanship makes this set an ideal gift at only $2.95. Oven-baked enamel color combinations: Forest green and chartreuse; Chinese red and chartreuse; turquoise and green, lemon.

Dramatize Your Table or Mantle... personalized pottery

I.B. Moss, 4313 Austin Street, Houston, Texas.

Easy, thrifty way. Use the coupon today. Odd pieces are available in all patterns. © 1950 Spencer's Silver Suite.

Marion Brawley
505 E. Washington St., Greenville, S.C.
ICE MIZERS
For Long Lasting Summer Drinks
Here's good news for card playing connoisseurs—a glass that keeps drinks cold and hands dry. Ice Mizers don't sweat, leave no rings on bridge table, need no coasters. Hold ice cubes for over an hour! Ice Mizers don't sweat, leave no rings on bridge table, need no coasters. Hold ice cubes for over an hour!

Glasscraft
920-G Chicago Avenue, Evanston, Ill.

CIGARETTE BOX
in solid mahogany... with your raised initials on cover.
Hand-rubbed finish, to bring out the rich grain of the wood.
Raised initials also in mahogany, in contrasting grain.
No hinges on cover. Just lift off.
When ordering, please give initials and state whether natural or dark finish is desired.
$8.50
POSTAGE PAID

Betterer Craft
BOX 143, SWAMPSCOTT, MASS.

scieniiffic watering!

ICE MIZERS
I DI: Large 11" hing foil $1.10 ppd.
I n"''I 40" Depth: 8" Marine Blue $5.00 ppd.
I Li.'i.'i.-.e Hcnil mc p|Kl. WADING POOL as ad-

BAYFORT SOCIETY
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

$5.00
immediate
Delivery
A Perfect Snapsheet Setting

WADING POOL
Scientific construction of electroplated steel, heavy 12 gauge "Vinylite" plastic. No rigid parts, affecting complete protection from bumps and scratches. Easy smooth injection by built-in valve. Comes individually boxed. Wading pool kit included. Can also be used as water bed, and is guaranteed against mechanical defects. Will last indefinitely.

TOODDLERS
1123 North street, Bridgeport 2, Conn.
Please send me your Circular, WADING POOL as advertised.

SPRINKLIT
5 sprayers on 1 hose
Completely water foods, boots, blouses, marine stripes, irregular shaped areas. Covers 1 to 1000 sq. ft. Sprayers turn on and off individually. Flow adjusted at faucet from full volume of fine spray down to spraying volume. Utility box with sprayers turned off. 5 ft. Goodrich plastic hose. 5 solid brass sprayers. Weight only 9 lbs. 5-year guarantee.

Order Now—in time for hot weather.
Goodrich Koroseal Plastic...$17.95
Goodrich Ribbed Plastic...$14.95
(Plus Postage to End of Miss. $1.50 East of Miss.)
SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s

HOWARD SALES CO.
1650-N Beernt Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y.

ORDERED
I. 50c East of Mist; $1.00 West of Mist.
2. 1640-H Belmont Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y.
3. 113 Margaret St., Peoria, 111.
4. 1640-H Belmont Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y.
5. 113 Margaret St., Peoria, 111.

WORLD'S FINEST HANGER
Extra Wide Coat Hangers For Men Imported from Sweden

FROM M. J. KITTEDGE, INC., 164 Main Street, Northampton, Mass.
A perfect little gem of a room to make all your guests gasp with delight!
The secret is... the walls! They're Vitrolite®... the glass paneling created
for you who want only the best.

In your new home or present one, this small space will make a big impression
... when walls are Vitrolite. It gives any room a radiance that enhances each
detail of decoration. And the correlated colors suggest stunning combinations.

Vitrolite never fades... it's Glass. And it will not craze, swell or
warp. Cleans in minutes, with just a cloth. Never needs refinishing. It's
practical you'll want it for kitchen and bathroom walls, too.

Your I-O-F Glass Distributor can furnish full information.
Or write for our Vitrolite book.
FREE COLOR CHART SOLVES YOUR COLOR WORRIES!

FAMOUS LUMINALL PRODUCTS

LUMINALL PAINT
The original and best casein emulsion paint. Outperforms all paints for economy and unfading beauty. 12 pastel colors.

ULTRA LUMINALL
The original "Miracle Paint". 1 coat covers. Dry in 40 min. Meets government wash tests. 12 exquisite tones.

STYLE AND FRESCO COLORS
23 rich deep tones for painting, intermixing or tinting any good brand of water-mixed paint. Widely used by artists.

OUTSIDE LUMINALL
Alkyd Resin Exterior Masonry paint. Much better than oldtime oil or cement paints for protection and beauty.

X-CELL-ALL REMOVERS
World's leading maker of removers for paint, varnish, lacquer. Non-inflammable formula. No cleanup required.

MARBL-COTE LINE
Finest quality Placing Plaster; Joint Cement and Tape for wallboard; Colored Texture Paint; Portland Cement paint.

SOLD BY LUMINALL DEALERS

LUMINALL PAINTS
3665 South May Street
Chicago 9, Illinois

Send a post card or mail this coupon for your "Match-a-Chip" Color Chart.

NAME _______________________
ADDRESS _____________________
CITY _______ ZONE ______ STATE ___________
(Also send facts about your __________________ product)

Copyright 1950 by National Chemical & Manufacturing Co.
SHOPPING AROUND

Sailboat paperweight for the nautical-minded. Just looking at this trim little craft will give you a hankering to join a yacht club. It is silver-plated and lacquered to retard tarnish. Wonderful item, too, for the curio shelf. $2.95 ppd. from The Salt & Pepper Shop, 445 E. 86 St., New York City.

Lucite takes the guessing out of pocket lighters. This initialed Lucite lighter keeps you informed about the state of its fuel. The colors are gay: red, green, topaz, clear. Equally good for men or women. Only $3.95 ppd. from the Wil-Nor Products Company, 3002 North Fifth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Cock o' the walk rooster plaques to add a gay note to your rooms. Glazed ceramic, in magnificent natural coloring of that barnyard Beau Brummell, the brown leghorn. Use in pairs, as a group or singly, 8" high. $2.95 postage collect. House of Zog, 2318 Huntington Drive, San Marino 9, Calif.

Imported CUCKOO CLOCKS

The Heirloom Clock with a Personality. HAND MADE, HAND CARVED by the little clock makers in the Black Forest, who have made them the same way for generations. Hand rubbed antique finish. All sizes, types and prices. Because I import them direct, you save 25%. Guaranteed. Write today for illustrated folder.

LOIS REICH, Importer
Quivira Lake C
Kansas City 3, Kansas

HAS THIS HAPPENED TO YOUR TREASURED NEWS CLIPPINGS?

Here you saved the newspaper accounts of your engagement or wedding only to have them tear, smudge and fade? We can prevent this by permanently sealing them on a white plastic background with a clear, gleaming plastic facing. An attractive addition to your album or scrapbook, ideal for war-service write-ups, graduation notices, and other news items you cherish. A thoughtful and inexpensive gift for a newly engaged or married friend. Send your clipplings with one dollar (cash, check, or money order) for each item to:

DURA-PHOTO CO.
BOX 28
Passaic, New Jersey

$7.95

FREE maintenance kit included

Easy to maneuver by hand or paddle. Made of heavy, durable Vinilite plastic, with 2 individual safety valves, and double bottom. Elastic sealing prevents water from entering the main body. Avoid eating, chewing gum, salt water, etc. Crystalline nonglare, frostproof. Inflates 35" x 2 ½' x 1'. Weight: approx. 3½ lbs. Folds to 8" x 1' x 1". Stored from season to season without damage.

Money Back Guarantee
JILLBOB SALES
Box 401-HG
MONTCLAIR, N. J.

$1.00

Here's a wonderful space saver for crowded quarters at home or in your car or boat. Take a few on your next vacation trip. Swivel-socket enables hanging in any position. Made of durable styrofoam plastic. ... clear crystal, red or blue. Order several today.

C.O.D.'s plus postal charges

For Home... For Traveling, Too

SPACE SAVER

ALL-PURPOSE HANGER

UTTAL'S

Now! YOU CAN HAVE THE FINEST Sterling Silver FOR JUST $2.00 A MONTH and you receive FREE:

- ONE INITIAL ENGRAVED ON EACH PIECE.
- A HANDSOME TARNISH-PROOF CHEST WITH NAME PLATE

Imagine acquiring a complete set of fine sterling silver this wonderfully easy, thrifty way! Choose this beautifully sculptured new Wallace design or select any famous pattern from such renowned silversmiths as: International, Gorham, Reed and Barton, Lunt, Manchester, Whiting, etc. You pay nationally advertised prices, no carrying charges, no interest, no money down. Just indicate your desired pattern in the coupon below. Order one or more place settings until you have the amount you want. You pay only $2.00 a month for each place setting ordered and you receive absolutely FREE an anti-tarnish silver roll for each setting, one initial engraved on each setting piece, plus a magnificent tarnish-proof chest for 12 place settings.

173 CANAL STREET NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

Please send me place settings of pattern

I will pay $2.00 per month for each setting.
Each setting consists of Knife, Fork, Teaspoon, Salad Fork, Butter Spreader, Cream Soup Spoon.
Federal tax included. Engrave this initial...

Name
Address
City
Zone
State

Now! FOR HOME... FOR TRAVELING, TOO

NEW R L E A N S

A KIDDIES WADING POOL
AT HOME
INFLATABLE PLASTIC BOAT
IDEAL FOR ALL WATER SPORTS
AT LAKE OR SHORE

FREE maintenance kit included

Post Paid

Kpanied by hand (ir puddle. Made of durable styrofoam plastic. With 2 individual safety valves and double bottom. Elastic sealing prevents water from entering the main body. Avoid eating, chewing gum, salt water, etc. Crystalline nonglare, frostproof. Inflates 35" x 2 ½' x 1'. Weight: approx. 3½ lbs. Folds to 8" x 1' x 1". Stored from season to season without damage.

Money Back Guarantee
JILLBOB SALES
Box 401-HG
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Best Buy for Brides
For top performance, delicious meals and long-lasting wear ... smart brides choose Weber Magee\'s utensils. Made of lustros, highest-quality alloy ... they heat quickly, retain heat, cut fuel costs. Stain-resistant with flame-proof handles, vapor-tite covers, strainer lips.

Order by No. (Order New for Shower, Bridal and Hostess Gifts)
1. Deep Dutch Oven, 6 qt. $5.95
2. Turkey Roaster, 11 x 14 in. 14.95
3. Dutch Oven, 10 in. 7 qt. 7.95
4. Oval Roaster, 10 x 15 in. 12.95
5. The Gille, 2 1/14 qt. 4.95
6. Covered Frying Pan, 9 in. 3.95
7. Covered Frying Pan, 2 qt. 1.95
8. Bake & Roast Pan, 12 1/4 x 15 1/2 in. 9.95
9. Griddle Pan, 16 in. 18.95
10. Broiler Griddle 3.95

Handsome rack for the smoker who likes to rotate his pipe collection. Of ceramic tile and hand-rubbed wood, it holds six pipes. Pheasants, wild turkeys decorate the rack; ruffled grouse, the copper-trimmed ash tray. Rack $17.50; ash tray $5.95, both ppd. Johnny Appleseed, North Beverly, Mass.

Are you going to Europe? Be sure to take along this wonderful new currency guide. It's compact, sturdy. tells at a glance the number of francs, lire, kroner there are in a dollar. Ideal way to determine hotel bills, guide fees. $2.95 ppd. Fielding Associates, 20 W. North Street, Stamford, Conn.

Beautiful!
Lawn or terrace furniture
White, pastel rose, green and blue.
4-pc. group rust proof aluminum furniture, traditional grape and leaf design. Generous size—$65.60; for extra size (46") settee—$109.00 additional. Set of 3 leatherette cushions for use with white furniture (your choice: green, red, yellow) when purchased with furniture—$6.95; oversize set for large settee—$9.95. All prices FOB Birmingham.

Order direct from this ad, specifying color, payment with order. All merchandise carefully packed.
AROUND

Baroque wall bracket in the style of the 17th century. The shell ledge, the cuddly cupid are made of cast solid aluminum, finished in mat white, black, or gold. 8" high, shelf 10½" across. For indoors or outdoors, $10.95 for one; $21.50 a pr. ppd. Betty Brass Co., 3314 Alto Rd., Baltimore, Md.

It goes where you go, indoors or out, to serve cold drinks or hot casseroles. This hand-forged, rust-proof cart on a wrought-iron base is delicately designed, handsome in white or Pompeian green. Express collect, $75. Pompeian Studios, 169 Lexington Avenue, N.Y.C.

Introducing patterned terry guest towels. A charming gift, saves work, practical for summer use. 12 assorted colors: pink, light or royal blue, spring green or emerald, aqua, yellow, beige, nutmeg, gray or all white. Monograms, gray on deep colors, black on pastels. With monograms $10.85 a doz., without $5.75 a doz., ppd. Mosse, Inc. 659 5th Ave. N.Y.C.

PORT-A-CRIB

Send check or money order. STEPHEN V. BRUBANS Box 260-GJ, Cliffside Park, N. J.

LOOK WHAT'S HAPPENED TO PAPER PLATES!
They're plastic-coated—hot and oily foods, ice cream, even steak won't soak in. Just what you've always wanted for picnics, children's parties—gay and handy for informal snacks. Choose them in pastel shades of apple green, Wedgwood blue or sunshine yellow—with strong, soft paper napkins to match! Complete the setting with wax cups for 12 oz. drinks. 9" plates—thirty pack of 20, $1.00. 7½" plates—thirty pack of 20, $1.00. 6 oz. drinks cups, $1.00. 4 oz. hot drink cups, $1.00. Thrift pack of 100 napkins in cocktail or landine sizes, 75c per pack. Special economy price for entire set of six packages only $4.95 postpaid.

Send for our latest free Catalog The Union of Reasonable Prices JOHNNY APPLESEEDS, Inc. Box 700 Beverly, Mass.

ELECTRIC CLOCKS
...YOU CAN LIVE WITH!
Add a gay touch to a child's room, playroom, kitchen or summer cottage, with these electric mantel or wall clocks in Early American and Pennsylvania Dutch designs. Hand painted wooden cases come in ivory, yellow, red or black backgrounds. Early American eagle is for colonial rooms. (Comes in black only.) Other designs with roosters or birds of paradise. Clock faces are 5½" in diameter in silver and gold. Height is 12". Self-starting movements, factory guaranteed.

$16.95 ppd. tax included Send check or money order. RED HOUSE STUDIOS Long Hill Road Shelton, Conn.

Hand Braiding by FRENCH TRAIL—
Color and Design by YOU!
Your color and design ideas are the inspiration for these handsome French Trail braided rugs exclusively made for you. Skilled craftsmen, following your directions, carefully hand-braid your distinctive pattern, from fine WOOL, in colors you select. When finished, these wool, traditional rugs can be used anywhere in your home with complete assurance that no duplicate pattern can be made without your consent. Bound or oval sizes up to 18" by 26" Distinctive, long wearing, no pads needed. Hand-sewn with nylon and guaranteed.

Send for our latest free catalog The Union of Reasonable Prices.

FRENCH TRAIL INDUSTRIES Dept. 5-P, St. Marys, Ohio

Send 50c for color card, color picture and descriptive literature.

THE J. L. HUDSON COMPANY DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN

RARE OLD COLLEGE VIEWS
Whether he's Class of '54 or '05, he'll treasure a fine, old decorative print of his alma mater. These famous college views are hand-printed and hand-colored re-strikes, made from the original fine steel engraving plates. Find them at Hudson's, Detroit—perfect for graduation or wedding gifts!

Choose from these famous colleges:
Amherst* Lawrenceville* Swarthmore
Brown* U. of Michigan* Syracuse U.*
Chicago U.* Missouri U.* Trinity Col.*
Cornell* U. of No. Carolina* Vassar*
Dartmouth* Northwestern* U. of Virginia*
Georgai Tech* U. of Penn.* Wash. and Lee*
Hamiltont* Penn. State Col.* West Point
Harvard* Princeton* Williams*
Kentucky* Smith*

Plate size: 18" x 28" approx. $15 each, unframed.
*Also available in 18½" x 26½" approx. size at $7.50 each, unframed. May be ordered framed in narrow ebony-and-gold-color wood molding with white mat, 29.50 and 17.50. Seventeen additional college subjects available. Write for complete information. Prices subject to 3% Sales Tax in Michigan.

Send for our latest tree catalog.

JOHNNY APPLESEED'S Inc., Box 700 Beverly, Mass.
REPLACE YOUR OWN SILVER
...in 5 minutes!

with QUADRUPLE SILVAPLATE*, the remarkable silver-plating polish that contains pure silver.

JUJT RUB ON WITH A CLOTH

to restore worn Sheffield instantly and plate any article having a copper, brass, bronze, or nickel-silver base. Replaces worn chromium (brass base), musical instruments, etc. Won't wash off! Sold with money-back guarantee.

*SILVAPLATE is a registered trademark and is covered by U.S. and foreign patents.

Save over $100 worth of plating with 8 oz. ECONOMY SIZE, $7 ($1 saving); 4 oz. $4 postpaid. (Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.)

FREE with every $7 bottle, one dozen SILVA-CLOTHS (handy application cloths)

*Trademark, QUADRUPLE SILVAPLATE is the product tested and recommended by two leading national newspapers (names on request). Avoid inferior products making similar claims.

**OBTAINABLE FROM**

Little Grey Gift Shop Flirt Dept., Dept. H-8, 1300 Madison Ave., New York 28, N. Y.

Little Grey Silt Shop, Dept. H-8, 1300 Madison Ave., New York 28, N. Y.

Please rush:

- bottles 8 oz. SILVAPLATE @ $7 (including one free box, Silvaplate cloths) $6 per pc. postpaid.
- bottles 4 oz. SILVAPLATE @ $4 (including one free box, Silvaplate cloths) 25c per pc. postpaid.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ____________________________
State: ____________________________

Phone: ATwater 9-0320

THE BERMUDA SHOP
Madison Avenue at 55th St.
New York City

BERMUDA CARRIAGE BELL

The same two-toned bell that graces the quaint carriages of Bermuda makes a delightful accessory for your car... an out-of-the-ordinary gift at 35c in diameter. Heavy nickel plate. Easily installed. $8.95 prepaid. Send money order or check.

The Bermuda Shop
Madison Avenue at 55th St.
New York City

"SHU-GRIPPER" SHOE SHINE BOX

Get professional shines at home. Holds shoe rigid for cleaning or polishing whether used on table or fitted into wall bracket. Sits on floor for quick touch-ups. Keeps complete shoe care needs handy and neat.

No home should be without one of these sturdy, beautifully finished pieces of furniture. "Slip-in" wall bracket, screws and instructions on shoe care included. Satisfaction guaranteed. $4.95 postpaid.

G. D. MARTIN CO.
P.O. Box 5176
Olympia, Washington

KERSTEN'S ESSENTIAL GIFTS, Dept. HG-6
119 North Grand Ave., Baldwin, L. I., N. Y.

**STAY YOUR DOGS**
...yet let 'em roam!

From husky St. Bernard to playful Cocker, this sturdy stake-holder will keep 'em home. Free-wheeling, non-tangling Swivel allows dog full 360-degree range. Keeps dog contented, yet confined. Simply drive 16-inch all-steel rust-resistant stake into ground. Postpaid for $1.95, cash or check. 10-ft. chain, maps at both ends, $1.45. Both stake and chain only $3.25 complete.

MODEL PATENT MFG. CO.
1019 Cook Street
Denver 6, Colorado

FROHNHOEFER'S

ELEGANT BRASS WALL LAMP
All Electric, Authentic Design

Use singly, or in pairs, for new beauty in every room in the house. All brass, lacquered for permanent finish. Specify choice of permanent or painted finish. Year-round choice of 25-cent, 50-cent, or $1.00 model. $12, Fed. tax incl., ppd. Order from Frank L. Banner, 101 Tremont St., Boston 8, Mass.

THE MAGIC Whip
dismisses a steady, large volume of water with rotary and reciprocating action over a wide area in gentle drops. "What a miracle of performance" you'll exclaim.

No moving parts, nothing to rust, clog or freeze. FROM HUSKY ST. BERNARD TO PLAYFUL COCKER, THIS STUDY STAKE-HOLDER WILL KEEP 'EM HOME. FREE-WHEELING, NON-TANGLING SWIVEL ALLOWS DOG FULL 360-DEGREE RANGE. KEEPS DOG CONTENTED, YET CONFINED. SIMPLY DRIVE 16-INCH ALL-STEEL RUST-RESISTANT STAKE INTO GROUND. POSTPAID FOR $1.95, CASH OR CHECK. 10-FT. CHAIN, MAPS AT BOTH ENDS, $1.45. BOTH STAKE AND CHAIN ONLY $3.25 COMPLETE. LONGER CHAIN 10 FT. PER FT. ADDITIONAL. ORDER TODAY. "USABLE ALSO AS A SMALL BOAT FEVER."
Toss your salad in a crystal bowl mounted on a handsome copper base. The effect is cool and elegant. A distinguished wedding gift, attractive for gardeners who want to show off home-grown greens. $7 post-paid. Studio Shop, 557 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

Stack tables for every conceivable kind of informal entertaining — small apartment buffets, city balconies, barbecues, terraces. Of wrought iron with enamel baked on. Rubber-tipped feet; 18½" high, top is 8¾" across. Red, aqua, yellow. $7.95 ppd. for three. Crane's, 419 E. 57th Street, New York.

Stack Tables

Wine stand, copy of an original, circa 1780. Of beautiful, hand-rubbed English yew wood, it is 22" high with a 14½" top. A distinctive wedding gift for the bride who appreciates fine furniture. Securely packed, express prepaid $35. Order from Mary Glennon, Box 98, Station C, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Dramatic Monograms on Pure Linen

Smartly tailored modern cloth with matching napkins of pure linen, further enhanced and personalized with two large 4" monograms on the dinner cloth and a 2½" monogram on each napkin. Your choice of three monogram styles in your color preference. Also available in that hard-to-get round style to fit the popular round tops for buffet entertaining. Very specially priced! Decorator colors: Peach, rose, gold, aqua, copen, grey, chartreuse, dubonnet, hunter green, brown, royal blue. When ordering, state color choice for monogram and cloth; underline principal initial of monogram.

72 x 90 with 8 napkins ................... 35.00
72 x 108 with 12 napkins ................. 45.00
72 x 126 with 12 napkins ................ 49.50
72" round with 6 napkins ................ 32.50

DEEP FRY in 2 to 5 minutes
FRYRYTE Electric Deep Fat Fryer
Fry your way to cooking fame with Southern Fried Chicken, French Onion Rings, Shrimp, Sausage, Creole, and many other delicious golden brown foods. Cook them quickly and like an expert with Fryryte Electric Deep Fat Fryer. Holds 3 lbs. fat, keeps it for weeks, always ready to cook. Handy as your toaster or electric mixer. Foods always perfect because Fryryte has automatic temperature control and light. Beautiful Chrome finish complete with cover. 110 volt AC only. Order now, wonderful Bride’s Gift, guaranteed to please. Ppd. Continental U.S., only...

$24.95

DEEP FRY IN 2 TO 5 MINUTES
FRYRYTE Electric Deep Fat Fryer
FRYRYTE Electric Deep Fat Fryer
FRYRYTE Electric Deep Fat Fryer
Another solace for that man—the pipe smoker. It's an expensive, well-made leather case to hold a pipe when he's playing golf, driving a car or fishing a stream. The metal clip on the back slips over a belt or onto the visor of a cap. $1.10 postpaid. Gifts By Rule, 220 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Trigger, brand new inflated horse modeled after Roy Rogers' famous steed. Young buckaroos can ride on him, bounce on him, wrestle with him. Here's the bronze that won't buck. Sale for youngsters and furniture. Store in box when deflated. Bright coloring, 24" high. 36" long. $3 postpaid. David Rodes Company, 225 West 34 Street, New York City.

**Important Gifts for Important Occasions**

Choice your gifts to impress your guests with this beautiful Pine or Cake Server. Sterling Silver... beautifully boxed. Your choice of choice or floral design... $3.50.

Accomplishing and dependable Grand watches... beautifully designed, fully guaranteed. Box with Prestige presentation. Yellow Gold. Final price, $95.

Men's with handcrafted leather strap. No. to be confused with a low grade watch, $15.95.

**The Fairy Stone**

**GAZING GLOBE**

*Will Bring New Color & Interest to Your Garden*

These produce a beautiful accent reflecting on their crystal clear surface all the beauty and colors of your flowers and foliage.

**NOW IN COLORS!**

Both Pedestal & Globe can be had in your choice of Color Combinations.


Globe: Will hold a laminaire of White, Yellow, Light Blue, Light Green, Orange, Pink, Red or Brown. Colors are clear through the pedestal, not sprayed or painted as usual. Complete with 10" Globe of a specially chosen Crystal Glass in your choice of SILVER, GOLD, RED, BLUE or GREEN.


**Fairy Stone Studio**

108 Franklin Ave., Cheltenham, Pa.

Enjoy This Versatile Lamp

Direct, indirect or spot lighting at your command.Sold as Hollywood Jr. Lamp convenient as a bedside lamp, bed lamp, for shaving or make-up, or as a Hollywood Jr. Lamp correspondent as a wall bracket lamp. $6.85 each. Made of spun aluminum, 7" x 4.1/2.

Wires and shade every description covered. Two for $11.95 postpaid.

**IN BRASS OR COPPER SLID.**

NATIONAL'S CHIEF 8050, 27 East 55 St., New York 22, N.Y.

**ELECTRO-SWEEP**

9-pound Automatic Electric SWEEPER

Only $21.95 POST PAID

DAVIS MFG. CO. • Plano, Ill.

**THE FITZGERALDS**

545 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

**MARCH PRODUCTS, 214 Pearl St., N.Y.7**

**“A CANDLEWICK Original”**

$12.75 This lovely heirloom bedspread to finish with thick undulated candlewick. Sewn on heavy muslin sheeting and to give extra width the spread is enhanced with a 4" twisted bullion fringe. Shakes out when dry and never needs to be ironed. An ideal gift for the bride.

All White only in sizes 96 x 108 or 78 x 108. $7.95 postpaid (No c.o.d.'s)

**“Bar Tool”**

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER Only $1.98

SEND NO MONEY

Use 10 Days At Our Risk

Here's the ladie's favorite, in four colors and a camouflage. A high polished brass tube lets you know you have a cocktail that's worth mixing. No more bother hunting for a Cosmos, a Martini, a Vesper or a Down and Out of shape. A Coca-Cola just can't mix in a job, and wine just doesn't go well with a Hamburger. Breaks up ice for cocktails quickly. In Bar Tool lovely colors, $1.98 postpaid, C.O.D. shipped. If not delighted, return in 10 days for money back. DAVIS MFG. CO., 45 West 34 Street, New York 1, N. Y.

**SENNE & COMPANY, Dept. 161-H**

953 East Main Street

Bridgeport, Connecticut
AROUND

For the window-sill herb garden, three cunning white pots each with its own name—thyme, chives, marjoram—plus the three packages of seed to grow them. Your green thumb, some garden loam, a little care will assure you a nice harvest. $2.95 ppd. Krebs Town Shop, 45 Broad St., Westerly, R. I.

Copper lamp with base to hold plants. Hand-crafted, beautifully textured metal in the shade, in the shaft, in the base. It's a fact, too, that philodendron grows better under artificial light. Metal is lacquered to retard tarnish, $15 (unplanted) postpaid. Order from The Copper Shop, 9 West 42 Street, New York City.

STEAK KNIVES SHARP-SERRATED EDGES

SET OF 6
GIFT BOXED
$3.25
(12 for 5.95)

MAIL ORDER
NOW:
BLATT SALES CORP. 1 UNION SQ. NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

HIDE SKIN BLEMISHES
crow’s feet freckles enlarged pores acne marks

Wonderful AR-EX New FOUNDATION LOTION

It’s marvelous how AR-EX Foundation Lotions hides minor skin blemishes, and gives your skin that lovely fresh look. Pinpoint dots make up! Krep­ped. Then a smoother, fresher, longer without frequent repainting. It won’t dry or irritate skin. No marks photostats erasible for allergy cases. Three shades: Blonde, Neutral, Bronzette. Spreads unnoted. You’ll have a healthier complexion! Postpaid, including tax, only $1.20

AR-EX COSMETICS, INC. 1036-MG W. Van Buren St. Chicago 7, Ill.

19TH HOLE GLASSES

A clever conversation piece. Huge, 12-in. high-ball glasses, decorated in green and red, with the famous "Redbud the Golfer" motto. Measures on back—"Eagle" (2 oz.), "Birdie" (1½ oz.)—etc. Set of 8 $3.95 plus 25c postage. Sorry, no C. O. D.'s.

THE REMINGTON COMPANY TOWSON MARYLAND

LUSTRO ALLOY "GOOD LUCK" FOOT SCRAPER

An extra heavily designed foot scraper. Authentic reproduction of shoe worn by Iowa's greatest stallion "Good Luck". Nail holes and "Good Luck" deep etched in red. Made of metal that lasts a lifetime and never rusts. Complete— one piece with 8½" stakes to stick in grass or sink in cement. Special range comes side of sole and shoe. Width fits for a big size boot or shoe. Width 7½". Many buy scrapers for every side door.

Each $3.79 Two for $6.82

Post Paid No C.O.D.

Order now to Dept. 102.

CALLING ALL FATHERS (and Mothers and Sons and Daughters)

Something really NEW and DIFFERENT

Fashioned Crochet Knit TIES each with individual beautifully embroidered MONOGRAM.

Colors: Brown and Tan Blue and Grey Wine and Green and Tan

Please give Monogram.

$1.50 ea. or 3 for $4.00 ppd.

No C.O.D.'s.

ATLANTIC KNITTING MILLS Dept. HG-1 927 Boardwalk, Atlantic City, N. J.

KIDDY PLAYING POND

A Child Can Inflate It! Made of Extra Heavy Canvas. It Floats! Soft, Spongy, Deliciously Soft! Only $6.95

No C.O.D.'s.

Send order to Dept. HG-1.

DAVID RODES CO., 434-1052 5th Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.

PUFFS REAL SMOKE—FRONTIER GUN

A Child Can Inflate It! Made of Heavy Canvas. It Floats! Soft, Spongy, Deliciously Soft! Only $12.00

No C.O.D.'s.

Send order to Dept. HG-1.

CAROLE STUPPELL LTD.

307 Madison Avenue, New York 22 Plaza 9-7786

NEW LIfe To SUEDE

COATS - JACKETS SUEDE TRIMMED APPAREL CLEANED - REPAIRED - PROCESSED

ALL LEATHER GLOVES PROCESSED $1.00 PER PAIR MINIMUM 3 PAIRS

KIDDY PLAYING POND

A Child Can Inflate It! Made of Extra Heavy Canvas. It Floats! Soft, Spongy, Deliciously Soft! Only $6.95

No C.O.D.'s.

Send order to Dept. HG-1.

DAVID RODES CO., 434-1052 5th Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.

LUSTRO ALLOY "GOOD LUCK" FOOT SCRAPER

An extra heavily designed foot scraper. Authentic reproduction of shoe worn by Iowa's greatest stallion "Good Luck". Nail holes and "Good Luck" deep etched in red. Made of metal that lasts a lifetime and never rusts. Complete— one piece with 8½" stakes to stick in grass or sink in cement. Special range comes side of sole and shoe. Width fits for a big size boot or shoe. Width 7½". Many buy scrapers for every side door.

Each $3.79 Two for $6.82

Post Paid No C.O.D.

Order now to Dept. 102.

CAROLE STUPPELL LTD.

307 Madison Avenue, New York 22 Plaza 9-7786

KIDDY PLAYING POND

A Child Can Inflate It! Made of Extra Heavy Canvas. It Floats! Soft, Spongy, Deliciously Soft! Only $6.95

No C.O.D.'s.

Send order to Dept. HG-1.

DAVID RODES CO., 434-1052 5th Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.

LUSTRO ALLOY "GOOD LUCK" FOOT SCRAPER

An extra heavily designed foot scraper. Authentic reproduction of shoe worn by Iowa's greatest stallion "Good Luck". Nail holes and "Good Luck" deep etched in red. Made of metal that lasts a lifetime and never rusts. Complete— one piece with 8½" stakes to stick in grass or sink in cement. Special range comes side of sole and shoe. Width fits for a big size boot or shoe. Width 7½". Many buy scrapers for every side door.

Each $3.79 Two for $6.82

Post Paid No C.O.D.

Order now to Dept. 102.

CAROLE STUPPELL LTD.

307 Madison Avenue, New York 22 Plaza 9-7786

KIDDY PLAYING POND

A Child Can Inflate It! Made of Extra Heavy Canvas. It Floats! Soft, Spongy, Deliciously Soft! Only $6.95

No C.O.D.'s.

Send order to Dept. HG-1.

DAVID RODES CO., 434-1052 5th Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.

LUSTRO ALLOY "GOOD LUCK" FOOT SCRAPER

An extra heavily designed foot scraper. Authentic reproduction of shoe worn by Iowa's greatest stallion "Good Luck". Nail holes and "Good Luck" deep etched in red. Made of metal that lasts a lifetime and never rusts. Complete— one piece with 8½" stakes to stick in grass or sink in cement. Special range comes side of sole and shoe. Width fits for a big size boot or shoe. Width 7½". Many buy scrapers for every side door.

Each $3.79 Two for $6.82

Post Paid No C.O.D.

Order now to Dept. 102.
An invitation

When thousands of House & Garden readers order merchandise through SHOPPING AROUND every month—there are good reasons! They shop from the comfort of their homes...they choose from a nationwide selection of merchandise...they buy with confidence for they know SHOPPING AROUND advertisers agree to refund their money if they are dissatisfied.

If you have not already done so, we cordially invite you to join these readers in discovering the benefits of shopping by mail through SHOPPING AROUND.
but you'll want to see all forty pieces in the Colleton Collection before you begin to plan your own room. In the eighth edition of the White Album, you'll see how White blends the ageless beauty of Hepplewhite, Chippendale, and Duncan Phyfe...

how master craftsmen fashion furniture of enduring quality... how the incomparable Sheffield Finish is applied to grow lovelier with use and care... and how these beautifully designed pieces can be combined for unusual decorative effects... to lift your home out of a set pattern for prettiness into delightfully different treatments for poised and joyous living.
INDIVIDUALLY ENGRAVED

Bird of Paradise

by Emil Krall*
and staff

Choose: Glistening emerald base or clear crystal prism base.

Grace your table with the elegance of unmatched beauty—choose hand engraved Bird of Paradise stemware. Each crystal jewel is individually and artistically engraved with the most delicate shading and design by the master hands of Emil Krall* and staff. It is distinguished table fashion with the radiance, grace, and beauty of only the finest. With the superlative quality formerly available only to the carriage trade, Bird of Paradise individually engraved stemware is now moderately priced.

* Renowned master of glass sculpture whose engraving artistry was nurtured by old world training, cultivated by years as engraver for the Royal House of Austria, and is now skilfully executed on the finest crystal as achieved by glassmakers of exquisite crystalware for over 100 years.

Glastonbury Inc.

119 West Hubbard Street
Chicago 10, Illinois
OWN YOUR FAVORITE STERLING NOW...JOIN THE THRIFTY

Heirloom’s Damask Rose 24.75

Nelson Page Sterling Club
235 North Tryon, Charlotte, N. C.

I wish to join the Nelson Page Sterling Club. Please
begin my membership with a prepaid shipment of
(number).

(type piece) . . . place settings of . . .

Sterling pattern.

I understand I can discontinue my membership any

I wish . . . . .

Date

Addres

Comes boxed.

Send for catalog of other novelty children’s shoes.

Send for catalog of other novelty children’s shoes.

DEL’S SCUFF-SANS
GIVE REAL FOOT FREEDOM FOR GROWING FEET

100% all Leather. Prevents foot muscles from
developing. Allows normal arch formation. No
lining wrinkles to rub or chafe. Patented toe
construction. Shapes itself to the foot. Soft
counter—can’t blister the heels.

Give size or outline of child’s foot, color
wanted (white, red, tan or pastel pink, blue
or yellow). Sizes 2-8 . . . $2.75; 9-12 . . .
$3.50; 1-2 $2.50; 3-4 $3.50; 5-6 $4.00;
7-8 $4.50. Includes postage. Add 25 cents for
C.O.D.’s. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE if
not wanted (white, red, tan or pastel pink, blue
or yellow). Sizes 2-8 . . . $2.75; 9-12 . . .
$3.50; 1-2 $2.50; 3-4 $3.50; 5-6 $4.00;
7-8 $4.50. Includes postage. Add 25 cents for
C.O.D.’s. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE if
not wanted.

RECOMMENDED by PEDIATRICIANS

FOR YOU...

For “little” gifts

• Ball Point Pen and Fila-

• Mark efficiently

• Send Boxed

Gift Boxed only $1.25

POSTPAID

DEL’S LEATHER MFG. CO.
Dept. 64, 1045 S. Wall St.
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

SANDY for catalog of other novelty children’s shoes.

Heigh-Ho Pardners!

There will be frisking and prancing and rollicking whoops
when his mount gets a workout.

What better way to use that pent-up en-

ergy? Cowboys, In-

dians, Cops, Robbers.

—all come to life.

Now you can serve your
picnic foods piping hot or
cold as you like. Pic-nik
Ice Box keeps ’em that way
—up to 24 hours! Bigger-16
height by 13” diameter with
Aragonaiton finish. Handsome,
with ice blue finish and lemon yellow cov-

er.

Easy to carry—weights
under 3 lbs. Keeps food
up to 24 hours.

Portable

Pik-nik ICE BOX

235 North Tryon, Charlotte, N. C.

POSTPAID

SAF-GARD

Electric Outlet PROTECTORS...

assure safety.

CHILDREN are not the only ones
suffing if the wrong outlet

leads into the pot. SAF-GARD

PROTECTORS furnish added

safety and give the electrician

the added advantage of using

them. Shown in wide variety of

colors, both hard and soft types.

20 SAF-GARDs in a

handy package for

$1.00

postpaid

BELTON'S

16 Ninth Ave. • Dept. 60 • Hazleton Heights, N. J.
GOURIELLI
“SOMETHING BLUE”
to put romance into his mind!

Heart-stirring fragrance of romance! Subtle and feminine... with an alluring undertone that makes a man’s pulse beat faster!

Eau de Parfum 1.50; 2.50; 4.00
(with atomizers 3.35; 4.65) add 20% fed. tax. Mail and phone orders filled. Plaza 3-1200

GOURIELLI SALON
Dept.66,16 E. 55th St., New York 22

ORIGINAL ENGLISH EARLY RAILROAD SERIES—JUST ARRIVED

First completely assembled in either new from England of this beautiful, old English Marine, Coach and Chairman, semi-rotational turn, new available from us in stock.

SHOWN ABOVE:
11” Dinner Plate $1.25 ea.—4 for $4.75
10” Dinner Plate $1.20 ea.—4 for $4.75
Coffee Cup & Saucer $1.15 ea.—4 for $4.55
2 1/2 oz. Ashtray $9.50—2 or 4 for $18.00
NOT SHOWN BUT IN STOCK:
12” Dinner Plate $1.40 ea.—4 for $6.75
4 1/2 oz. Cup & Saucer $1.40 ea.—4 sets $5.75
3 1/2 oz. Cup $1.32 ea.—4 for $5.25
Shaped Egg, Collector’s No.P.D.B.’s, Please.

FOSTER’S 1931
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
(200 Madison Ave.—L succeeds in style)

50% OFF on STAINLESS STEEL
10 pc. Knife Set ONLY $4.95!
A $.95 retail value! Breath-taking price comes only by choosing ours! Superb “instructor” blades are mirror-finished, diamond-etched, stainless steel—set in same imported rosewood handles similar to St. Ives. Substantial set includes:

• 8” blade meat knife
• 7” blade boning knife
• 7” blade sandwich knife
• 7” blade utility knife
• 7” blade paring knife
• 7” paring knife

8” sharpening steel, sharp’s free, plus FREE GIFT meat cleaver! Test for 7 days. Money back if not enraptured. C.O.D.$ Yes, If desired.

HOME TEST PRODUCTS, Dept. F-X-15, Jackson Heights, N.Y.

Serve terrace food from this sturdy patio cart. Made in Vermont by native craftsmen, it comes knocked down, can be assembled in a minute. Wax the natural wood or paint it a bright color. Tea-cart size, $7.95 express collect. From Vermont Crossroads Store, Vermont Route 100, Waterbury, Vt.

For your friends to admire
for you to enjoy
Hungerford 18th Century
in Solid Honduras Mahogany

Make up your own grouping from the complete selection of Hungerford open stock bedroom pieces. Rich hand rubbed finishes provide perfect color harmony, preserve the inherent beauty of the finest of all cabinetwoods ... solid Honduras mahogany. Every feature of construction, style and design reveals flattering credit to your own good taste. When you see it (at finer stores everywhere) and compare its sensible price, you'll know why Hungerford solid mahogany is America’s favorite 18th Century bedroom group. Write today for free booklet. Dept. B-6

Solid Mahogany by
Hungerford, Memphis

Romantic item, in line with the revival of the ’20’s, is the Islander ukulele. A new departure in musical instruments, it’s made of plastic with nylon strings. The mellow tone will captivate the one you love, the smoothness will please your touch. Only $5.95 ppd. Carl Fischer, 62 Cooper Sq., N.Y.C.
NU-WOOD interiors. "Design-A-Floor" kit enables you to and placing transparencies over pages, shape, is easily cut to fit around pro­ -After sketching color scheme-, Nu-Wood can be adapted to any room be used in every room of your house. -Another little booklet describes ideas centering around wine and -room by room. Exterior house paints are described, there is a complete guide to color combina­tions, and descriptions of how to dramatize unpainted furniture. The company's products are shown. Sher­ win-Williams Co., HG 6, 101 Prospect Avenue, N.W., Cleveland 1, Ohio.

"Cavalcade of Color," Keystone's big book, carries complete data on the Keystone line of paints, varnishes and enamels. This paint recipe book shows full pages coated with actual paint. Of special interest is the fact that many of these colors are now available in colorless finishes, which permits year­round interior painting, does away with paint fumes and enables you to occupy your rooms while waiting for fumes to dissipate. $5 from Keystone Paint & Varnish Company, HG 6, 71 Osage Street, Brooklyn, New York.

"Something new in oak floors" is the Bruce Ranch Plank Floor which is made in alternate 2½" and 3½" widths with a "decorator finish" which har­monizes with interior color schemes. Design and texture are provided for modern emphasis and the random­width of the floors also makes them a decorative blend. This means, for eye­level testing, level cleaning, and easy in­and-out sliding convenience. From three basic units you get 25 variations. Kitchen plans are shown in color. They dramatize the many Universal features. Landers, Fraty & Clark, HG 6, New Britain, Connecticut.

DECORATING

"New adventures in decorating." Pat­terned glass ranks high among architects and decorators' lists of building mate­rials. It is versatile, durable, strong; it has the texture-interest of fabric, the playfulness of old Blue Ridge patterned glass is shown in a hospital­izable entrance, as a backdrop for plants, as a wall which glistens lightly through even­ly placed transparencies over pages, varied, reflect­style designs, can be used in every room of your house.

10¢ Blue Ridge Glass Corporation, HG 6, Kingsport, Tennessee.

"Nu-Wood interiors." Nu-Wood is clean, new wood separated into individual fibers, then formed into a strong board ½" thick. It has a textured surface, is pre-decorated in Sta-Lite and Color­Fast colors. A portfolio attached to the box has recom­mended references and provided a histori­cal text. Skills and techniques of furniture making are discussed and there should be value in the selection, use and care of your fine pieces. 25¢. Baker Furniture, HG 6, 10 Milling Road, Hol­land, Michigan.

"Extensive," specialists in extension table manufacturing, bring out a new fold­er of consoles and drop­leaf tables designed for space saving. Tables are available in mahogany, oak or in blonde mahogany or walnut finishes. The hard­wood furniture is console­distinctive; other attention-getting features include gracefully turned legs, ball­and-claw feet, softly­rounded fronts, and delicate Car­riage, Sligh Furniture Corporation, HG 6, Sparta, Michigan.

"Cross Country" furniture, by Sligh, cars­tizes the many Universal fea­tures, 25¢, Grand Rapids Bookcase Co., Box 397-E, Memphis, Tennessee.

"How to choose your Venetian blinds" shows you a series of tests which de­termine the hardness and flexibility of blinds. Flexlam blinds are of spring­tempered aluminum slats and vinyl plastic tape. Two pages show 23 dec­orating suggestions for single and dou­ble­window, pairs of windows, bay and high windows and doors, Hunter Doug­las Corp., HG 6, 130 Broadway, N. Y.

FURNITURE

Oakmasters Modern furniture is on display in a golden­covered album. Co­ordinated with House & Garden colors, room settings show furniture designed for functional living. Exclusive fab­rics, comfortable designs, dual­purpose pieces, sliding compartments fill many pages; notes point out particular fea­tures, 25¢. Grand Rapids Bookcase and Chair Co., HG 6, Hastings, Mich.

"Guide to Good Furniture" is Baker's booklet on home furnishing. Illustra­tions of this famed furniture elaborate on a historical text. Skills and techniques of furniture making are discussed and there should be value in the selection, use and care of your fine pieces. 25¢. Baker Furniture, HG 6, 10 Milling Road, Hol­land, Michigan.
"Sequoia Gigantea" ... big trees

Imagine 1,309 square miles of wilderness... a wilderness so high and vast that big things do not seem big, because they are sprawled against even bigger things. Here is a forest of Wagnarian giants, shoulder to shoulder, marching in stately procession down through the centuries.

The "General Grant" with a base diameter of 40.3 feet and the "Largest living things". The big trees extend also to Kings Canyon and Yosemite National Park.

**CALIFORNIA**

Cordon

Los Angeles

**MASSACHUSETTS**

Swampscott
New Ocean House
Directly on the ocean, conveniently located twelve miles from Boston. Ideal seaside and country environment. All recreational features, including golf, tennis, fishing, riding and sailing. Private bathing beach. Comfortable and spacious accommodations. Custom includes many special services.

Bukater, Clinton Kennedy, President, Mgr.

**MICHIGAN**

Mackinac Island

Grand Hotel
For your next holiday choose world-famous Grand Hotel on historic Mackinac Island—world's largest summer hotel. You'll enjoy the comfortable comfort porch, the Esther Williams serpentine pool, two championship golf courses, middle houses, tennis courts, concerts and dancing at this showplace of the Great Lakes. For folders please write to Suite 6.

**MISSOURI**

Kansas City

MONTANA

Livingston
Sixty Three Ranch located 50 miles north of Yellowsone Park. Beautiful scenery, riding, fishing, park trips, good food. Write for folder.

**NEW HAMPSHIRE**

Sugar Hill, White Mountains

**NEW JERSEY**

Atlantic City

**NEW YORK**

Spring Lake Beach

New York City
Barclay-Plaza. Midtown, overlooking Central Pk., 5 Av. 50-St. Near Radio City, theaters, shops, Grand Central Station. 24-Hr. a. M. Check-in 8:00 A.M. 100, 20-30, 50-100, 110, 150, 200.

New York City
The Ritz-Carlton A truly great hotel maintaining the finest traditions of Continental service. Splendid location at Madison Avenue and 46th Street, a few minutes from Grand Central and Airline Terminal. Familiar cuisine in the Oval Room, Oak Room, the original Ritz bars and the Ritz Garden on the terrace. M. T. Schrader, General Manager. Brochure & rates on request.

**Pennsylvania**

Skytop

**Vermont**

Avonell

**Virginia**

Virginia Beach
The Cavalier Hotel
The Aristocrat of Southern resorts. Country and seaside pleasures combine to make this year-round vacation spot truly enjoyable. Two championship golf courses. Tennis, boating... boating... fishing... excellent service. Guests may enjoy all facilities of the Cavalier Beach and Cabana Club—Yates and Country Club—Saddle Club. Sidney Banks, President.

**Williamstown**

The Hotel in the 18th century resort you in this re-created colonial community. Williamstown is of interest to everyone. Tours through the historic buildings... golf, tennis, swimming, lovely gardens. Modern hotels, colonial guest houses and taverns. Write direct to Miss F. G. Bruce or Williamsburg Reservation Office, 625 5th Ave., N. Y. 17th St. 6-8966.

**Dominican Republic**

Cibao Trujillo
Hotel Jaragua
Existing all-expense tours via Pan-American Airways (available May 1 to Sept. 30). Tour No. 1— 1 day, 2 nights—$115.00 (2 doubles) includes Round Trip from Miami, Room & bath at hotel, 2 dinners, 2 breakfasts, sightseeing. Tour No. 2— 4 days, 5 nights—$189.00, includes same as Tour No. 1 and additional features. Write direct or see N. Y. Office, 920 Lexington Ave., P. 3-2071.
You'll look FRESH as white pique...

That "little-boy-look" you're looking for this season, you'll find at The Gideon! Outdoors — golf and tennis, gyres to visit, sun for your basking. Indoors — all the smart simplicity of country-house living, coaxing or slimming foods, sleep that shoo away winter's wear and tear. Next door—the Spa's bubbling mineral baths wash years and curves away! Privately operated. For reservations or free booklet, write Myron H. Woolley, Manager.

I DEALLY LOCATED in the scenic Laurentians, overlooking the St. Lawrence. Fine holiday facilities — golf, tennis, riding, large salt water pool, fishing in well-stocked lakes. Pine scented, pollen-free air. Dancing in the Casino. Easily reached by famous river steamers or by rail from Montreal.

Your dollar buys more in Canada!
Season June to September. The Manoir Richelieu is a division of Canada Steamship Lines, with offices in principal cities of the U.S. and Canada. Fred L. Abel, Mgr., Murray Bay, P.Q., Canada, or your travel agent.

Have YOU secured YOUR BRITISH Travel Requirements?
If not, don't delay. Everyone of these British Railways services may be arranged here, before you leave.
• RAIL tickets and reservations ...... Be sure to purchase MILE-AGE COUPONS, at savings up to 32% (Coupons NOT obtainable in the British Isles).
• Delightful SIGHTSEEING TRIPS and TOURS by rail, motor coach, steamer.
• CHANNEL STEAMERS — between Britain and Ireland, Britain and the Continent.
• RESERVATIONS at 47 outstanding HOTELS operated by the Hotels Executive, British Transport, may be made before you leave.

Typical of DEVALUATION SAVINGS—London to Paris by train and steamer for as little as $9.24

CONSULT YOUR TRAVEL AGENT or any office shown below.

New York 20, N.Y. 9 Rockefeller Plaza
Chicago 3, Ill., 39 S. LaSalle Street
Los Angeles 14, Cal., 510 W. 6th Street
Toronto, Ontario, 69 Yonge Street

For illustrated literature, write Dept. 23 at any address above.

There's no doubt about it—rum drinks taste best when made with

"Planters' Punch" Brand
JAMAICA RUM
97 Proof

For utter relaxing enjoyment try a Myers's Rum Collins. Here's How!
Tall glass filled with ice • Juice of a Lemon • One teaspoon of Sugar • One jigger Myers's Jamaica Rum • Fill with carbonated water and stir. Add Maraschino Cherry and slice of Lemon. Serve with a straw.

R. U. Delapenha & Co., Inc.
Sole U.S. Distributors
57 Laight Street New York, N.Y.
How glorious are the mornings after a few nights rest treatment on a Spring-Air mattress and matching box spring. Spring-Air is scientifically designed to respond to your body contours yet give perfect sleep posture support . . . to aid nature in restoring your energy through relaxing rest treatments . . . to give you more rest from every sleeping hour! After only a few nights on a “Zoned Comfort” Spring-Air, even if you sleep two in a bed, you’ll never settle for anything less.

Now, Spring-Air’s revolutionary, new Sleep Check Chart quickly shows which mattress is best for your weight and build. Ask your dealer to show it to you! See this revealing chart today.

FREE . . . SCIENTIFIC GUIDANCE to help you select the mattress best suited to YOUR weight and build. Research now shows you how to buy with confidence based on facts; not just by guess or appearance! See the large master “Sleep Check Chart” at your Spring-Air dealer’s or write for your personal copy of the “Sleep Analyzer”. It’s FREE.

Address dept. 606, SPRING-AIR COMPANY, HOLLAND, MICH.

THE MATTRESS USED IN OVER 1000 FINE HOTELS • 2000 HOSPITALS • AND NEARLY 2,000,000 HOMES
Cross of the Legion of Honour for House & Garden’s publisher

In Washington on March 30 at the French Embassy, the wide red ribbon with the gold, green and white enamelled Cross of the Chevalier of the Legion of Honour was pinned on Mr. Patcevitch by the French Ambassador himself—a signal honour. The Order, the greatest in France, was founded by Napoleon; now it is given to distinguished men and women in all fields and of all countries who have contributed to the service and glory of France. At the ceremony, the Ambassador said in part: “It is with great joy that today I transmit to you this high award bestowed upon you by the French Government. You deserve it because of your devotion to the cause of Franco-American friendship, so dear to my compatriots. You have fostered the co-operation between our two countries in a domain to which we attach the most vital interest... a domain where art and taste determine the success. The reconstruction of France to which American aid contributes so much and for which we are so profoundly grateful, can still be further facilitated and accelerated by the greater exchange of ideas with the United States. We know that you will continue to work toward this goal, and I am happy to be the one to thank you.” We, the editors at House & Garden, have a special pleasure in seeing in Mr. Patcevitch’s buttonhole the red ribbon which is worn as a token for the cross. It is the visible sign of qualities we know so well—his international experience and understanding, his recognition of taste and talent beyond any national confines.
Summer:
American plan

Because you are an American, you love summer—that delicious compound born of long, sunny days and a light-hearted frame of mind. You find it impossible to be grave or gloomy when the sea is shimmering and the grass is as inviting as a painting by George Inness. Because you are an American, you like to improve on summer. You are by nature incapable of submitting supinely to the intemperate excesses of the sun. When you set your clock ahead in spring, you change the whole timing of your way of life. Like that energetic diarist Samuel Pepys, you are up betimes, to gather flowers fresh with dew and to work in your vegetable garden. But when the sun climbs to its zenith, you are ready with your own ingenious defenses against its tyranny. You pattern the American landscape with pools, the American waterways with small boats. If you must work in the city during the hot summer, you are quite capable of flying from the country to your office. You have devised dozens of good ways to keep glare from your rooms. If what you need is nonexistent, you create it: plastic screening, louvered awnings and blinds, fans and air-conditioners. You turn your porches into shady tent rooms in the heat of the day. You have invented ways to cook without raising the temperature. You dine out-of-doors on your lawns from June till September, relish your backyard barbecues, your fresh salads and cooling drinks. On the next pages, we trace the pattern of summer: American plan. Here is the irrepressible American ability to pack each day with impromptu pleasure, to make the most of every hour.
MRS. ROBERT BERENSON and her children wait for the small seaplane in which Mr. Berenson commutes to Long Island.

AT THE GEORGE T. CAMERONS' in Burlingame, Saturdays are given over to tennis and swimming, lunch and bridge.

MRS. ALFRED E. HAMIL ruses her Lake Forest garden as a sitting room, decorates it with yellow flowers in pots.

THE GERALD LOEBS' one-room house has sliding shutters which evoke an Oriental note in occidental Connecticut.
Near Chicago, where the sun can be a remorseless problem in midsummer, the most successful gardens are sheltered retreats like outdoor sitting rooms, with emphasis on the coolness of foliage plants, set in tidy designs against green backdrops of tall, woodland trees.

Create a cool outdoor room with fieldstone walls, floors of flagstone or patterned brick.

The terrace garden of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred E. Hamill of Lake Forest, Illinois, is a study in lemon yellows, greens and grays. Brilliant marigolds in white pots line the low terrace wall. Scotch pines shade the gray Louis XV furniture upholstered in lemon yellow chintz. (The backs of the chairs fold down over the seats to protect the covers from rain.) The strap-shaped leaves of *Clivia* flank the wall seat, while other exotic foliage plants add different greens. Flagstones of upper terrace echo the gray of the French furniture, contrast with the intricate pattern of the brick paving interplanted with *Taxus* clipped in geometric forms.

A cool retreat in the garden of Mr. and Mrs. William McCormick Blair of Lake Bluff, Illinois, is built around a small pool. An old hawthorn tree shades this area on the edge of the woods. A ground cover of *Vinca minor* (blue-flowered periwinkle) shelters and almost hides the ripening foliage of spring-flowering bulbs. Ferns form a transition between this corner and the rest of the tiny garden designed by the late Ellen Shipman. Note a single yew, clipped in topiary fashion by the far wall. *Impatiens* (Patient Lucy) in pots by the pool is replaced by other plants as the summer progresses. *For an article on plants for pots see page 178.*
Make a summer sitting room out of your terrace and pool

So skillfully did the late architect, David Adler, plan and plant this Lake Forest terrace, that Mr. and Mrs. Laurance H. Armour can invite any number of people to share its coolness. It is gay and inviting with its red and white color scheme set against refreshing greens. Mr. Adler framed this secluded outdoor room with neatly clipped hedges of hemlock, contrasted by a fine stand of native oaks, which form a living wall at the far end. Under one of the largest, a bed of plantain lilies thrives. Another oak casts its long afternoon shadow on blue-gray flagstones, as does the tub of globe ivy. Pots of white pelargoniums of the Martha Washington type stand on glass-topped, white iron drum tables. Continuing the color scheme, furniture is painted white, the chairs covered with brilliant red sailcloth edged with short white fringe.
Summer coolers: a clipped arbor of forsythia, a screened-in porch

HOUSE & GARDEN, JUNE, 1950

Two cool retreats at the Clifford Rodmans' in Lake Bluff, Illinois, yield views of a charming small garden hedged with low-growing Texas. The first, where Mrs. Rodman (Chicago decorator) is sitting, is an arbor of clipped forsythia; the second a screened porch (even the roof is screened so no hot air can stagnate under a ceiling). Between the tangle paths grow wood-edged beds of columbine, woodruff, Sedum, euphorbia, pansies, forget-me-nots and roses. Serenity and charm distinguish this small place.
A slatted eyebrow, over front windows, keeps the sun at bay during the summer

In summer, when the sun is high, it cannot intrude into the living room of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Muller's house at Glenview, Illinois. The overhang of their roof shades the windows completely. In winter, when the sun is low (and desirable indoors) the front is flooded with sunshine. The trellis, bordering the overhang, suggests the use of vines. In the beds are Taxus and low-growing junipers, enlivened with the brilliance of red geraniums. A lowered fence and tall elms screen the garden and give it privacy.
All over the U.S.A. in the mountains and by the sea, on terraces and in gardens, Americans are sunning themselves. Because comfort is in keeping with a holiday mood, they surround themselves with these weather-wise and attractive adjuncts to outdoor living.
LEVER opens, closes 9" h. umbrella. $120. Enameled steel table, 32" diameter, 48" h. $20. By Finkel. Available at Meier & Frank, Portland, Oregon.

SWEDISH woven wood-slat, all-purpose baskets: 15" h., $6.70; 17" h., $7.20. Bonnier's, N. Y.

RATTAN armchair, 33½" h., seat 21" x 18" with no-sag cushion. By Ficks Reed, $43. At Paine's of Boston.

YACHT CHAIR, right, steel frame, colored canvas seat, back. By Arvin, $6 at Famous Barr, St. Louis.

"WINDPROOF" portable card table, 16" sq. moisture-resistant top. Webbing anchors cards, 8" h., folds to 1½". $4. Sterns, N. Y.


All prices approximate.
Summer cooking, like summer living, takes on a leisurely pace. With these automatic devices, you can produce hot meals, indoors or out, wherever there’s an electric outlet handy. Without fuss or flurry you can keep everything warm indefinitely till you’re in a mood to eat!

**INFRARED BROILER** by Dorby broils faster, more uniformly. Large heating element, broiling surface, porcelain top. AC-DC, $20. Stern’s, N.Y.

**BEANS**—chili, slow-bake to full flavor in West Bend’s 2-qt. electric cooker. Brown ceramic and metal bean-pot, $6.50. Jordan Marsh, Boston.

**EVERHOT** roaster-oven takes over cooking of complete meals, ready to serve indoors, outdoors, at picnics, $39.95. May Company, Los Angeles.

**ELECTRIC CHAFING DISH** cookery on high heat; warming on low. With crêpe Suzette pan: chrome, $55; copper, $52; silver plate, $72. Hammacher Schlemmer.

**BARBECUING**—broiling, roasting is completely automatic in the Town & Country rotisserie, $190; a handsome cart with removable, pull-out hardwood carving platter, $70, makes it portable. In stainless steel, Hammacher Schlemmer, N.Y.

**TWIN SNACKETTE** toasts both sides of two sandwiches a golden brown at the same time. Seals edges to keep in flavor and filling. With cutter, $9.95. With interchangeable waffle grids and grilling plates, $13.95. AC-DC. From John Wanamaker, New York.

**DEEP FAT FRYER** browns six full portions uniformly when you set a thermostatic control knob. Dorneyer Fri-Well, $24.95. Bamberger’s, Newark, N.J.
Summer, American plan, is predicated on the assumption that no one has to rush. To the woman who cooks, this means meals she can prepare easily (preferably out of a well-stocked freezer), at her convenience (in the morning, when it's cool). To her family it means no harrying timetable for meals. You can achieve this state of affairs with these new electrical appliances which cook coolly, and keep food warm.

**ELECTRIC TUREEN**, water-proofed for dishpan dunking by Leckie. Two heats, 1 qt. $15, 2 qt. $17. Lewis & Conger.

**BUFFET SERVER** with high-low heats, three one-quart Pyrex casserole to serve 12. In chrome finish, $40. Lewis & Conger, N. Y.

**EGGS** cook unsupervised soft, medium, hard by thermostatic control which clicks off when done. By Sunbeam, $10. Marshall Field, Chicago.

Put an end to on-schedule living; these keep food warm indefinitely.

**COPPER COFFEE POT** holds six cups; matching candle warmer keeps beverage hot. $17. W & J Sloane, N. Y.

**BAIN MARIE**, attractive in copper, holds twin 1½ qt. casserole, made of ceramic, in Sienna brown with copper covers. Operates on AC-DC. Costs $25 at Crane's, N. Y.

**HOTRAY**: infra-red rays keep whole meals warm; cook eggs, hamburgers, muffins piping hot, 2½ qt. Pyrex liner. Chrome or copper, $25. W & J Sloane.

**RUN AND FOOD WARMER** keeps rolls and muffins piping hot. $26. McCulcheon's, N. Y.

**WROUGHT-IRON** stand warms food by candles. Two 1-qt. covered earthenware casserole, green lining. $10.50. McCulcheon's, N. Y.

**THREE-WAY** service: Sterno copper table stand with 4-c. coffee server, $26; 1½ pt. petite marmite, $6; pan for sauces, $12. Sterno, N. Y.

All prices approximate, include Federal tax.
Barbecues, like 10-gallon hats, once bespoke the great open spaces. The fact that they are now garden-size, within the range of any Young Marrieds’ budgets, does not mean that they are any less fun. Here we show you some new accouterments of America’s great summer pastime.

For a barbecue, rustic equipment


Prices approximate. More about outdoor cooking, pg. 136
Handy aids for a party

De luxe “Lawn Chef” grill designed by Raymond Loewy, adjustable spit, bun-toaster, food protector hood, warming oven, 2 pots, $22 from Gimbels, N.Y. Heywood-Wakefield game table of varnished birch and ash, $30; tub chair, $50; side chair, $18, all Bamberger’s, Newark, M. A. Hadley pottery (see p. 137), Paine’s of Boston. Langbein split bamboo tray, $8 at Hammacher Schlemmer in New York. The girl is wearing a Fred Leighton blouse and skirt.

For a terrace luncheon barbecue

Summer sun need not make you or your house uncomfortable. You can control it by adopting such devices as these to shade the windows and terraces on the west and south sides of your house. For extra comfort use screens, room coolers and fans at the end of this article.

Shades protect windows from rays of late afternoon sun.

Western exposures need protection in front of windows or terraces as the hot summer sun sinks in the sky. Paul Laszlo of Beverly Hills designed recesses in the eaves of his house to hold these wood splint shades neatly. Shades have openings at the top so air isn’t shut out.

How to enjoy your terrace in the midday sun.

Louvered metal awning (at right) shades terrace and windows from sun, permits ventilation and visibility as well. Convenient lever control lets you adjust the awning top louvers at will. F. C. Russell Co. Sun shade over terrace (center, below) has movable slats like a Venetian blind. Architect, Francis J. McCarthy. Aluminum terrace cover (bottom) gives overhead sun (or rain) protection, rolls up when you don’t need it, admits air at open ends. Made in six colors. Orchard Bros. Inc.
AWNING KEEPS OUT SUN, LETS IN AIR

TRELLIS LOUVERS ADJUST FOR SUN

AWNING ROLLED DOWN

An "eyebrow" filters overhead sun

This lattice creates a pleasant area of dappled sun and shade between the house roof and open patio. Designed by architect Thomas Theuerkauf to screen windows from sun, it is also an architectural attribute.

Screens serve
as sun shield also

Vines trained up a row of studs, as in sketch, top right, can make a cool green screen against low western sun. Designed by Paul Laszlo to give privacy to windows in his house. Lower right, new screen has no side frame, can be opened in minute to clean windows, can be rolled up like window shade for easy storage. Bottom lever holds screen taut. Columbia Mills Inc. Heat-deflecting screen at far right. The small louver set at angle (see detail sketch) deflect sun rays from window but screen admits ample light, air, gives insect protection. Ingersoll Koolshade.

For more screens, coolers, fans, see page 156.
For curtains and blinds see page 134
In California, north or south, living and entertaining in summer gravitate toward the swimming pool; barbecue lunches are served as buffets at the water’s edge; aluminum furniture is impervious to water; exotic and native trees dapple wide lawns with welcome shade.

Opposite

Trees enclose lawn,
shade terrace

This spacious terrace at the rear of the main house of Mr. and Mrs. William Goetz overlooks a cool expanse of lawn, with the swimming pool and its dressing rooms beyond. The terrain, though it has large flat areas, such as this one, is actually the top of a ridge. Because the land drops away abruptly from the pool, Mr. Eckbo remodeled the existing three levels to give play areas (see plan, next page). The Goetz' terrace furniture, made by the D. R. Bradley Company, is of painted aluminum in a Chinese Chippendale fretwork, impervious to weather. In modular units, it is easily regrouped for large parties.

THE BALCONY ABOVE THE TERRACE is shaded at the far end by a metal screen with tubular supports. Grapevines in wrought iron wind gracefully up the metal supports of the balcony and roof, appear again as decorative motif on the swimming pool-dressing rooms shown on the opposite page.

WHEN landscape architect Garrett Eckbo, of Eckbo, Royston and Williams, remodeled the garden and grounds of Mr. and Mrs. William Goetz' house in Holmby Hills, California, his first concern was to integrate the Californian enthusiasm for living out-of-doors with comfort and plenty of room. Using three-dimensional architectural elements in combination with interesting plant forms and textures, he created a series of outdoor rooms where the Goetzes can entertain friends informally all year round. The forecourt was ingeniously rearranged to provide parking for a large number of cars (see plan, next page). Against an undulating redwood screen, painted dark green, which separates the garage area from the main entrance, are planted gray-leaved pearl acacias, ginkgo trees and large-leaved dombeyas. Oak trees shade bromeliads and dwarf maples.
Open areas provide
space for outdoor living

TRUMPET VINES CLIMB steel trellis above
valley, backed by palms, bougainvillea, pines.

BRICK-FLOORED PLAY TERRACE around shuffleboard court
is protected by an arbor of cantilevered steel construction
on the left; on the right by a trellis of tubular steel.

FORECOURT REMODELED for flexibility
in parking cars. Zigzag island has
painted wood baffle, foliage planting.

LILY VINES climb vertical posts; top rail links gate
at entrance with the house, offers inviting three-
dimensional approach to front porte-cochere.

THE MAIN TERRACE at the back of the house overlooks
lawn and swimming pool. Covered chaises by William Haines.

OUTSIDE THE LIBRARY is a pool on two levels for plants;
Papyrus in pots are set in upper pool, give a delicate,
feathery lightness. Vertical stems contrast with horizontals
SATURDAY LUNCH AT THE CAMERONS' IS COOKED AND SERVED IN THIS GAY, CHECKED ENAMELWARE

THE POOL IS WALLED, DECORATED LIKE A ROOM

THE CAMERONS' NEPHEWS AND NIECES PLAY AT SHALLOW END OF POOL
Build a garden bar
beneath a latticed arch

People are the breath of life to the George T. Camerons, so their house, Rosecourt, constantly overflows with friends and relations. Every Saturday in summer, the publisher of the San Francisco Chronicle and his wife have a lunch party around their swimming pool (close friends have a standing invitation). Everyone arrives early for a midday swim. Cocktails are served at the trellised bar hung with roses, Mrs. Cameron's favorite flower. Lunch is cooked at the barbecue in red and white checked French utensils, which the Camerons brought from Paris years ago, and served buffet-fashion. Afterward, grownups stay on to play canasta or bridge at umbrella-shaded tables while the youngsters dive into the pool. If the day is cool, guests move up to the pink stucco house and go right on with their bridge games in its hospitable rooms. When she was a little girl in a French convent, Mrs. Cameron, one of the four De Young sisters, saw and fell in love with a pink stucco house across the street. She decided then that if she ever had a house, it would be pink stucco, so Rosecourt is pink. It takes its name from its charming, formal rose garden, in the center of which stands a beautiful fifteenth-century statue of an angel.

Relaxing in this awninged lanai beside their pool at Pacific Palisades is an integral part of the William Winans' summer living. The canvas ceiling of this tent-room matches the striped upholstery on the turquoise metal furniture made by Jensen's Forge. Colors are turquoise, lacquer pink and white. Blue denim curtains are edged with white fringe. The Winans use their rambling house, decorated by James Pendleton, to entertain often, alternating between formal dinners (which she prefers) and small parties (which he likes best). Mrs. Winans, a talented amateur painter, applies her feeling for color to her rooms and to her flower garden, with equal taste and discrimination.
On Long Island, summer can be as informal and simple as you like.

Between the ocean and the Sound, life is carefree, with sailboats and sunburn as indigenous as Little Neck clams, and décor as unaffectedly natural as the rooms shown here.

Alongside their house at Oyster Bay, Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Berenson have a tiny, rustic pavilion. Here Mrs. Berenson (the former Gogo Schiaparelli) brings her daughters Marisa and Berenthia, to play. The family often lunches in the little house, protected from sun and occasional winds by gay striped canvas side curtains. Great party-givers, the Berensons live with casual grace which, like their house, proves that taste-on-a-budget pays dividends.
THE TERRACE IS SET WITH BRIGHT UMBRELLAS FOR PARTIES OUT-OF-DOORS.

CORNER OF THE LIVING ROOM shows the deft mélange which makes the style of the Berenson house: Louis XV console, old French posters, a white metal cart used as a bar, Bessarabian scatter rugs on a wall-to-wall black carpet. Curtains in this room are a petunia-on-white cotton print designed by Mrs. Berenson.

THE HALL'S CLEAN, STYLISH LOOK depends on dead white walls, a black and white tiled floor, marble table and one bright flower note which is echoed in a glimpse of the adjoining room. The mirror is English eighteenth century; the furniture is a successful combination of odd pieces.

THE DINING ROOM HAS A BARE, POLISHED FLOOR and straight, cotton curtains dyed clear petunia pink. Chairs, signed by Jacob, have been slip-covered in tops and kilts of yellow and white plaid. Under the black wall clock, a white-painted iron stand holds flower pots. White print modernizes and minimizes the old-fashioned paneling.

A CORNER OF THE BEDROOM in the flower colors which Mrs. Berenson loves and herself wears. The violet-blue and white chintz on the chaise longue is echoed in a violet dressing-table skirt. Walls are dead white, bed cover and curtains are daffodil yellow. Mirror is Venetian.
Dali and his wife, Gala, surrounded by their friends.

Salvador Dali's new studio, an airy prismatic structure of glass and steel, will shortly be built at Cadaqués, Spain, a Catalan village on the Mediterranean shore, north of Barcelona. According to the artist, the inspiration for the design was twofold, consisting of Leonardo da Vinci's drawing of the human proportions and a twenty-sided, geometric volume called the icosahedron, of which every surface is an equilateral triangle. Mr. Dali considers this triangle the most beautiful of its species, and the one which "produces the most complete sensation of calm." Certain of the triangles forming the sides...
of the studio will open up and be supported at their outside apexes by Daliesque crutches, like those that appear in so many of his paintings. The metal structure, which will be predominantly gold in color, will be lined with olive wood and hung with antique Spanish tapestries. The two drawings above portray Mr. Dalí's vision of his new project to be built by the Spanish architect, Señor Emilio Alomar. Opposite, we see the artist surrounded by his "friends," mortal and immortal, in Renaissance attitudes. They include Raphael, Pascal, Bérard, Mrs. John C. Wilson, Princess Faucigny-Lucinge, the Duc de Verdura.
Summer: European plan

Greece is dramatic and exhilarating

by JANETTA WHITRIDGE

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mrs. Whitridge has spent the past year in Greece, where her husband Professor Arnold Whitridge, recipient of a Fulbright Award, lectured on American civilization at the University of Athens. She is a trustee of the New York Public Library.

ATHENS is the only capital where you are waked in the morning by the crowing of cocks, where you see a flock of turkeys holding up the traffic on the principal street, and where a small donkey peers around the corner at you when you ring the bell of an apartment house. People who take a Mediterranean cruise and stop at Athens for only a day or two are often disappointed. They think it is shabby and noisy and dusty, but if you stay longer you are almost certain to come under its spell.

Everyone's windows in Athens look out at some beautiful view. It may be the sea, it may be the Acropolis. My view is of Mount Hymettos, "purple crowned Hymettos," and when I step out on my balcony I can see both the Parthenon and the sea. If I look down to the street I see a row of fruit barrows heaped high with oranges and tangerines all golden in the sun. The last barrow is not for fruit, but for flowers, a welter of anemones and white hyacinths.

Mount Hymettos looks gray and dull on cold days, but when the weather becomes "penitent," as the Greeks say, the sun throws a purple haze over the mountain, and the wrinkles and ridges stand out in dark relief. Suddenly someone rings your telephone: "Let us go on an ekdrorni [an excursion]; the weather is perfect." Perhaps you decide on Kaesariani, an old Byzantine monastery just 10 minutes away, or perhaps Sunion, that white temple on the sea, or Aegostheni on the road to Thebes, or through the silver olive trees to Rhamnous, some miles beyond Marathon, where the sea really is "wine-dark" against the mountains of Euboea, tipped with snow. The Greeks have always chosen dramatic hilltops for their temples, so no matter how ruined the temple is, it is always worth visiting, for the breath-taking view.

You take eggs and cheese and fruit with you, and you stop at a taverna on the way, where you can add wine and coffee to your menu. You hope the wine will be Kokinelli, the red rezinated wine of Attica, and you know the coffee will be Turkish. "Metrio, ochi poli gliko" [Medium, not very sweet] you tell the waiter.

If the good weather holds, you go further afield. You drive along the Saronic Gulf and look across to Salamine. You stop at the Byzantine church at Daphne to see the amazing mosaics, and through Eleusis to Corinth, over the canal, on to the Peloponesus, to Mycenae and the Argos plain. (Cont'd on page 173)
Denmark is tidy and serene

Denmark sits like a nosegay at the entrance to the Baltic. It is a neat, appealing country, divided into a peninsula and a great many islands rising evenly from various bodies of water: the North Sea, the Baltic Sea, the Skagerrak and the Kattegat. Scenically, it includes numerous broad streams, blue lakes, white beaches, fjords, cliffs, moorlands, dunes, marshes, woods, hills and their traditional counterparts, dales. Since none of these elements has got out of hand, it is a thoroughly domesticated country, filled with picture-postcard farms, gardens, parks and castles, plus Copenhagen. It is a convenient size to visit, and it is, above all, clean.

Should you, by any chance, be hoping to discover the comedic version of the "melancholy Dane," you had better stick to Shakespeare and the home fires. Melancholy is the least evident attribute of the Danish character. Friendliness is the most. Danes are so friendly, in fact, that they have arranged that any visitor who wants to meet a Danish family can do so by merely getting in touch with the office of Turistforeningen for Danmark, Bernstofsgade 8, in Copenhagen.

Amiable unconventionality is likewise not noticeable among modern Danes, who give the impression of knowing what they want and how to go about getting it. This is doubtless an oversimplification, but it cannot be denied that the Danes, with little fuss, have been remarkably foresighted in matters of social legislation, having achieved progressive results without endangering any of those liberties that democratic countries hold so dear. This is probably related to the Danes' sophistication in regard to the ways of people and the world which, coupled with a strong streak of practicality, enables them to account for man's idiosyncrasies in their working versions of Utopia. The same urbane characteristics have made Copenhagen the liveliest of the Scandinavian capitals, and an objective for all who enjoy the good things of life. But its amiable conglomerations of delights, both intellectual and material, should not blind you to the attractions of the rest of the country. It couldn't be easier to reach them. Trains, boats and ferries will carry you in any direction: to Kronborg Castle (known, thanks to William Shakespeare, as Hamlet's own) where in July the tragedy is annually performed; to Odense, Hans Christian Andersen's home on the island of Funen, which looks as though he had invented it; to the 1000 years-old Viking ship on the same island; the chalk cliffs on Mon; the open-air museum at Sorgenfri and to "hundreds of gay, queer, amusing towns where gay, queer, amusing people go around speaking twenty different kinds of Danish."

The quotation is from We Danes and You, an amusing booklet written by Mogens Lind and procurable at the Danish Travel Office, 388 Fifth Avenue, New York. Mr. Lind also offers advice on the Dyne, an object which you will encounter upon going to bed in Denmark. He describes it as "a sort of cushion, rather bigger (as a rule) than oneself and stuffed with leathers. Those unaccustomed to a Dyne run the risk of the illusion—it is, we repeat, an illusion—that you are being attacked by it in the middle of the night. Unless you firmly remember this and quietly put it straight you will, inevitably, be forced to give battle to the monster.

Hazards of this sort are rare in Denmark. The only other two we can think of are Snaps, a native drink disarmingly slow in revealing its potency, and the Danish nights from the middle of May through most of August. During this period dusk is prolonged until morning, and the phenomenon can be unsettling to sensitive persons of both sexes, causing, at the least, insomnia, and, at the most, amorous complications.

Some of the good things of life for which Copenhagen is renowned are less prevalent than they were before the war, but not to a degree that will inconvenience you. Meals of near-Lucullan proportions can be obtained at restaurants such as Nimb and Vixex, both inside the Tivoli Gardens; Krog, in the Gammel Torv; Krog's Fiskerestaurant, on the quay across the canal from the Thorvaldsen Museum; Hoe "Lille Peter," along Gammel Kongevei, near Vesterport Station; Frascati, a sidewalk restaurant, at the corner of Vesterbrogade and the Raadhusplads; and Oskar David- sen's wine and Smorrebrod restaurant, at the corner of Aaboulevard and
Summer transformation, ready-made

You can buy this documentary print already made up as a shower curtain

For a bathroom, try an effect that looks as clean and refreshing as sailboats on a bright day. Craig Creations' "Bandana" cotton in bright navy and white gives a new look when combined with a solid blue inner curtain and matching towels, offset by gleaming white tiles. Excellent workmanship gives these curtains assurance in any room in the house. This pattern is also available in red or green with white figures.

Lightning change in bedroom décor: matching coverlets, bed petticoats and curtains

Point of departure here is red version of the print shown above. To allow decorating freedom, Craig makes the curtains in four lengths, ranging from 36" to 72". Like the coverlet, petticoat, pillow-shams and dressing table skirt, they are also white trimmed with the print, available in any of the three colors. Ideal for summer in town or 12 months a year in a house in the country.
These tricolor, cool-looking curtains

have made-to-order quality

Fine white organdy with a splash of color lightens a living room. Besides the combination shown, cotton bandings are made in blue, flame and yellow; and mocha, flame and moss green. They are finely stitched with matching thread, meticulously tailored, have no unfinished seams. Sanforized and color-fast, they are fully washable. Three lengths (36", 45", 54") permit personal variations in tiered effects. Curtains are sold in pairs with a separate 72" valance. The ensemble includes pillows covered in matching cotton. All these Craig Creations, although moderately priced (see page 155), compare with made-to-order ones in quality, workmanship. You can buy them at Lord & Taylor, New York.
BLENDED COLORS OF BEARDED IRIS REFLECTED IN MR. AND MRS. O. P. LEONARD'S FORT WORTH GARDEN POOL
Fifty years of iris

by SYDNEY B. MITCHELL.

An account of how the bearded iris has been improved over the past half century for your garden, by the author of “Iris for Every Garden” (Barrows)

The tall bearded iris, perhaps our most popular perennial, has shown greater improvement as a garden flower in the last 50 years than it did in all the rest of the time since men have inhabited the earth. In my opinion no other garden plant has so thoroughly been made over by men and women to meet their ideals and ends. It is exhilarating to note that the work has not been done by any alleged plant wizard, but mainly by amateur growers.

It has been a great co-operative venture, even an international one. For instance, ancestors of the distinguished Lady Mohr iris were raised by an Englishman and two Frenchmen, a Hollander, a Czech, a Canadian and several Americans. Among those who contributed to its parentage in this country were a begonia grower, a professor, a rancher (all three Californians), an insurance executive and a banker (both from Indiana) and a woman iris grower in Massachusetts. Its actual raiser, Carl Salbach, is a plantsman of Berkeley, California.

The irises of a half century ago were pleasant enough garden plants, forms of Iris pallida, from southern Europe, or of Iris variegata, from colder Hungary, or hybrids between these two. They were good-natured plants, which flowered freely, more persistent under neglect than any modern prima donnas, but their thin narrow flowers were often borne on short unbranched stems, often crowded at the top. Austere and upright, many, though they looked well in the mass, lacked charm as individuals. In Madrid I saw a picture by one of the Breughels containing a vase of them—this was painted about 1610—and yet the forms and colors in the picture were much like those in my old collection, made nearly 300 years later. Varieties like the creamy flavescens, the yellow-and-brown honorabilis, the blue-and-white plicata Madame Chereau, and some old lavenders and dull storm-cloud or muddy brownish blends may still be seen in cottage gardens along byroads in New England and elsewhere.

Some real improvements in this earlier race were made by Bertrand Farr in Pennsylvania, who collected and distributed the very best of his time and raised some good seedlings, and by Grace Sturtevant in Massachusetts. Farr’s Juniata and Miss Sturtevant’s Shekinah are among those which have contributed to the modern race. All these early irises were diploids, with two sets of chromosomes to carry the inheritance characteristics.

Now we have plants of great vigor and size with lush foliage, taller and better-branched stems. These carry opulent flowers, properly spaced, greatly increased in size, finer in form and finish, breadth and substance of petals, sometimes waved or frilled. We have great whites like Purissima, Snow Flurry, Lady Boscawen, New Snow, rich creams like Amandine and Desert Song, yellows from the lemon of Mattie Gates through the deeper tones of Berkeley Gold and Ola Kala to the near orange Rocket, blues from the pale of Helen McGregor through Great Lakes and Blue Valley to Chivalry and the dark purples of Indiana Night and Sable. In the cooler pinks there are Dreamcastle and Sharon Kay and in the wholly new pure pink class with tangerine beards, Cherie and Pink Cameo are good examples. The reds too have shown great improvements—such are Christabel and Garden Glory. The brilliant blends of today are all new, such varieties as Cascade Splendor, Chamois, Amber Gem, Argus Pheasant. The old yellow (Continued on page 177)
Salad days

Crisp and fresh from your own garden, salad greens are simple to grow, need little space. Try several varieties

Nothing tastes quite so good as the salad greens picked from your own garden. Freshness and vitamin content are intact. Wash and chill your greens at once and serve them while they are still beautifully fresh. You need little space in which to grow them, if you restrict the quantity you sow in your original seed bed. For this, set aside a small area of well-prepared and finely pulverized soil. To have the greatest number of varieties, sow only a few feet, thinly, of each kind you like. When the young plants are two to three inches high, transplant them to the regular bed, giving them shelter from hot sun for a few days. Most lettuces need 12” between plants, 15” between the rows. Choose varieties that your family prefers; be adventurous by adding a new one each year. Among heading types, New York lettuce is a favorite, a good standard variety that will stand midsummer weather, produce fat heads 80 days from seeding. Mignonette is best for early spring use. Include plenty of leafy varieties. Oak-leaf will stand hot weather without losing its delicious flavor. It is ready for the table in 40 days, as is Bronze Beauty. This last has lobed leaves similar to Oak-leaf, is a bit stronger in flavor, adds contrasting tones to the salad bowl color scheme. One of our favorites is Marshall’s Matchless, with long oval leaves of a delightfully delicate flavor. There are many other good ones to try, including the new Pennlake which is an improved Great Lakes, and like the New York Improved, a heading variety. Chinese or celery cabbage is more like a cos type of lettuce than a cabbage. It must have at least three months growing time before frost and will mature more rapidly if seeded sparsely where it is to grow and then thinned to stand 12 to 14 inches apart. Among several good ones with Chinese names, we like the Chihli variety. Other greens which are best planted where they are to grow and thinned to give them room to develop, are dandelion, upland cress and mustard. The improved thick-leaved variety of dandelion greens is ready in 60 days, but you can clip side leaves before that to add tang to your bowl. Mustard matures very fast, in 35 days. Try the extra-curled types for best flavor, such as Fordhook Fancy and Giant Southern Curled. Use a sharp knife to cut off a few tender leaves without pulling the plant from the ground. A few leaves in cold meat sandwiches add real flavor. Try upland cress this way, too, as well as in the salad bowl. Choose Fine Curled or Pepper Grass cress for dry land culture; it will be ready in 40 days or less. Use it when it is
young, cutting the side leaves while they still have their distinct flavor. As soon as it begins to get bitter, rip out the plants and use the space for a second sowing of mustard or other quick-maturing greens. Do not forget to include some endive, though it will take almost as long as your Chinese cabbage to mature, depending on the variety. Broad Leaved Batavian takes 90 days, is of the escarole kind. Quicker ones (65-70 days) are the Green Curled, White Curled and Deep Heart or Improved Full Heart. Have a few plants of New Zealand spinach to clip from all summer. Other spinaches grow best in cool weather, either early spring or late summer, for your last planting. Plant your latest 2½ to 3 months before frost, using such varieties as Nobel, Bloomsdale Long Standing or Viking. Of course your parsley, chives and any other herbs should go into the ground early and be allowed to develop all summer. You can clip them as the season progresses. Since parsley is slow to come up, drop a few radishes in the row, to identify it until the tiny plants have sprouted. For the season's first salads, try delicate Mignonette combined with beet thinnings (not too many of the latter as they have a somewhat root-like taste). Point up the lush mid-summer varieties with tart, arrowy dandelion leaves, offset mellow Bronze Beauty and Marshall's Matchless with peppery mustard curls or tiny sprays of cress. As the distinctive flavor, basil is an eye-opener in salad-making. Late in the season, when the lettuce is gone, try mixing Chinese cabbage and spinach with a few cut celery leaves. Among your regular late cabbages the red ones add color as well as flavor, the Savoy types give you texture. Use sprigs of parsley in your salads as well as to garnish fish and meats. Add a small amount of finely chopped chives to your dressing, for a change in taste. With a salad garden, there need be no monotony.

The secret of flawless roses

by L. M. MASSEY

Pathologist, College of Agriculture, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York

The spring promise of roses goes hand-in-hand with the problem of protecting them from diseases and pests. Your allies in growing perfect flowers are the scientific investigators who can help you to select materials or combinations of materials to keep your flowers healthy. If you are a seasoned gardener, you have undoubtedly come to realize that there are no final answers to the questions which gardening poses. (Perhaps this is fortunate; perhaps mathematical precision would rob it of much of its charm.) You know that there is no single perfect spray or dusting material, no one material or combination of materials which will meet all requirements. How, then, will you discover the right materials to assure you the sturdiest and handsomest roses? Obviously what you use to control diseases and pests must be determined by what you have to contend with in your particular garden. But for beginner and expert alike, here are some pointers. Blackspot is probably the most prevalent and destructive rose disease in this country, with powdery mildew in second place. Both of these diseases are caused by fungi. Blackspot becomes more prevalent if (Continued on page 182)
Make a point of interior finishes that are good-looking, long-lasting

Finishing the interior walls of your house is one of the important steps in building it. It may seem wholly a decorating problem—one where you have only to decide on color, texture and pattern, but there are additional values to consider if you want to gain the greatest benefits. Today's surface materials offer more than surface appearance alone. There are fireproof materials to give you a safer house, acoustical materials to soundproof ceilings or walls between rooms, insulating materials that increase comfort, materials that give you more care-free living because they are so easily cleaned and maintained. They are available in many forms today. Here is a brief dictionary of them. New and old, they are illustrated on these four pages.

PLASTER: This familiar interior finish creates smooth and jointless walls and ceilings. Fire-retardant, it may be covered with decorative materials, may be repainted or papered. Its disadvantage: cracks can develop if it dries imperfectly or the house settles.

WOOD: Equally appropriate to modern or traditional interiors. It gives warmth to a room and does a large part of the decorating job by itself. As boarding or paneling, it needs little maintenance.

PLYWOODS: Real wood veneers are bonded together, under heat and pressure, to make plywood. Because the grain of each veneer is at right angles to the next, plywood has unusual strength, though it is a thin sheet. It is made in large easily applied panels, in plain hard and soft woods, as well as in textured finishes and is comparatively inexpensive.

PLASTICS: Wall materials of plastic appear in many guises—in 4" tiles, in plastic-finished hardboards, in thin sheets laminated to plywood or fiber board, in plastic-coated fabrics, etc. You can get brilliant colors, variegated patterns, wood veneers that are resistant to soil, moisture, stain, cracking and need only damp-cloth cleaning.

WALLBOARDS: Boards made of gypsum, wood and other fibers, cane, paper pulp. (Continued on page 176)
Glass walls

EVER ENLARGING WINDOWS, prevalent today, make glass an important wall material. They open up the walls and make sunlight and view a decorative part of the room. Opaque, translucent glass is used for between-room partitions, too. Ceiling here of 4" wide redwood. The Haines Halls' house; Callister & Hillmer, archts.

Concrete block

THE STRUCTURAL WALL is also the inside finish in this house at right. Concrete blocks, laid in mortar, constitute the complete wall. Its rough texture, which can be painted any color, suits a country place. Generally, wood strips are laid over the blocks and an interior finish is applied to them. The Thomas Harlan Elletts' house.

Wood paneling

PANELED WALL, like one above, follows traditional design. Panels are set into a frame of "stiles" and "rails". Such "raised" paneling offers many patterns. Richard L. Tyners' house; Edward S. Read, archt.

"FLAT" PANELING in this room omits the beveled edges on the panels, seen in the fireplace picture above, gives a crisp, more modern look. This woodwork is painted white, the panels set in framework are plywood. The George W. W. Brewsters' house; George W. W. Brewster was the architect.
Plywood panels

Natural wood veneers are bonded together to make plywood panels. Choose from many hardwoods, various grains. Large size panels are nailed directly to wall frame. Weldtex, a textured plywood, in room above, left. Mahogany plywood in room above, right. (1) Philippine mahogany, (2) Weldtex, (3) walnut, (4) elm. U. S. Plywood Co.

Left: Paul Laszlo house. Right: Fred Markham's house; Clark & Frey, architects.

Acoustical materials

Sound-deadening ceiling tile adds quiet and a pleasing texture to your rooms, insulation value as well. Material in room above is Sono-Therm. Celotex Fissur-tone, right above. Owens-Corning glass fiber tile, right. The Carl L. Mastons' house, shown above; Carl L. Maston was the architect.
Plastic in sheets

Finish for wall and ceiling, cabinet and countertops is sturdy plastic in this recreation room. It resists stains, cracking, cigarette burns, etc. Large (4' x 10'), light-weight sheets can be applied to walls without use of moldings. Never needs painting, just wiping. Varied designs and colors. "Panelyte"; St. Regis Paper Co.

A section of the bar in the Russell Mahaney's house.

Gypsum board

Dry wall interior finishes, such as gypsum wallboard, use no water, need no time to dry out, are speedily installed. Fireproof, in 4' widths, in 6' to 12' lengths. Material can be curved, as shown above, and joints between the boards concealed. In wood-grained finishes. Samples, right: (1) Knotty pine, (2) bleached mahogany, (3) walnut. U. S. Gypsum Co.

Wallboard Installation

First three sketches show double layer system of installing wallboard to gain jointless, crack-free, stronger walls with sound-proof qualities. In first step, boards are applied vertically, nailed to studs.

In second step, a second or face layer of wallboard is laid horizontally over the first. It has already been coated with special adhesive and it is also nailed down. Nails are countersunk after adhesive dries.

In final step, the joints between boards are covered with tape and cemented over. Nail holes are filled, too, and surface of board is smooth and even, ready for papering or painting. U. S. Gypsum Co.

Full walls can be covered with these sturdy, 6-ply, %" thick panels. As large as 8' x 18' in size, they minimize joints in wallboard construction. Metal fasteners eliminate defacing nail holes. Upton Co.
Blessed berry

Eleven ways to serve and enjoy spring strawberries, by Helen Evans Brown

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mrs. Brown, a frequent contributor to our pages, is now writing a book on California wines and food to be published soon by Little, Brown & Co.

Strawberries are thrice blessed: their color is glorious, their fragrance irresistible and their flavor unsurpassed. Now it is June, and now, if ever, come perfect berries. Strawberry festivals turn sedate village churchyards into gala greens; patient cooks become rosy-fingered hulling berries that the sun will cook to preserved perfection; gourmets make a rite of serving strawberries with Beaujolais; and June brides are toasted in champagne tinted prettily with whole ripe berries. Gone are the days when the luscious wild strawberry was so thick that early settlers in Virginia could not set out on foot “without dyeing it in the blood of this fruit,” but we can still enjoy the cultivated berry when it’s at its best, ripened by the summer sun. Eat them as you please, in any of the manners here suggested, or in a way that better suits your fancy.

Fragaria, the Romans called the strawberry in recognition of its inviting scent. That fragrance is more apparent if the berries are not over-chilled, but served as nearly as possible as they come from the garden.

POR MI AMANTE is a summer liqueur “for my beloved.” Wash ripe strawberries before hulling them, and cut in halves. Fill a quart jar with them, then add enough tequila, or brandy, to reach the top of the jar, covering every berry. Fasten the lid securely and tuck the jar into the farthest corner of your refrigerator, there to forget it for three or four weeks. Strain the lovely crimson liquid into your thickest, clearest decanter, and serve it. The strawberries themselves will be discarded, for all their enchanting fragrance and flavor have gone to make this tequila.

STRAWBERRIES WITH WINE. Select whole perfect berries for this; berries with their stems attached but not necessarily the largest that can be found. Wash them meticulously but gently, swishing each berry through a large quantity of water, then allow them to drain on paper toweling. On individual plates, arrange neat little cones of sugar. These are made by tightly packing a jigger with confectioners’ sugar, then, with a gentle tap, turning it out in the center of the plate. Encircle this snowy peak with the strawberries, and present a plate to each of your guests, along with a glass of claret, Beaujolais, or Gamay. The guest, as suits his fancy, either dips the berries in the wine and the sugar, or sips the wine with the berries. A lovely way to begin or end a meal.

Cardinal Wolsey was supposedly the first person to serve strawberries and cream. He did so at a banquet, and they created such a furor that history has recorded the fact. They are still sensational provided the strawberries are fully ripe, the cream yellow-thick. Let their accompaniment be simple: no iced cake or rich cookie, but rather a ladyfinger, or some thin, hot, buttered toast.

Some people serve sponge cake with strawberries and cream—and call it shortcake. It isn’t, but neither is a thick baking powder biscuit.

(Cont’d on page 165)

Opposite: Set for spring

THIS JUNE TABLE makes a point of flowers. Frame the picture with “Golden Sceptre” roses (introduced by Jackson & Perkins) and African violets. The china is Lenox “Cascade,” finely flowered. Dinner plates $60 a dozen, cream soups with stands $108 a dozen and bread-and-butter plates $39 a dozen at Altman’s. “Continental” pattern glasses by Imperial $1 each, and “Etiquette” decanter $7 at Macy’s. “Modern Classic” sterling, by Lunt, six-piece place setting, $27.75 at Plummer’s. The 17-piece linen mat set, imported from Italy by John Matouk & Co., $37 at Saks Fifth Avenue. Antique basket, W. Jay Savior. The table with a solid mahogany base in Cordovan finish, “Seafoam” glass top, 36” x 66” by H. H. Turchin, $400 at W. A. Hathaway. Side chairs 19” wide, 17” deep, 30” tall, $35 ea.; armchairs, 17” wide and deep, 30” high, $43 ea. Both by John Stuart, Inc., at John Wanamaker. “Travertine” Kenilworth asphalt tile in 9” x 9” squares, 55c a square foot, installed, is by David E. Kennedy, Inc., at John H. Pray, Boston.

Stores are in New York, unless otherwise specified; all prices approximate.
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HAANEL CASIO
AFTER A MORNING IN THE SUN, LUNCH IN THE SHUTTERED COOLNESS OF YOUR DINING ROOM

COMPLEMENT FLOWERPED PLATES, ABOVE, WITH "GOLDEN SCYPERE" ROSES, BELOW
Your room can
glow with color:
sunlight filters
through this new
Fiberglas roofing

Corrulux is the name of a new
building material made of
Fiberglas fused with polyester resins.
It can be installed as
roofing or siding sheets.
Corrulux is made in skylight
green, forest green, sunlight
yellow, sky blue, coral, light
ivory; in sheets 26" to 42" wide,
up to 12' long, or special
lengths. The corrugated surface
is recommended for decorative and
structural uses over large spans
where rigidity and modern
lines are called for.
It is resilient and won't shatter.

Under blue Antiguan skies

Inspiration for the Corrulux-
roofed U. S. A. patio, right,
is this typical Guatemalan
landscaped patio with its
adjoining kitchen. The dark tones
of statues, columns and furniture
contrast harmoniously
with antique white walls.

Under a sky-blue
Corrulux ceiling

Antiguan theme, recreated in your
home. Light, tempered by a
Corrulux ceiling, falls
pleasantly on dining table,
small patio-flower room and
bar in a service wing.
To complete the picture,
floor tiles may be of asphalt,
rubber, plastic or clay ceramic.
This color scheme is
typical of Guatemalan houses.
The wise traveler, since the days of Marco Polo, has brought home one custom-free commodity: ideas. When you travel, why not sketch house plans, note colors, jot down how materials (old or new) are used? Here you see how ancient Antigua can contribute to the modern American kitchen. House planning in Antigua has as its happy premise a climate of blue skies and intense sunlight, deep shade, brilliant flowers and a view of three volcanoes. Sun invades patios open to the sky. In our more rigorous climate, you can enjoy a maximum of sun with translucent materials such as the new plastics and plastic-impregnated materials (shown opposite). The house of Mrs. Willis Ranney, in Antigua, right, is an excellent restoration which makes the most of sixteenth-century Spanish tradition, plus twentieth-century awareness of comfort and scale. Inspired by her plans, HOUSE & GARDEN designed the kitchen and service wing on the next two pages, incorporating modern equipment to make it suitable to life in the U.S.A.
Built-in cooking units, drawer refrigerator, counter-high laundry in tiled service wing

**Surface cooking unit of Universal Select-a-Range group.**
20" w., 25" d., 9½ h., $79.95, can be set on drawers.

**Universal electric Select-a-Range oven.**
20″ w., 25″ d., 24½″ h., can be installed or built-in at any height. $129.95.

**Universal single storage drawer.**
20″ w., 25″ d., 7½″ h., costs $13.50.

**Automatic dishwasher.** Hotpoint, costs $270.

**Cabinet with two semi-circular shelves.** 47" w., 24¾" d. St. Charles.

**Special double sink** made by Tracy is stainless steel, 34" l. Swivel faucet clears top, swings across back splash to serve flower sink in patio. $265.

**Self-defrosting, 8-cu. ft. Norge refrigerator.** Has bin in base for dry storage and shelf flexibility. $300.
WASH-A-MATIC washes 8 lbs. of clothes by "bouncing basket" action, is completely automatic, 36" h. Interior light. By Apex. $300.

AUTOMATIC dryer takes 3 lbs., dries by vacuum and tumbling, 36" h. By Apex. $240.

FOLD-A-MATIC with 26" floating roll for even pressure has two heat controls, folds into white enameled steel cabinet, shown left, 18" w., 25" d., 36" h. $220. Apex.

AUTOMATIC table-high duo-heat 40-gal., water heater, $146. By Norge.

FREEZER by Norge, 15-cu. ft., 525 lb. capacity, has divider, storage baskets, warning light, is 59" h. Interior light goes on when lid is lifted. $430.

Further shopping data, page 155.
The small house that Mr. and Mrs. Gerald M. Loeb built in the country at Redding, Connecticut, grew from a beguiling idea. How nice it would be, they thought, to have one large room, so well adapted to its surroundings that it could become a cool woodland pavilion in summer or a warm, inviting room in winter. They found the answer in removable wall-panels similar to the shoji used in Japanese houses. Harwell Hamilton Harris, the California designer, interpreted the Loeb's idea to perfection: the charming little house he designed for them is shown on these six pages. Although it was intended for occasional use, Mr. and Mrs. Loeb have grown so fond of it that they live here most of the summer and spend many winter week ends here. Their one room never seems confining. The sliding walls provide openness or seclusion, sun or shade; surrounding hills protect it from the wind. For airiness, the ceiling follows the roof slopes; for a feeling of serenity there are horizontal bands at the usual ceiling height. The pavilion requires little housekeeping paraphernalia because it was added to an existing playhouse. The playhouse kitchen is used for preparing dinner; the pavilion kitchenette works well for breakfast, lunch, or cocktails.

**On the South, the House Overlooks a Shadowy Glade**

**Trees Screen Out Glare on West Terrace**

*Opposite*

Designer Harris used subtly related hues; avoided contrasts that tend to cut up space
THE SLEEPING ALCOVE hasn't a trace of clutter. Cabinets behind the bed include shelves, swing-out night trays. Storage for pillows is under individual headboards. Handy controls vary the angle of headboards, switches turn on built-in reading lights. Slits in the sill of the bay window permit surplus water from plants to drip through onto the ground.
Three sets of sliding, removable wall-panels transform this one-room house into an airy pavilion (or snug retreat) to suit the season.
Nature and architectural ingenuity help to cool this house in summer.

**VENTILATION** is designed so that the house never retains the heat of a summer day after dark. As shown in the drawing at left (a cross-section looking toward the fireplace) dead air pockets cannot form under the roof or floor. To create air flow under the floor, the house is lifted 18” above its foundations on three sides; plywood panels cut off circulation during winter months (see drawing above, left). Warm air rising to the ceiling is carried off by (a) transom windows in the gable ends (b) triangular window openings at either side of the high section of roof in front of the fireplace wall.

**SOUND PLANNING** can prevent a stuffy, cluttered feeling in a small house. Here the broad volume of the sloped ceiling is uninterrupted by high partitions (this also encourages good air circulation). Storage built into the walls takes up little floor space. Closet doors are of woven cane; fireplace hood is sheet copper.

**THE PAVILION PLAN** includes within its modest dimensions (768 square feet) space for a sitting room, study, bedroom, dressing room, bathroom and small kitchen. Although it now depends on the playhouse for serious cooking, its present kitchen could be expanded into the adjoining pantry to make it a self-contained little house.
Mr. and Mrs. Loeb entertain frequently and informally:

movies, a barbecue, a bowling alley

contribute to the fun of a party at their playhouse

The playhouse, like the pavilion, is mainly one large room but the scale and tempo are entirely different. Instead of seclusion, it stresses lively hospitality; in lieu of modulated space, it is frankly as big as a barn. Actually it was built of the boards and timbers from two seventeenth-century barns which Mr. Loeb bought and dismantled when the township of Redding expanded its water reservoir. The old sheathing, weathered through the years to a silvery gray, makes a handsome interior wall. The heavy beams and posts are as sturdy as when they were first cut. For parties in the playhouse, Mrs. Loeb likes to broil turkeys over the charcoal rotisserie. After dark, Mr. Loeb shows movies on a screen above the large fireplace. Friends and neighbors come to see current pictures and color films which Mr. Loeb takes when he travels. To ease the tedium of a rainy week end in the country, Mr. Loeb had a bowling alley built. Building and entertaining are Mr. Loeb's dual enthusiasms. The pavilion was hardly finished before he was again deep in blueprints for an addition to the service end of the playhouse. Soon he hopes to begin construction of the main house, a large building designed by Frank Lloyd Wright for a nearby ridge; New Yorkers will remember seeing a model of it at the Museum of Modern Art.

For more pictures and building data, see page 158
Look to Grand Rapids for

Furniture with talent

Like a magician pulling rabbits out of a hat,
nineteen furniture makers of Grand Rapids created
the versatile pieces shown on these ten pages.

This furniture, the most recent product of Grand Rapids’ ingenuity plus House & Garden’s realistic viewpoint, is as full of magic as The Great Magadoff’s pockets. We believe it solves many of the problems that face House & Garden families today. Versatility is a part of the basic design of every piece. And because its recurrent theme is better storage in one form or another, you will find it easy to live with. It will help you to entertain on a generous scale, even in a small house or a tiny apartment. It exemplifies House & Garden’s philosophy which is: the better your furniture works for you, the better furniture it is. The able craftsmen of Grand Rapids, adhering to their customary high standards of workmanship and design, have proved our case for us—and for you.

Opposite

A desk doubles
as a mixing table

BAKER DESK INTO MIXING TABLE, $435. The first version was an eighteenth-century English “mixing table.” By today’s design-magic, a removable leather-topped writing surface has been added to cover a stainless-steel central well intended for drink ingredients. Cupboards can be used for glasses or writing paper. Additional storage is supplied by two drawers. The combination desk- and mixing-table is inlaid mahogany in a mellow finish with a tambour top. It measures 46½” wide, 20½” deep, 43” high. From The J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit, Mich. More furniture, page 145. Other stores carrying this furniture on page 151. Information on accessories, page 164. Prices approximate.
THE DESK BECOMES A MIXING TABLE

ANDREW MCKINLEY AS THE GREAT MAGASOFF, MAGICIAN IN "THE CONSUL," GIÀN-CARLO MENOTTI'S LATEST MUSICAL DRAMA.
Sofa-into-bed

Wolverine sofa-bed, about $250. This handsome mainstay of a living room lowers its arm (left or right) by a ratchet at night when you turn it into a bed. Day length, 78", opens out to 91" (also 60" model lengthens to 86"). It moves easily on caster feet, has comfortable, no-sag upholstery, firm, back-supporting cushions. Simple lines make it a pleasant addition to any room. At Lammert Furniture Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Scooonbeck chair, about $149. Like a sled, each chair slides on its own polished wood runners, can be used separately or grouped as a loveseat or a sofa. Cane-paneled back 31" h., foam rubber upholstery. At John H. Pray & Sons, Boston, Mass.

Morse add-a-foot units, $99-$125 for basic 2-foot units. You can order any length you want, $20 additional a foot without arms, $25 with low arms, $30 with high arms, all in muslin, 30-day delivery. All units 32" d., 26" h., hair-filled, spring construction. From Stowers', San Antonio.

Irwin dressing table-desk, about $119. In serious hours, this is a korina wood and maple desk, 42" x 20", 30" h. In more frivolous moments, you find the top drawer is partitioned for cosmetics with a mirror cover which lifts to face you. Far-East design is decorative. At Famous Barr, St. Louis, Missouri.

Mueller sofa-bed, about $398. Seat 18" h., 34" d., 102" l. (you can order it any length). Cushions are removable, it fits under a sill, without blocking window. Van Den Berg Bros., Grand Rapids.
Tables that solve storage problems

Imperial cocktail table $41, lamp table $63. Cocktail table 20" x 40", 15" h., slides under lamp table, 24" sq., 22" h., with one shelf and cane paneling on the sides. Together, they form a step end table. Both are made of Sahara mahogany. John H. Pray & Sons, Boston.

Oakmaster magazine-cocktail table, about $126, on one side racks new magazines (back issues underneath), has drawers for cards, coasters, etc. On other side are open shelves. Glass top can be removed easily, is 24" x 44", 16" h., blonde oak or H&G colors. John Breuner Co., San Francisco.

Hekman storage table, $60. Storage for albums is in either side; drawer, adjustable shelf in front. 17" x 25", 22" h. Howald's, Columbus, O.

Hekman cocktail table, $60, has open shelf for magazines, center drawer. Mahogany with bleached finish. 22" x 42", 14" h. Geo. Innes, Wichita, Kan.

Bodart step table, $245, combines modern storage at sides as well as front with French Provincial design in walnut. It is 29½" sq., 31¾" high. Cannell & Chaffin, Los Angeles.
Commode with four folding tray tables

Kent of Grand Rapids commode, $100. The four drawers in this tidy little commode (23" x 16", 26" high) aren't drawers at all—they're snack tables 21 3/4" x 13", 14" high. All are of mahogany. John A. Colby & Sons, Chicago.
Serving table with wings

Fine arts serving table, about $150. It rolls to your side, is 21" x 38" (64" extended), 32" high. Pull-out compartment, left, has removable copper tray, holds bottles, won't let them tip. Below right-hand serving leaf is a drawer for flat silver, etc. At Klode's, Milwaukee, Wis.
Desks that are more than desks

Kindel chest-desk, $180. In mahogany, 34" x 20", 35" high. Shelf pulls out for serving. Front of top drawer drops and pulls out to form desk unit; bottom drawer fronts swing out, reveal cabinet to store albums, bottles, etc. At Paine Furniture Co., Boston.

Sligh console-desk, $160. Knotty pine, 36" x 24", 31" high, with typewriter shelf and drawers, left, two-drawer unit on hinges, right, one compartmented for stationery and papers, the other deep enough for standard office files. At G. Fox & Co., Hartford, Conn.

Pine Shops hutch, $45: desk unit, $40, chest, $90; table base, $20. Assemble the four above to suit yourself. Desk is 38" wide. Hutch, desk and chest are made in pine to be used together. At Fowler Bros., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Kent of Grand Rapids tea cart-table, $80.
Mahogany tea wagon, 18½" x 29¾", 27" high, has a top which swivels; leaves raise to form top 29¾" x 46". It rolls easily on casters. At Mayer & Co., Washington, D.C.

Extensole table with two leaves, $130, with four, $159. Closed, it is console size, 42" x 20", 29" high. With two leaves it extends to 74" length, with four to 98". Concealed drop center leg gives stability. Made in Cordovan mahogany. Cullimore's, Oklahoma City.

Johnson console table, $195. Folds to 12" x 47", opens to 66½" x 47", 30" high. Closed, it is a handsome mahogany console to stand against a wall. The mahogany armchair (also by Johnson) is 35½" high, $63. Both at Stowers', Houston. Dress was designed by Stanley Wyllins for Ciro Sportswear.
CONSOLE OPENS INTO DINING TABLE
Life-Long Decoration on Two Surfaces

You decorate as you build, when you separate rooms with Blue Ridge Patterned Glass. Its sparkling finish is more than surface-deep. It's intrinsic in glass . . . won't wear off or fade, doesn't need renewing.

With Patterned Glass walls, you gain beauty on both sides. Light flows through to brighten two rooms and accent the "texture" of the view-obscuring patterns. Over 20 Blue Ridge patterns give you wide choice in styling every room. All may be Satinol® finished for greater privacy. Most may be Securitized® for greater strength.

You'll find Blue Ridge Patterned Glass both versatile and economical, for building or remodeling. Ask your L-O-F Glass Distributor for details.

"New Adventures in Decorating" This illustrated book shows many ideas you can use to brighten every room with Patterned Glass. Send 10¢ for your copy.

TO FILTER glare from the sun, these Callahawii curtains are woven from slender strips of Oriental bamboo. They admit light and view while maintaining strict privacy indoors. In natural, unlaquered finish, 75¢ a sq. ft.; natural and lacquered, 85¢ a sq. ft.; lacquered in color, 95¢. (They last for years and can easily be repainted if you change your color scheme.) Colors are chartreuse, red, coral, cocoa, gray, dark green and dark brown. If you order more than 200 sq. ft., there is no charge for special colors; otherwise add 5¢. Hooks are attached to the top of each curtain by means of heavy cloth tape in the color of the curtain. From Callahawii Company, 1059 North Lincoln Avenue, Pasadena 3, California. Convenient traverse rods for hanging these are made by the Kirsch Company for ceiling or wall, in ivory finish with accessory parts, assembled and ready for installation. Figure $5 for 3' length, 50¢ for each additional foot. You can order these fixtures cut-to-measure, any length.

LIKE THE JALOUSIED windows and doors in old southern houses, these movable shutters add both charm and coolness to summer living, admitting air and preserving privacy. They are designed to be used inside windows or as doors and dozens of other uses are obvious, such as over a bar, to screen a sleeping porch, in kitchens, etc. They are particularly attractive double hung, like French curtains. You can order them in natural wood finish or painted in any color and any size. Shutters for a 2' by 3' window with eight panels, unfinished but ready to hang, $25. Postage extra. Movable shutters by Paul Heinley, 1620 Euclid Street, Santa Monica, Cal.
SIZZLING STEAK PLATTER. Stainless chromium plate can be used under broiler, comes to table on insulated plastic holder. $5. The Epicure's Mart, Greenwich, Conn.

M. A. HADLEY POTTERY has a fishing motif suitable for outdoors. The 9" plates cost $1.50 apiece, mugs, $1.50 each, water pitcher $3.75. Available at Paine's of Boston.

CHICopee MASSLINN NAPKINS, disposable and of non-woven fabric, are made in a gay plaid pattern. The package containing 45 costs $1 at B. Altman, New York.

OLD HICKORY ARMCHAIR, 32" high, stands steady, folds up at a touch, costs $15, is from Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D.C.

Dillingham Bar-B-Q Set is birch finished in white enamel. Table is 28" high. All three pieces, $64. Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D.C.

VERTICAL BARBECUE makes for juicier steaks as melted fat bastes meat automatically. Top can serve as stove. $7.95 at Offenbach & Reimus, San Francisco, California.

How a "dead" corner came to life!

"See how swinging doors killed that corner in our bedroom. And see how Modernfold Accordion-type Doors saved it—made the entire corner available for my beautiful vanity."

and so it goes! In home after home these folding doors solve some provoking problem. Sometimes they make it possible to use furniture around an opening. Sometimes they end the confusion of door interference. Sometimes they act as a "movable wall" to create two rooms out of one.

Yes, Modernfold Doors are limitless in application—but in every use they are beautiful—in charming colors to match every decorative scheme! The coverings are plastic-covered fabrics, exceedingly pliable, more durable than leather. No fading, no peeling, no chipping! So easily washed with soap and water. And a sturdy metal frame is concealed beneath this handsome covering. No wonder Modernfold Doors are so sturdy, and durable—and best of all, the cost is low enough to fit your pocketbook. Look in your telephone book under "Doors" for the name of our installing distributor or mail coupon for full details.

New Castle Products
P. O. Box 712
New Castle, Indiana
Gentlemen: Please send me your new folder, "What a Beautiful Way to Save Space."

Name

Address

City

State
Thousands acclaim this NEW
relaxing miracle
ask your doctor!

Contour Chair
LOUNGE
World’s Only Chair with Posture Built in
yes—
it moves

Never before a chair like this at any price! The Contour Chair gives blissful relaxation, naturally! It is scientifically designed to support muscles and vertebrae, allowing complete relaxation. Fatigue, nervous tension and heart strain virtually disappear.

RELAX AND HELP YOUR HEART!
Give your heart a break. You’ll live longer, enjoy life more fully when your heart is not over-taxed. Feel your best...for the rest of your life. Contour Chair eases strain on your heart through scientific relaxation.

Write for complete descriptive material and address of Contour Chair store nearest you!

MARIE Designer
8512 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

BARBECUES
continued from page 37

BARBECUE A TURKEY, Southern style, with these new accessories—a smoke hood and spit—designed for this Majestic fireplace unit. For other outdoor cookery, replace the spit with a two-part grate: one a grill for broiling meats, the other a solid section with a removable stove lid where you can cook a vegetable or heat a casserole. Adjustable fuel grate burns charcoal or wood; doors have draft regulators. Here the barbecue is flanked by cabinets; a place to stow the hood. The unit is cast iron, 23" high, 10½" wide, 28" deep, $29.95. Smoke hood $7.75; spit $5.95. The Majestic Co., Huntington, Ind.

COOK AL FRESCO by building a barbecue into your terrace wall. The Fyro-Grill unit is easy to install. Sheet steel sides and back make it simple to enclose with masonry, yet it slides out readily for winter storage. Dimensions are just right for brickwork (2 bricks wide, 2½ deep, 8 courses high). It can be used with or without a chimney; bottom door controls draft; fuel grate can be raised or lowered to burn charcoal or wood, $21.95. Price Fireplace Heater and Tank Corp., Buffalo.
Every piece of Lenox is a COLLECTOR'S ITEM

REGAL SPLENDOR FOR HIS MAJESTY, THE KING OF SAUDI ARABIA

Lavish 24-k. gold on glowing Lenox china; a dinner plate from the service created by Lenox for the royal palace. Lenox is acclimated the finest by china experts throughout the world for its beauty of design and exquisite translucency.

THE IDENTICAL RARE QUALITY FOR YOU... IN LOVELY Country Garden

The same fine china, the same superb hand-craftsmanship, that distinguish the famous Arabian Palace service, are found in all Lenox china. Your Country Garden service will give you pride and pleasure through the years. The translucent beauty of Lenox is matched only by its amazing durability, and the exquisite color and 24-k. gold of each piece will retain their loveliness for generations.

5-piece place setting (dinner, salad, and butter plates, teacup and saucer) $18.25

For the name of your nearest authorized Lenox Dealer, write Lenox, Inc., Trenton, N. J.

LENOX CHINA
AMERICA'S WORLD-FAMOUS FINE CHINA
For your decorating see the new WAVERLY fabrics
at these fine stores...

Royal Carnation

ALABAMA
Birmingham... Barlow-Phillips
South Bend... Society Women's Co.

ARKANSAS
Bentonville... Hayley's Furn. Co.

CALIFORNIA
San Francisco... Stearns & Foster

Connecticut
New London... Jeffer's Furniture

Delaware
Wilmington... Colwell's Dept. Store

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington... The Boston Store

DELAWARE
Wilmington... Colwell's Dept. Store

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington... The Boston Store

FLORIDA
Jacksonville... Furebott's

GEORGIA
Savannah... J. M. Parker Co.

ILLINOIS
Springfield... Springfield Drapery Co.

INDIANA
South Bend... Society Women's Co.

MASSACHUSETTS
Springfield... Springfield Drapery Co.

NEW JERSEY
Springfield... Springfield Drapery Co.

NEW YORK
New York... Sanderson's Upholstery

OHIO
Cincinnati... Shillito's

OREGON
Portland... J. E. Champion's Upholstery

RHODE ISLAND
Providence... Champney's Decorators

SOUTH DAKOTA
Rapid City... Home Furnishers

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston... The Diamond Dept. Store

TEXAS
Dallas... The Dallas Store

VIRGINIA
Richmond... The Virginia Store

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee... Northwestern Drapery

Spring Garden

ALABAMA
Fairhope... F. M. Corbin Co.

ARKANSAS
Fort Smith... F. N. B. Rawlins Furn. Co.

CALIFORNIA
San Francisco... Stearns & Foster

CONNECTICUT
New London... Jeffer's Furniture

DELAWARE
Wilmington... Colwell's Dept. Store

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington... The Boston Store

DELAWARE
Wilmington... Colwell's Dept. Store

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington... The Boston Store

FLORIDA
Jacksonville... Furebott's

GEORGIA
Savannah... J. M. Parker Co.

ILLINOIS
Springfield... Springfield Drapery Co.

INDIANA
South Bend... Society Women's Co.

MASSACHUSETTS
Springfield... Springfield Drapery Co.

NEW JERSEY
Springfield... Springfield Drapery Co.

NEW YORK
New York... Sanderson's Upholstery

OHIO
Cincinnati... Shillito's

OREGON
Portland... J. E. Champion's Upholstery

RHODE ISLAND
Providence... Champney's Decorators

SOUTH DAKOTA
Rapid City... Home Furnishers

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston... The Diamond Dept. Store

TEXAS
Dallas... The Dallas Store

VIRGINIA
Richmond... The Virginia Store

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee... Northwestern Drapery

Buckingham

ALABAMA
Birmingham... Barlow-Phillips

ARKANSAS
Little Rock... F. J. Clark's

CALIFORNIA
San Francisco... Stearns & Foster

CONNECTICUT
New London... Jeffer's Furniture

DELAWARE
Wilmington... Colwell's Dept. Store

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington... The Boston Store

DELAWARE
Wilmington... Colwell's Dept. Store

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington... The Boston Store

FLORIDA
Jacksonville... Furebott's

GEORGIA
Savannah... J. M. Parker Co.

ILLINOIS
Springfield... Springfield Drapery Co.

INDIANA
South Bend... Society Women's Co.

MASSACHUSETTS
Springfield... Springfield Drapery Co.

NEW JERSEY
Springfield... Springfield Drapery Co.

NEW YORK
New York... Sanderson's Upholstery

OHIO
Cincinnati... Shillito's

OREGON
Portland... J. E. Champion's Upholstery

RHODE ISLAND
Providence... Champney's Decorators

SOUTH DAKOTA
Rapid City... Home Furnishers

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston... The Diamond Dept. Store

TEXAS
Dallas... The Dallas Store

VIRGINIA
Richmond... The Virginia Store

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee... Northwestern Drapery
Take a Bow for your decorating...

with WAVERLY fabrics

Be ready for orchids and admiration when you plan your own new color scheme with Waverly’s wonderful 50” Fabrics. For every glorious print is so skillfully designed and blended that you can pick the colors for your room right out of the pattern you select and know they’re in perfect harmony. Waverly’s varied weaves and unusual textures make your decorating more dramatic. Amazingly economical, too, because these fabrics cost so little and last so long. They’re Bonded to guarantee your complete satisfaction.

For a regal bedroom—“Royal Carnation” and its Sister Print, “Royal Stripe” accented by harmonizing coral bedspread of “Royal Diamond.”

The striking combination of “Palm Frond” and “Palm Plaid” is complemented by plain fabrics of chartreuse and tile red.

A subtle blend of plains and prints—“Spring Garden” draperies, swagged by deep green and “Spring Stripe” set against charcoal in a smart slipcover treatment.

Draperies of “Buckingham,” chairs of “Buckingham Diamond,” and tile red “Buckingham Damask” creates a distinguished and inviting dining room.

WAVERLY Bonded FABRICS division of F. Schumacher & Co.

We Aim To Produce The Best Possible Merchandise At The Lowest Possible Price

Waverly Bonded Fabrics, Division of F. Schumacher & Co., 60 West 40th Street, New York 18, New York

Please send me your booklet “Color Your Home With Fabrics” for which I enclose 10 cents.

Name__________________________ Address__________________________

City__________________________
1. Most lovely form for flatware set
   "Miss Mermaid is the silhouette!"

2. Sea gardens sway in rhythmic swirl,
   Rich setting for the lovely pearl

3. And somewhere from the briny deep
   Bright bubbles flow and upward sweep

4. A gentle spray in whirl formation
   Is gaily tossed from wave creation

5. The scrolling wave in graceful dive
   Is fluid set with Neptune’s drive

6. And soaring high to fairyland
   Beautiful shell, adventure grand

---

OH! SILVER DREAM, I FARE THEE WELL
NOW YOU REFLECT, ROMANTIC SPELL

Wm. S. Warren

Above is an interpretation of the original sketch by William S. Warren, the renowned designer, in which he pictures and poetically describes the sea motifs so beautifully sculptured in his new sterling silver design, "Romance of the Sea." This new pattern introduces his sixth "Third Dimension Beauty" design created exclusively for Wallace Silversmiths.
There are now six Wallace designs by William S. Warren. Each is a work of art, sculptured to express a mood of beauty. Pictured above, from left to right, Grande Baroque, Sir Christopher, Grand Colonial, Stradivari, Rose Point, and the new "Romance of the Sea." Each is created in full-formed "Third Dimension Beauty"—beauty from every possible view—front, profile, and back. Each Wallace Sterling pattern is truly a treasure... distinctively beautiful... sought-after wherever fine sterling is sold. See all six Wallace Sterling "Third Dimension Beauty" designs before you decide upon your sterling silver. Six piece place settings priced from $27 to $36 including tax.
NEW PAGE IN LINOLEUM BEAUTY!

California Originals

a new linoleum by Pabco

styled for every room in your home... in nineteen colors and designs!

Illustrated Sequoia Brown

Laguna Blue
Catalina Coral
Sierra Slate
Stanford Red
Sutter Gold
Coronado Green
Del Monte Gray
Desert Sands


THE PARAFFINE COMPANIES, INC. New York 16 · Chicago 54 · San Francisco 19
JOHNSON CREDENZA desk, to use in dining or living area (56" x 20½" x 35"), is made of pine, costs $298 at L. E. Mudd Co., Dayton. On it: modern Italian vase, $75, Sidney Brown; glass ash tray, $35 at Piazza; walnut-shaped antique box, $30 at James Amster; diamond crystal block paperweight, $20, Baccarat & Porthault; all in N. Y.

WIDGICOMBE PULLMAN-TYPE SOFA-BED. 89" long, 33" high, 39" deep. Sponge rubber and cotton filling. To make up, remove seat cushions, and pull down back of sofa. Piece takes up no extra floor space, mattress is securely strapped on, cannot slip. Price is $550 in muslin from the Robert M. Simpson Company, Limited, Toronto, Canada.

BODART WINE-COOLER TABLE, in walnut, $225, Levoy Studios, Minneapolis. On it: Booths "Willow" dessert plates, $22.80 doz.; Hunt champagne glasses, $44 doz., both Plummer's Ltd.; Oneida "Henley" pattern tray, $10 plus tax at Bloomingdale's. Piper Heidsieck champagne, Renfield Importers.

All prices approximate
Continued on page 146
SLIGH FURNITURE WITH "IDEAS"
America's Most Beautiful Personal Typewriter Desk

The Correspondent

For Advanced Students
For Professional Offices
For Club Secretaries

The desk with everything you have been looking for. A decorative center piece at home in the finest home: plus its practical features for portable or standard typewriter. Choice of richly mahogany-veneered or hand-tooled leather top. Illustrated in the Unit Ensemble booklet.

FURNITURE THAT YOU CAN USE IN SO MANY WAYS... FOREVER

UNIT ENSEMBLES are versatile "starter pieces"... ideal for one-room apartments... later on equally smart and convenient in so many combinations for living room, bedroom or recreation room. Choice of eight traditionally designed pieces in rich mahogany finish. At leading stores.

HERMAN MILLER CHAIR designed by Charles Eames. Of molded greige plastic with metal pedestal base, it is practically indestructible, withstands stain, won't chip. (Variants: with four metal legs; as a low lounge chair; as a rocker.) $40, Koos Bros., Rahway, N. J.

GRAND RAPIDS BOOKCASE AND CHAIR CO. TABLE in Sahara Sable finish. Slanting shelves for magazine display lift up to reveal storage space. New model has top drawer, $65. Will be available at Woodward & Loshrop, Washington, D. C. On it, watermelon dish, $1.50 at Piazza.

SCHOONRECK SECTIONAL SOFA. 69" long, 30" high, 32" deep, with either right or lefthand arm works well in conversation groups, costs $239 in muslin. Terryville Furniture Co., Terryville, Connecticut.

All prices approximate
Acclaimed as a major and significant trend in modern decor . . .

. . . The Station Wagon and the Debonaire groups designed by Paul T. Frankl for bedroom, dining room, and living room.

JOHNSON FURNITURE COMPANY
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

and

JOHN STUART BUILDING
Fourth Ave. at 32nd St., New York

Beautifully illustrated folder showing the Station Wagon and the Debonaire Groups will be sent you on receipt of 10 cents.
Choose Oakmasters Modern
FOR CONVENIENCE AND BEAUTY IN YOUR HOME

Like the No. 6736 Cocktail Table, which House & Garden has selected as one of the design ideas of the year... Oakmasters Modern furniture is outstanding for practicality, decorativeness and adaptability to smart home furnishing. Living room, dining room and bedroom open stock... in the exclusive Chamois finish, the new Sable finishes, or Tex-tone decorator colors for accent! See Oakmasters at leading stores!

No. 6736 Cocktail Table with slanting shelf for magazines... a deep shelf for books and figurines, and two handy drawers for living room storage.

No. 6735 Cocktail Table adds the fashionable Far Eastern flavor with its richly grained Teakwood top and lacquered base... Five and a half feet long.

No. 6740 — Another smart "accent" piece — large cocktail table with a built-in container for plants or flowers. Such an unusual way to bring the colors of the outdoors into your living room.

Oakmasters Brochure with illustrations in full color mailed to you for 25c in coin. Write to:

GRAND RAPIDS BOOKCASE & CHAIR COMPANY
HASTINGS, MICHIGAN

Turns with a corkscrew

Summer drinks, American plan, to cool you when the mercury starts to rise

America surpasses all other countries in the art of making summer coolers. For this we can thank our frequently sizzling summer climate. To the humidity, the softened asphalt, the wilted collars, we are indebted for such delightful refreshment as we show you on this and the following page. Day's end in summer means a tall, tinkling glass sparkling with soda, bright with fruits; or a short, frosty one, green as an iceberg. All over America, drinks such as these are being enjoyed on front porches, on Country Club terraces, on beaches, beside swimming pools and in city apartments whose polished, rugless floors, freshly curtained open windows and cotton-covered furniture bespeak the season. For your convenience, we show you four attractive glasses, one for each concoction, and four light, mobile serving carts designed to bring this happiest aspect of summer directly to your elbow.

DUNCAN & MILLER GLASSES. FAR LEFT, TUMBLER $10.50 A DOZ., OTHERS $12 A DOZ. ALL AT PLUMMER'S, LTD., NEW YORK.

GRAPE COBBLER. Fill a tumbler with cracked ice, pour it half full of Rhine wine and half of soda, top with seedless white grapes, a half slice of orange and a strawberry or two. (Taylor's New York State Rhine Wine; Hoffman Club Soda.)

FOLDING TRAY TABLE, ALUMINUM LEGS: TRIMBLE NURSERYLAND FURNITURE, INC., $11.95 AT THE BAR MART, NEW YORK.
**GIN AND TONIC.** Squeeze a quarter of a lime into a large tumbler, then drop it in. Add 1½ jiggers gin, fill up with tonic water. (Fleischmann's Distilled Dry Gin; Schweppes Quinine Water, courtesy Heublein Food Importing Co.)

**SOUTHSIDE COCKTAIL.** Crush several sprays of mint thoroughly. Place in shaker with ½ jigger of lime juice sweetened to taste and 1¼ jiggers gin. Shake hard with plenty of ice till mint colors drink green. (Bellows Fine Club Distilled Dry Gin from Bellows & Co.)

**PLANTER'S PUNCH.** Blend 1 part lime juice, 2 parts sugar and 3 parts Jamaica rum thoroughly, and pour in a tall glass packed with crushed ice. Stir briskly, decorate with a slice of orange or lemon, and mint. (Dark Jamaica Lemon Hart Rum, courtesy Julius Wile Sons & Co.)

**TEA WAGON, GLASS SHELF, REMOVABLE TRAY.** Jens Risom, $99, Carroll Sagar, Los Angeles.

**HOSKEN TUBULAR STEEL CART, DOUBLE, ALCOHOL-PROOF TRAYS.** $65 at New Design, New York.

Here’s a “drum” with a destiny . . . in your home and in your heart! Hekman’s craftsmen have employed the choicest mahogany in this Sheraton drum table. There’s a top of fine leather, tastefully tooled in real gold . . . authentic, jewel-like brasses. No. 5001½ – Dia. 32 inches.

**Tables—to love and to live with by Hekman**

Gentlewomen, too, prefer blond — when it’s as well-groomed and functional as this all-mahogany Hekman creation! Nice for a lamp and figurine, to be sure . . . nicer yet beside a big chair with its store of comfort gadgets for the man of the house. No. 5055 — Natural or fine tooled leather top!

Look for Hekman Tables at better stores. They’re available in wide variety, in both traditional and contemporary designs. Ask for them by name! All Hekman furniture is pre-packaged for delivery in perfect condition.

HEKMAN FURNITURE COMPANY
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
SUMMER UNDERFOOT

Here are four new rug designs woven in clean, sunproof fiber for cool comfort underfoot. All have a spruce, fresh look in block squares, gay plaid, crisp stripes and tweedy textures.

“FIESTA,” left, gay as its name, is made of banana bark, coconut, majagua and maguey. Six color combinations include persimmon red, Puerto Rican blue, verte green, natural banana bark. Colored stripes in two-foot squares are sewn together alternately to any size rug, in a checkered effect. Rug is reversible, cleans with soap, water. $2.50 per sq. ft. Through decorators, from Edward Fields, N. Y.

“WAI-TILE,” right, an indoor-outdoor fiber rug, newly designed by the Waile Carpet Company, has two-tone block tile patterns in summer color accents of red, charcoal or green on white. Fibers are bleached pure white, then dyed to be fade-resistant in and out of the sun. Sizes range from 27” by 54” to 9’ by 15’. Prices, from $3.95 to $37. At Paine’s, Boston. (For easy rug upkeep, try using “Wai-clean,” a foamy liquid cleanser.)

“TROPICAL HEMP”—a sturdy natural fiber—is used by the Mal-linson Company in block-square summer rug, left. Selected fibers have a light, sunny look, are especially durable in northern climates. You can whisk them clean of sand, use soap and water on them freely. They dry quickly in open air. 12” hemp squares 65c ea., W & J Sloane, N. Y. 36” woven blocks are about $8.15 each. Order through your decorator, from F. Schumacher.

“CALGLAZED” fiber rugs are given a special plastic treatment by Callaway Mills so the fibers resist fire, repel water, have firm body texture. The new pattern, shown right, is in a bold plaid design in attractive tones of green, blue, rose or gray with a contrasting color harmony. It will give you ideal summer service and lend appealing freshness to your rooms after winter carpets have been stored away. The 9’ by 12’ size “Cal glazed” fiber rug, $16. At Davison-Paxon, Atlanta.
GRAND RAPIDS
continued from page 124

The following stores have five or more pieces of Grand Rapids design furniture shown on pages 124-133. Most of these pieces will be found in a large group of stores whose names have not reached us as we go to press. Watch your local newspapers for other dealers.

CALIFORNIA
San Francisco .......... The John Breuer Co.

CONNECTICUT
Hartford .............. G. Fox & Co.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington ............ Mayer & Co.

CHICAGO
Marshall Field & Co.

ILLINOIS
Chicago ............... Marshall Field & Co.

LOUISIANA
Shreveport ......... Friend-Piper Furniture Co.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston ..................... Paine's of Boston

MICHIGAN
Detroit .......... The J. L. Hudson Co.
Grand Rapids .... Van Den Berg Bros.

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis....... Boutell Bros.
Minneapolis ...... The Dayton Company
St. Paul .......... The Emporium

MISSOURI
Kansas City .......... Macy's
St. Louis .......... Lammert Furniture Company

NEBRASKA
Omaha .............. Orchard & Wilhelm Co.

NEW JERSEY
Newark .......... L. Bamberger & Co.
Newark .......... W. J. Sloane

NEW YORK
Buffalo ............. The Wm. Hangerer Co.
New York ............ B. Altman & Co.
New York ............. W. & J. Sloane

OHIO
Cincinnati .......... F. G. & A. Howard Co.

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City ...... James A. Cullimore & Co.

PENNSYLVANIA
Pennsylvania .... Joseph Horne Co.

WASHINGTON
Seattle .................. Frederick & Nelson

Wisconsin ............ Fruechten's, Inc.

WISCONSIN
Madison .............. Fruechten's, Inc.
Milwaukee .......... Klode Furniture Co.
Racine .................. Rudolph's

MANUSCRIPTS

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited contributions except, of course, to accord them courteous attention and ordinary care. Manuscripts must be accompanied by postage for their return.

MAKERS OF AMERICA'S FINEST FURNITURE FOR OVER SEVENTY YEARS

WHOLESALE DISPLAYS

NEW YORK
305 East 63rd

DETROIT
1025 Brush St.

CHICAGO
Merchandise Mart

GRAND RAPIDS
At The Factory

MOST COMPLETE SELECTIONS OF FINE CUSTOM FURNITURE

Displays are Open to the Public

Purchases Only Through
Furniture Dealers and Decorators
MECHANICS OF LIVING

These new products will add to your ease and comfort this summer and the year round.

FOR CONVENIENCE, build a basin in your dressing table. “Arrowhead,” above, is vitreous china, 20”x18”, has aluminum frame for neat, watertight fit. Basin, drawings for this cabinet from Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.

YOU CAN HAVE SOFT WATER with new, automatic unit, left, whether you own or rent. It is compact (46” high, 9” diameter), needs little attention, $195 plus installation. The Permunit Co., 330 W. 42 St., N.Y.

TIME-O-SWITCH, above, turns on attic fan automatically. Set it for 1/2 to 11 hour interval. $11.80, Minneapolis-Honeywell, Minneapolis.

TO REMOVE DAMPNESS in basement, laundry, seaside house, use electric air drier, right. Condenses 3 gals. moisture a day in average basement. Plug to any 115-volt outlet. About 13”x20”x22”, $149.95, Kelvinator, Detroit.

FOR YOUR KITCHEN, a seamless, stainless-steel sink, above, with rounded corners. Made in 17 stock sizes; single or double sinks, drainboards. 54” length costs $84.50 plus fittings (f.o.b. Chicago. Elkay Mfg. Co.)

used washtubs, washboards and clothespins! Why is it that so many modern women are pinned to the clothespin, living without the convenience of an automatic clothes dryer? The clothespin belongs to the Dark Ages of household drudgery. Today’s woman can dry clothes the Hamilton way, ready to iron or put away! Today’s woman avoids the backyard backache of heavy clothes-baskets. She saves hours on washdays and she ignores the wind and weather. She’s got grandma beat a mile with her Hamilton Automatic Clothes Dryer! If you want to know more, see your Hamilton dealer or utility company.
DESIGN your own electric wall clock. Standard KlockKit includes instructions, motor, hands, dial markers, cement, template for positioning. Numerals, numbered dials, special hands available. Sealed motor needs no maintenance. $6.95 up, plus tax, Hart-Fargo Industries Inc., 405 S. Wabasha St., St. Paul, Minn.

PROTECT your house with fireproof doors, especially where the house and garage connect. Kaylo Firedoor, right, has mineral core, a handsome wood veneer finish; it cannot warp or swell. The door has an Underwriters' rating. Around $50 for a 3x7' door. Kaylo Div., Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio.

STAY COOL this summer with air conditioning in your window, right. It dries, filters, circulates air for a room up to 400 sq. ft. No plumbing, no special wiring. About 17" x 29" x 2", $349.95. Smaller unit, $279.95. Mitchell Mfg. Co., Chicago 14, Ill.

CHOOSE YOUR CLIMATE from cabinet room cooler, left. No drafts, dust, noise, just cool, dry, fresh air. Easy to install, no plumbing. For room 550 sq. ft. Unit, 46"x18" (sill heights 22"-32"), $589.50. Others $289.50 up. Philco, Philadelphia.

SWITCH ON A BREEZE with a new 10-inch fan for floor or table top. With U-shaped support, can be set at any angle 90 degrees to horizontal. $12.95, General Electric, Bridgeport, Conn.

Mary loves Sidney more and more... for he started right out being considerate. After a hurried "gotta catch the bus" breakfast Mary's time is her own since her Fremont Rubber Tile Floor requires so little care. Its colors stay bright, will last for years (colors go clear through), it's easier and safer to walk on and adds a "hush hush" to sound—even Sidney's own dish washing serenade. For kitchens, dens, baths, halls, nurseries, Fremont's 17 beautiful marbleized colors give a smart pleasing room effect. Be a Mary—and let your own Fremont Rubber Tile floor make life easier.

It's done with Fremont rubber tile...

Mary's time is her own since her Fremont Rubber Tile Floor requires so little care. Its colors stay bright, will last for years (colors go clear through), it's easier and safer to walk on and adds a "hush hush" to sound—even Sidney's own dish washing serenade. For kitchens, dens, baths, halls, nurseries, Fremont's 17 beautiful marbleized colors give a smart pleasing room effect. Be a Mary—and let your own Fremont Rubber Tile floor make life easier.

AT FLOOR COVERING DEALERS EVERYWHERE

Fremont Rubber Company
305 McPherson Highway, FREMONT, OHIO
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Start living better... for less!
Choose appetizing meals for your table right from this new 11-cu-ft General Electric Home Freezer!

You'll feel just like a queen when this new, spacious 11-cu-ft General Electric Home Freezer is in your home.
You won't have to step outdoors to shop when the weather's bad, or you're not in a shopping mood.
You won't have to "plan" way ahead for meals, for there will be so many delicious foods to choose from!
This General Electric Home Freezer, you see, holds 389 pounds of assorted frozen foods!
Furthermore, you'll save money on food bills. You can buy at sale prices, or when certain foods are in season, and enjoy the delicacies months later. You can save as much as 20 per cent on food costs! A freezer actually helps pay for itself!
The General Electric Freezer has the same sealed-in system as that in G-E Refrigerators. More than 2,200,000 G-E refrigerating systems have been in service in G-E Refrigerators for 10 years or longer.

See this handsome 11-cu-ft Home Freezer at your G-E retailer's today.
Also available in 4- and 8-cu-ft models. General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

If you imagine that hobby enthusiasts are a breed apart, exercising their construction urge amidst clouds of sawdust and a bristling array of tools, you will find the new Fabbrola "U-Bild-It" series a pleasant surprise. If you experimented with the combination coffee table-magazine rack shown in our May issue, you already know that the secret of success lies in using a paper pattern, a few simple carpentering tools and a set of instructions. For those who missed the fun of that initial hobby adventure, we suggest that you try making the attractive hardwood tray and canvas-covered outdoor camp stool shown above, with front and side elevations drawn below. Portable, light, easy to carry and to tuck away, this tray-and-stool combination has a variety of practical uses in your garden or on your veranda during the summer months. Its construction offers no problem to unskilled hands. By a unique system of easy-to-follow instructions developed by Fabbrola Products, measurements, the knack of joining necessary parts to a whole, gluing, sandpapering and waxing the finished article are made simple. At a cost of only 50c, Mr. Dal Fabbro will send you a blueprint, list of materials, and step-by-step directions for making the tray and folding stool. Write to Fabbrola Products, 110 West 84th St., New York 24, for your second "U-Bild-It."
SUMMER CURTAINS

continued from page 102

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on pages 102 and 103.

All prices are approximate.

All this merchandise available at Lord & Taylor, New York.

Page 102


BEDROOM: “Bandana” print double size coverlet $13, double size petticoat $18, pillow shams $4.95 ea. ruffled upper curtains 36” length $8.50, tailored lower curtain 45” length $7. Ruffled valance $3.95. All by Craig Creations.

FURNITURE: All by the John Widdicomb Co. in fruitwood. Swing bed 78½” w., 47½” h., plain upholstered panel $275. Bureau 49” w., 23½” d., 33½” h., $422. Bureau mirror 33½” x 44”, $171. Side chair, seat 19” x 17”, 33½” h., $171 in muslin. Bedside table, 22” w., 14” d., 28” h., $167.

Page 103

LIVING-DINING ROOM: Craig Creations “Tri color” organdy color-banded curtains 36” length $6, 45” length $7, 54” length $8. Valance 72” wide $3.95. Pillows on sofa are covered in Bucaneer cotton, $4.95 ea.

FURNITURE: Ottoman 48” x 36”, 12” h., mahogany, saffron finish $239 in muslin. Sofa 72” x 34½”, 32” h., $329 in muslin. Triangle table, top 44” x 44” x 60”, 15½” h., all mahogany with bisque finish $129. Side chair, 25” w., 33” h., seat depth 20½”, mahogany frame, $105 in muslin. All by the Widdicomb Furniture Co. Extension dining table 64” l., 44” w., $561. Side chairs, seat 20” x 19”, 35½” h., $125 ea. in muslin. Armchair, seat 22½” x 19½”, 36½” h., over-all, $152 in muslin. All in fruitwood by the John Widdicomb Co.

KITCHEN

continued from page 117

Following are the stores carrying the merchandise on pages 116 and 117.

UNIVERSAL oven, surface cooking unit, storage drawer; TRACY double sink; all at Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y.

ACME drawer refrigerator, Wana- maker’s, N. Y.

HOTPOINT dishwasher, Bloomingdale’s, New York.


FURNITURE WITH A FUTURE...

by molla

Molla builds for enduring beauty.
Enjoy this furniture’s loveliness through the years...
in the dining room... on the terrace.
Guaranteed rust-free for 8 years.
In 10 exclusive pastel colors and white.

Write for name of nearest dealer to Dept. E6
molla, inc.
171 Madison Ave., New York 16
**We get rid of our garbage problem... ELECTRICALLY!**

**AMAZING NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC DISPOSALL® CAN BE QUICKLY, EASILY INSTALLED IN MOST ANY PLUMBING SYSTEM!**

1. **So Easy!** After scraping food waste into drain opening, you simply lock protecting cover with a twist to the left. Messy food wastes are out of sight, out of mind!

2. **Now turn on cold water!** This automatically starts action in Disposall hidden below. Food wastes are shredded into tiny bits—flushed away to sewer or septic tank.

**THE DISPOSALL IS G-E DEPENDABLE!**

15 years of pioneering by General Electric have made the Disposall as dependable as only a G-E appliance can be. For the average family, the cost of an entire month of operation is just a few pennies.


**DISPOSALL MEANS GOOD-BY TO GARBAGE—AUTOMATICALLY!**

**SUMMER SUN**

continued from page 89

**WINDOW AWNINGS** of metal (aluminum or steel) are adjustable to admit air while screening windows from sun. They can also reflect light into rooms, prevent gloominess. Louvers are regulated from a control inside the house to give full visibility or shade. For year-round use, awnings have a baked-on enamel finish in a range of colors and are designed to keep rain, snow, ice from windows as well as hot sun. $36.75 for 24” x 24” size window awning. F. C. Russell Co.

**PERMANENT AWNINGS** for porch (or windows or doors) are custom-made of redwood or enamel-finish aluminum in a range of designs and colors. Double slat construction fends off sun and bad weather but permits air passage. Reduces glare, too, and diffuses light inside house. Special designs for out-swinging casement. Window awning about $30. National Ventilated Awnings Co.

**FAN FOR FLOOR USE** circulates 1700 cubic feet of air per minute. Four air injector rings at base of unit direct air upward into plastic, three-bladed fan. Fan, in turn, moves air through a deflecting cone and out through grille at top of unit. Air moves uniformly and without drafts. Fan is steel with maroon baked-on enamel finish and chrome trim. Operates quietly, is 13” high and weighs 15 lbs. $29.95. Westinghouse.

**WINDOW AIR CONDITIONER** cools, filters, dehumidifies air and circulates it. Includes two separate refrigerating elements. Intended for one large room, louvers on grilles may be adjusted to direct air to any part of room. Unit is easy to install in window and is quiet. Filter, at bottom, can be changed easily. 1 HP unit. $419.75. Frigidaire.
ROOM UNIT, to install in double-hung window, conditions air by cleaning, dehumidifying and cooling it. May ventilate room with clean air, too, without cooling it. In % HP or % HP units. You turn center knob to control air distribution through 4-way grille. It gives quiet, draft-free operation. Only 27.5" wide, it fits most windows, requires no plumbing connections. Chrysler-Airtemp.

VENTILATE without blocking off a part of your window. Clearvue ventilator by Handybreeze, left, is mounted in Plexiglas. It fits windows 27" to 34" wide. Fan can be rotated in its frame to bring in a cool breeze or blow out stale air. Metal parts chromium-plated, 10" fan $29.95, 12" $39.95. Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.

BUILD IN YOUR window screens and eliminate the chore of putting them up, taking them down, storing them away. Rolsscreen, right, roll up like shades into top of window frames, look inconspicuous, and are easy to install in old or new houses. Wire cloth will not rust and it requires no painting. Inside latch secures screen in place, prevents opening from outside. Typical 30"x60" size, about $12. installed. Rolsscreen Co.

ATLIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.

ATTIC FAN draws out hot air, ventilates, helps cool the whole house. Package unit goes in horizontally over automatic shutter which closes tight when fan is turned off. Spring mounting assures silent operation. 30" fan (one of several sizes) is $149.50 plus installation. Chelsea Fan and Blower Company, Inc.
It's love at first sight when you see a dinette table with a Natcolite Nevamar top. You can choose from a wide range of clear, true decorator colors and original patterns that do wonders for any room.

In Natcolite Nevamar tops, science has achieved a home-furnishing triumph for you. They're so practical, too... always fresh and clean, always bright and sparkling with a minimum of care.

Look for this label, with the guarantee, when you go to see them at your furniture or department store.

The Natcolite Company, Division of National Store Fixture Co., Inc., Baltimore, Md.

Main entrance is at lower level, serves both playhouse (right) and pavilion (upstairs). The house has several low niches, similar to the Japanese tokonoma, for Mrs. Loeb's collection of Oriental objets d'art.

The small kitchen of the pavilion was originally designed for use at tea and cocktail time. Now Mrs. Loeb often prepares breakfast and lunch here, serves them out on the sunny balcony. A pantry adjoins the kitchen.

Mrs. Loeb's dressing table is built under a window, facing into the glareless light which comes through the panes of translucent plastic. In addition, there are lights built in above. A full-length mirror is adjacent.
LOEB HOUSE BUILDING DATA


CONTRACTOR: John Morganti & Sons, Ridgefield, Conn.

CORRECTION

A. H. Heisey & Co.'s "Maryland" crystal champagne and water goblets, which were described on page 115 of the May issue of HOUSE & GARDEN, are $42 a dozen each. By error the price was incorrectly quoted as $24.

FREE! New Color Portfolio

Makes Blanket Selection EASY!

HERE'S AN exciting way to choose blankets right for your bedroom color scheme. The makers of those beautiful, big, luxurious, all-wool Kenwood Blankets have created a unique Color Portfolio to guide you. It shows the predominant color of your bedroom walls, rugs, draperies—then shows every harmonizing or contrasting color out of Kenwood's exquisite range of more than 50 different shades. It also shows full-color reproductions of nine types of Kenwoods to choose from—blankets to your taste in fleecy or smooth finish—all long-lasting bedtime beauties, full of sleeping comfort. Before you buy another blanket—for your home or as a gift—be sure to see the new Kenwood Blankets at your favorite fine store. Meanwhile, send coupon or write at once for your free Color Portfolio.

Kenwood Blankets

KENWOOD MILLS, Box 321, Rensselaer, New York.

Please send me free your new Color Portfolio.

Miss
Mrs.

Street
City Zone State

to match your Dreams

SOLID MAHOGANY

The Northumberland

Both the elegance and character of Chippendale design is gracefully portrayed in this Solid Mahogany group by Continental. Its splendid proportions, detailed carvings and the master craftsmanship throughout, measure up to the finest qualities of this famous name and period in fine furniture. Note: Double Dresser has 12 drawers—Chest has 8 drawers.

Continental makes furniture for the bedroom exclusively in Solid Mahogany, Maple and Cherry, for those who appreciate the ultimate in design and quality.

A booklet portraying several Continental bedroom groups is available for 15 cents.
"My PHILCO'S easier to use than any other freezer ever built!"

The front slopes in to the bottom—you can stand closer comfortably

Exclusive new design puts 70% of storage space above knee level

EH-121-Illustrated above—$349.50+

Holds 435 lbs. of Food! No freezer ever built gives you quite as much in design, features, and money-saving value as this magnificent new 12 cubic foot Philco.

Built so a woman can use it more easily, more conveniently, it has 70% of storage space above knee level, brings more food packages within easy reach without stooping. It has a front that slopes in to the base so you can stand closer. It has 3 gleaming porcelain compartments with new easy-lift storage baskets and new plastic Utilitray.

Temperatures as low as 15 degrees below zero permit sharp freezing in any compartment. Far and away the most advanced home freezer for '50, this newest Philco sets a new high in freezer convenience, economy and value!

See the new Philco freezers, 4 to 30 cu. ft., at your dealer's now!

---

HOUSEHOLD SHORT CUTS

These new products will help to lessen your labors, conserve your goods and chattels

WORLD TRAVELER, this 2½ lb. folding Durabilt iron works at home or abroad. AC-DC, with 115/230-volt adaptors, extra fuse and case, $9.95. At Hammacher Schlemmer.

PLUG-IN clothes dryer by Westinghouse runs on any 110-volt outlet, needs no further installation. Dries by new air-flow system injecting heated air into center of tumbling clothes, $199.95. Jordan Marsh, Boston.

CRACKERS, potato chips, peanuts stay crisp and fresh through humid weather in Blue Magic containers. Absorbent crystals in the detachable knob do the trick. Plastic jar $4; decorated maroon can $1.95. Altman's.

NO-CLAMP food chopper by Enterprise stands steady on any flat surface. Tempered steel blades for sharp cutting, long life. Easy to use, clean. With 2 cutters, $6.95. Grater, purée attachments extra. From Bambergers, Newark.
SIXTEEN full-sized sheets hang on this lightweight, aluminum Straightline dryer. Parallel plastic lines for freer air circulation, faster drying. Opens, folds easily; steel-braced arms lock securely. $15.98 with ground box. From Macy's, N. Y.

SELF-WRINGER mop by O'Cedar has built-in, rust-resistant squeezer, keeps hands out of hot water. Removable cellulose sponge angled for thorough scrubbing. 5 yr. guarantee, $3.95. Rich's, Atlanta.

KUT'N KIT 3-in-1 cutting, slicing, carving unit: General's adjustable slicing machine folds into cutlery drawer, hardwood top makes cutting board, 11" x 14" x 3½". $19.95. With five kitchen knives, $24.95. Lewis & Conger.

MT. VERNON furniture polish, from a historic family formula, is pure beeswax, linseed oil, cleaning ingredients. Polishes to a satiny finish. $1.50 pt. From Hutzler Bros., Baltimore, Md.


Relaxon-aire — perfect because it's handsomely styled for today's living . . . fills the gap among most young couples' new furnishings . . . serves as a comfortable seat, as an ottoman, or an end table . . . easily moved, because of its patented lightweight feature, wherever needed.

Relaxon-aire — your best buy because its exclusive spring-filled and padded top gives flexible support. Amazingly light-weight, yet holds its attractive shape indefinitely . . . plastic covers, in smartest decorator colors, are durable and easily washable.

"Relaxon-aires" from $14.95 and other Relaxon Hassocks from $9.95 available at leading furniture and department stores.

Mfd. By ERO MANUFACTURING CO.-RELAXON HASSOCK DIVISION
Philadelphia
CHICAGO
Los Angeles
Bone China by ROYAL DOULTON

- Recognized the world over as the ultimate in tableware... English Bone China by Royal Doulton. The prices shown are for a five-piece place setting—dinner plate, salad plate, butter plate, tea cup and saucer.

The symbol of Royal Doulton also appears on a wide range of figurines, animal subjects, character jugs and decorative pieces.

Doulton wares are distributed through selected jewelry, china and department stores... Write for the name of your nearest dealer. Enclose 10¢ if you want fully illustrated booklet #24 including correct table services.

Limited franchises now available to additional dealers

DOULTON AND CO., INC.
212 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N.Y.


How you can make minor repairs on your floors

Without special tools or elaborate materials you can renew scratched, scuffed and squeaky floors yourself.

The methods are simple and require very little time.

1. To remove surface streaks and scratches: rub the spot with a handful of medium-grade steel wool dipped in cleaning fluid (always follow the natural grain of the wood). When the mark disappears or the scratch is smoothed down, switch to fine steel wool for the last dozen strokes. To refinish the area, follow the directions beside illustration number 3 below on this page.

2. When scratches penetrate the wood as well as the finish: first fill the depression with wood plastic. If the gouge is deep, pack it in with a spatula. If there are several shallow dents, dilute the filler with special wood plastic thinner and apply with a fine brush. Don't level the plastic; as it hardens, it tends to shrink. When the filler has set, rub it smooth with 200 sandpaper, then refinish.

3. To refinish small areas: match varnish or shellac to original finish (dilute shellac with equal amount of denatured alcohol). Apply freely with a minimum of brushing. After area has dried about 24 hours, rub with very fine steel wool, then wax. Precautions: before using varnish let it stand 10 to 12 hours until all air bubbles escape; shellac more than six months old may not dry and harden properly; never use shellac or varnish on a damp day.

4. If there are cracks between floor boards: use a wood plastic which closely matches the color of the finished floor. With a knife or spatula, pack the filler into the cracks to a point below the floor surface. It is a good idea to do this work on a hot humid day when the wood has expanded to its fullest extent; this prevents trouble later on, as otherwise when moisture swells the boards, the filler may be squeezed out.
5. WHAT TO DO ABOUT SQUEAKY FLOOR BOARDS: when your floor develops a squeak it usually means that a board is loose. There are two ways of coping with this situation. The simplest remedy is to locate the offending plank, and with a common spatula force wood glue into the seams on either side. Wipe off excess glue and let the section dry overnight before you test it. If the squeak remains, use the treatment described in 6.

6. ANOTHER WAY TO SILENCE A SQUEAK: in the noise area drive in 2-inch finishing nails at an angle. To avoid splitting or marring the wood: a) drill a pilot hole, b) drive the nail part way, then sink below the surface with a nail set. Fill the holes with wood plastic and drop on shellac or varnish with a toothpick. The hole can be minimized if you nail at the side of the board, as shown; the nail will go into the seam, through the projecting tongue, and well into the sub-floor.

7. HOW TO DEAL WITH WATER SPOTS. If a splash of liquid has left a whitish stain on the finish of the floor, one of these preparations will serve as spot remover. In the following order, rub the spot with a) kerosene, b) floor oil, c) wintergreen oil. Kerosene may be all that is needed, but should the stain persist, repeat the treatment using a small piece of very fine steel wool instead of a cloth. Rub lightly to avoid cutting through the finish. Complete the job with floor wax, then polish to a shine.

8. FIRST AID FOR SCUFFS AND SCRATCHES ON A DARK FLOOR: in an emergency, you can repair a dark finish temporarily without resurfacing the whole area. To darken and blend the streaks with the rest of the floor, rub with a wax crayon of suitable color, or apply one or two coats of shoe polish. Neither treatment lasts very long, but they will cover up the damage effectively until you have a chance to refinish the section of the floor.

Show your Good Taste with these luxurious napkins

"They please guests as well as dress up table settings," says Jane Cowl, gracious hostess and star of Screen, Stage and Radio

They're MASSLINN* non-woven rayon and cotton napkins!

Beautiful to look at! Wonderful to use! Guests appreciate the full-bodied feel, exquisite softness and super absorbency of non-woven cloth Masslinn napkins. And Masslinn napkins make table settings sparkle, for they have a lustrous sheen all their own. Best of all, they're priced so low they can be thrown away when soiled! Try them. See how grand Masslinn napkins are for entertaining.

*Chicopee's trade-mark for napkins, towels, draperies and non-woven fabrics.

STYLE-COORDINATED BY DOROTHY DRAPER! The fresh colors and distinctive patterns of MASSLINN Napkins and Towels are now selected for you by Dorothy Draper, internationally acclaimed decorator and designer!

See Masslinn napkins at Department Stores (Stationery or Housewares Departments) or Gift Shops—in cocktail, barroom and dinner sizes. Or take advantage of the introductory offer below.

Chicopee Mills, Inc., Dept. BG-6
47 Worth Street, New York 13, N. Y.
I enclose 10c in stamps or coin for trial supply of 2 dinner-size Masslinn napkins... with a beautiful Masslinn guest towel included.

Name..........................
Address..........................
City..........................
Zone..........................
State..........................

Masslinn napkins non-woven rayon and cotton cloth
Duncan INTRODUCES THE BRILLIANT MODERN CRYSTAL PATTERN,

Here is handmade Duncan crystal with a truly modern feeling... with lovely flowing lines that reflect the liquid beauty of a waterfall. Avalon is made by the world-famous Duncan glassmakers whose early pieces are prized possessions of museums and antique collectors. Yet Avalon is priced to please you. You'll find it in good jewelry, gift, and department stores... or write and we'll tell you where.

THE DUNCAN AND MILLER GLASS COMPANY, WASHINGTON, PA.

GRAND RAPIDS continued from page 124

Here is the shopping information for the accessories shown with the Grand Rapids Furniture, pages 125-132.

All prices are approximate.

Page 125
ON BAKER TABLE: Upper photograph, Val St. Lambert “Farfadet” crystal vase $175. Silver desk calendar $10; silver blotter $90; 3- pc. silver and glass inkwell $25; silver clock $106. Prices include Fed. tax, all at Black, Starr & Gorham, N. Y. Crane stationery $3.75 for box of 50 single sheets and envelopes, Dempsey & Carroll, New York. Lower photograph, silver ice bucket $24; silver bottle opener $5; silver jigger $14, prices include Fed. tax, all at Black, Starr & Gorham, N. Y. D. Stanley Corcoran 14-oz. highball glasses $36 doz., ash trays $1.25 ea., decanter $25, all at Georg Jensen Inc., New York.

Page 126

Page 127

Page 128
ON IMPERIAL TABLES: Paul Hanson milk glass column lamp, 3" tube, 10" reflector, $29, white shade $13, Hudson's, Detroit. Crystal ash tray by Steuben $7.50. Romon "Crown" lighter $11 plus Fed. tax. Lord & Taylor, N. Y. Antique gift and white china cup and saucer inscribed "Think of Me," $16, James Amster, N. Y. Italian wood pineapple $85, Italian wood squash $50, both Mottahedeh, N. Y.

ON OAKMASTER MAGAZINE-COCKTAIL TABLE: Italian porcelain shell compotes $6.50 pr., Bergdorf Goodman. "Lettuce leaf" salad plate $12, James Amster, N. Y.

ON HEKMAN STORAGE TABLE: Single white porcelain antique lamp base and reflector $130, James Amster, Antique Chinese parrots $155 pr., Charles C. Paterson, N. Y. Italian pottery plate $5, Mottahedeh, N. Y.

ON HEKMAN COCKTAIL TABLE: One of a pair of Louis XVI cachepots $72 pr., Edward Garratt, N. Y. Val St. Lambert crystal aquarium $36, "Duchin" cut crystal ash tray $9; "Old Gold" cut crystal cigarette box $14.

ON ROBERT STEP TABLE: One of a pair of marbledized shaft lamps $220 pr., Gohain & MacLaughlin, N. Y. Glass ash tray $8.50, Bergdorf Goodman, N. Y. Antique saucer fruit $100, Mottahedeh, New York.

Page 129
ON KENT COMMODE: Royal Doulton (Continued on page 130)
FROZEN ESSENCE OF STRAWBERRIES

Strawberry ice cream, even the best kind made with nothing but the ripe fruit and sugar and cream, may be left to top-rate caterers. Not so this dessert which is sheer ecstasy, and well worth the trouble of freezing.

Make a strawberry ice without the addition of water—just the juice of the berries, mixed 3 quarts of ripe berries, hulled and crushed, with 2 1/2 cups of sugar; allow to stand for several hours. Then strain through a fine sieve or a cheesecloth, and freeze in a hand freezeer packed with 1 part of rock salt and 5 parts of crushed ice. When frozen, pack into a melon-shaped or similar mold, and allow to ripen for 2 or 3 hours, surrounded with more ice and salt. Unmold on a glass dish, surround with whole perfect strawberries, and serve with whipped cream, flavored, if you wish, with a few drops of brandy or Jamaica rum.

STRAWBERRY-RUM PIE

If dessert is to be the feature of the meal, and if calories don't matter, try this pie.

Bake a large pie shell, and set aside to cool. Beat the yolks of 7 eggs until very light, add 1 cup minus 1 tablespoon, of sugar, 1/2 teaspoon of salt, and 1 tablespoon of gelatin which has been mixed with 4 tablespoons of water and melted over hot water. Now add 4 tablespoons of Jamaica rum and 2 cups of heavy cream, whipped stiff. Allow to cool. Cut ripe strawberries in

(Continued on page 116)
BERRY continued from page 165

Masterpiece
...this graciously tall vase by The Tiffin Glassmasters! Designed to give your bouquets a very special elegance...to make the most of every flower and leaf and stem. Empty, it is a brilliant house jewel, bright, matchless radiance that is Tiffin's own. About $10. See Tiffin's fabulous stemware and accessory originals, at fine stores everywhere.

halves and cover the bottom of the pie shell with them. Add the rum mixture and cover the top with another layer of fine large strawberries, halved, and with their cut sides down. Keep in the refrigerator until serving time.

STRAWBERRY TARTS
Make pastry with 2 cups of flour, 1 teaspoon of salt, and ½ cup each of lard and butter. Moisten with ice water. Roll ⅛" thick and cut in large circles, then cover the outsides of patty pans or muffin tins. Press the pastry down firmly, and pinch off any surplus around the edges. Put, bottoms up, on cookie sheets in a hot oven (425°). After 4 minutes, place another cookie sheet on top, allowing it to remain for several minutes, then remove so that the tart shells will brown evenly. (The top cookie sheet gives the tarts a nice even keel.) When cool, spread the entire inside of the shells with a fairly thick layer of either sour cream or cream cheese that has been softened with a little milk, and fill with cut sugared strawberries. Serve at once.

STRAWBERRIES ROMANOFF
This recipe, though a classic one, has various versions.

Wash and hull 3 pints of ripe strawberries, put them in a glass bowl and sprinkle with sugar. Mix together a pint of vanilla ice cream, a cup of heavy cream, whipped, and 2 ounces each of rum and Cointreau. Pour over the berries, garnish with a few whole ones, and serve.

STRAWBERRIES JUBILEE
If a cherry can be served flaming, why not a strawberry?

In a chafing dish, heat 2 jiggers of brandy and 1 of Jamaica rum, 2 tablespoons of sugar, and 1 cup of quartered strawberries. When hot, set afire, and pour, flaming, over hard vanilla ice cream.

STRAWBERRIES CALIFORNIAN
Brillat-Savarin liked his strawberries with orange juice. Try this and you'll know why.

Make a syrup with ½ cup each of water and sugar, and in it cook some matchlike shreds of the outer skin of a large orange. When transparent-looking, cool, and add to one cup of orange juice. Pour this over whole strawberries in sherbet glasses, and serve chilled with tiny, un-iced cup cakes.

STRAWBERRY CASSEROLES
Cut ripe strawberries in quarters, sugar them and flavor with a few drops of brandy, rum, or Cointreau. Put generous spoonfuls in the bottoms of individual earthenware ramekins or casseroles, and cover with vanilla ice cream. Top with a meringue made by heating 2 tablespoons of confectioners (Continued on page 167 >

Early American Heritage

The Dorothy Robinson Group
A REPRODUCTION IN GENUINE SOLID MAHOGANY

HICKORY MFG. CO.
Bedroom Furniture Dining Room

HICKORY, NORTH CAROLINA
BLESSED BERRY
continued from page 166

sugar with each egg white used. Brown quickly under the broiler, and serve at once.

A whole strawberry served in a glass of champagne or white wine makes a delightful summer drink. Or make a punch with champagne or white wine and garnish it with ripe red berries.

Strawberries served with a few dashes of Cointreau are delightful, and when the berries are combined with ripe pineapple and drizzled with kirsch, the result is truly blissful.

Correction
In the article on the Good Design exhibit at the Chicago Merchandise Mart, in the May issue of HOUSE & GARDEN, Mr. Alexander Girard was incorrectly referred to as Mr. André Girard. The table ascribed to William Armbruster was designed by Edith and William Hernandez. The translucent Arzberg porcelain in the photograph at the bottom of page 198 was designed by Herman Gretsch and imported from Bavaria, by Court Associates, Inc., New York.

IN THE JULY ISSUE . . .

Music for everyone is the theme of a series of articles and photographs.

So Happily Suited

Coppes kitchens are created individually for those who enjoy having the best. Each is planned and installed by a kitchen specialist. Whether you are building or remodeling, have a Coppes kitchen. It will be personally yours, perfectly suited to your taste, needs and budget.

Send for . . .

"Speaking of Kitchens."
Free. It's packed with ideas and helpful information.

Coppes NAPANEE®
Custombuilt Kitchens

Du Pont "Fabrilite"
ADDS NEW BEAUTY. EASES HOUSEWORK

You'll be proud to have this colorful plastic upholstery in your home. "Fabrilite" is different from other plastic upholstery. It's sleek and smooth. . . . has a look of luxury. Yet this material is practical, too. It can be cleaned with a damp cloth. Alcohol, grease and grime won't affect the loveliness. And "Fabrilite" can take rough usage. See Du Pont "Fabrilite"— feel it—and you'll know why this lustrous material is outstanding. Ask for it on new furniture—or have your old furniture re-upholstered in "Fabrilite" at your local shop. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Fabrics Div., Empire State Bldg., New York 1, N. Y.

"FABRILITE" is Du Pont's registered trade mark for its vinyl plastic upholstery material.

Look for this tag on fine furniture.
GRAND RAPIDS continued from page 164

“Tintern” dinner plates $24 doz., Plummer’s, N. Y. Winfield Handcraft china. “Bamboo” pattern, covered soups $30 doz., dinner plates $18 doz., salad plates $10 doz., salt and pepper $2 pr.; Heisey “Ardsley” pattern water glasses $22 doz.; Gorham “Old English Tip” pattern dinner-size 6-piece place setting $27.50 incl. Fed. tax. All at Black Starr & Gorham, N. Y., 17-piece linen place mat and napkin set $100, Saks Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

Page 130


Page 131


ON EXTENSION TABLE: Left photograph. 3-tiered china copergne $75, Mrs. Pierce & Mr. Avakoff, N. Y. Antique white majolica compote and plate $115 pr., In-laid M. Lombardo, N. Y.

Right photograph. Dykstra sterling silver 6-pc. place setting $65 plus tax; linen napkins 80c ea.; walnut tray $114; goblets $2.50 ea.; engraved and wood salt and peppers $18 pr. All from Home House, N. Y. French pottery onion tureen $8.50; French pottery artichoke, cauliflower, and chestnut covered dishes $5 ea.; grape covered $9. All Mottahedeh, N. Y. Santa Anita “California Modern” pottery dinner plates $12 oz., Carson Pirie Scott, Chicago. Puerto Rican place mats designed by Geraldine Funk $2.75 ea., Lord & Taylor, New York.

Page 132

ON KENT TEA CART-TABLE: Wedgwood “Queensware” luncheon plates $42 doz., cream soups and stands $78 doz., bread and batters $27 doz., Plummer’s, N. Y. Airtwist water goblets $185 and cigarette urn $30; salt dish $8.50; silver salt spoon $2.50 plus tax; pepper shaker $25 plus tax; asparagus $7.50 pr., James Amster, New York. John Matouk, Goodall place mats, 9-pc. set $5, Macy’s, N. Y. Frank Smith silver “Fiddle Shell” luncheon-size 6-pc. place setting $94.75 incl. Fed. tax, DiSalvo Galleries, N. Y.

ON EXTENSION TABLE: Left photograph. 3-tiered china copergne $75, Mrs. Pierce & Mr. Avakoff, N. Y. Antique white majolica compote and plate $115 pr., Joseph M. Lombardo, N. Y.

Right photograph. Dykstra sterling silver 6-pc. place setting $65 plus tax; linen napkins 80c ea.; walnut tray $114; goblets $2.50 ea.; engraved and wood salt and peppers $18 pr. All from Home House, N. Y. French pottery onion tureen $8.50; French pottery artichoke, cauliflower, and chestnut covered dishes $5 ea.; grape covered $9. All Mottahedeh, N. Y. Santa Anita “California Modern” pottery dinner plates $12 oz., Carson Pirie Scott, Chicago. Puerto Rican place mats designed by Geraldine Funk $2.75 ea., Lord & Taylor, New York.
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INFORMATION DESIGNED BY STANLEY WYLLINS OF Ciro Sportswear.

ASHER DAY

for Father's Day

give an Ash-Away for year-round enjoyment

Ash-Aways are practical as they are attractive. At a press of the button, stubs and ashes drop safely away, no smoke, no smoke, no odor, no fire hazard. Seven styles for every taste, every purse. Beautifully designed, sturdily made. At leading stores everywhere. Ash-Aways are made by Chicago Metallic Mfg. Co., Chicago 9.

Ash-Aways America's Favorite All-METAL SMOKERS

MARLIN ELECTRIC COMPANY

1749 N. CAMPBELL AVENUE

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS

install

now!
Here is a truly modern, and truly comfortable, toilet seat—the new Stasco Saddle Seat. It's fully molded in the Windsor shape, which connoisseurs of comfort claim can't be equalled. It's not only comfortable, but good-looking... and completely sanitary. The beautifully lustrous surface is seamless pyroxylin, will not crack or craze. Both seat and cover are molded in one piece; they cannot split or come apart.

Color, too! White, black and six gorgeous decorator colors enable you to match floor coverings, shower curtains, towels... give you practically any color scheme you want. Plain or iridescent pearl colors.

The new Stasco saddle seat is the most comfortable toilet seat made

Stasco saddle seat
SANISEAL DE LUXE
STANDARD TANK & SEAT COMPANY, CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

Order right from this page! Just phone your master plumber and tell him the color of the Stasco De Luxe Saddle Seat you want. He will deliver it right to your home.
ORDER THEM NOW
Plant Them in Your Garden
They Will Do the Rest!

Here is a Starter Collection at
8 FOR $3.00
Postpaid and Labeled

- Wabash, Purple and white... 50
- Tiffany, Yellow, stitched rose... 50
- California Gold, Yellow... 35
- Christabel, Bright red... 50
- Amigo, Penny-blue-purple... 50
- Matlockham, Pure white... 50
- Louvois, Chocolate-brown... 50
- Grand Canyon, Plum and copper... 35

EVERY PLANT A No. 1
Oregon Grown
QUALITY SPECIMEN

Shipped to every state—Maine to California—Canada to the Rio Grande

Ask for America’s Finest Iris Catalog

This catalog will be sent free with any order from this page—otherwise 25c.
Lists almost 300 of the newest and best varieties. Brims full of COLORED pictures and growing tips.

WRITE TODAY!
Griffenfeldsgade. The Strawberry Cellar, at Amagertorv 27, specializes in the Danish strawberry, one of nature's most delectable gifts; while Au Coq d'Or on the Vestre Boulevard is, as the name implies, French, and superlatively so.

Among the specialties you are likely to encounter at Smørrebrød, a dish that comes in a hundred varieties and is concocted on a foundation of Franskbrød (white bread), Sigtebrød (light rye bread) or Rugbrød (dark rye bread) with anything on top: kogt Torsk (boiled cod); Engelsk Bøf (English steak in a form unknown to the English); sulter Rør (a soup made of dried peas and served with pork, sausages or, sometimes, pickled goose); viðr Asl (fried elk), not to be confused with fried snake); Flæskesteg med Radkalv (roast pork and red cabbage); Frihod (zissoles); Sællsuppe (a sweet soup made of fruit juice); Grøntbrod (a soup made of rye bread with beer in it) and different kinds of porridge, obtainable only in private homes.

Danish meal times coincide roughly with our own, although dinner runs a little early, coming about six or seven. Although dinner runs long with our Frimslibrodjuice), la soup made of rye (a sweet soup made of fruit juice), Frihod (zissoles); Sællsuppe (a sweet soup made of fruit juice); Grøntbrod (a soup made of rye bread with beer in it) and different kinds of porridge, obtainable only in private homes.

The famous Hepplewhite drop leaf table with its gate legs on genuine finger joint hinges folds down to a table for two or opens to seat eight—and with banquet ends extends to ten feet long. The corner cabinet, the "Hunt Chest" buffet and the comfortable chairs are all masterpieces of detailed reproduction in the finest materials, craftsmanship and finish.

An atmosphere of aristocracy is yours wherever this group of solid mahogany Craftique reproductions is assembled. The famous Hepplewhite drop leaf table with its gate legs on genuine finger joint hinges folds down to a table for two or opens to seat eight—and with banquet ends extends to ten feet long. The corner cabinet, the "Hunt Chest" buffet and the comfortable chairs are all masterpieces of detailed reproduction in the finest materials, craftsmanship and finish.

An atmosphere of aristocracy is yours wherever this group of solid mahogany Craftique reproductions is assembled. The famous Hepplewhite drop leaf table with its gate legs on genuine finger joint hinges folds down to a table for two or opens to seat eight—and with banquet ends extends to ten feet long. The corner cabinet, the "Hunt Chest" buffet and the comfortable chairs are all masterpieces of detailed reproduction in the finest materials, craftsmanship and finish.

An atmosphere of aristocracy is yours wherever this group of solid mahogany Craftique reproductions is assembled. The famous Hepplewhite drop leaf table with its gate legs on genuine finger joint hinges folds down to a table for two or opens to seat eight—and with banquet ends extends to ten feet long. The corner cabinet, the "Hunt Chest" buffet and the comfortable chairs are all masterpieces of detailed reproduction in the finest materials, craftsmanship and finish.

An atmosphere of aristocracy is yours wherever this group of solid mahogany Craftique reproductions is assembled. The famous Hepplewhite drop leaf table with its gate legs on genuine finger joint hinges folds down to a table for two or opens to seat eight—and with banquet ends extends to ten feet long. The corner cabinet, the "Hunt Chest" buffet and the comfortable chairs are all masterpieces of detailed reproduction in the finest materials, craftsmanship and finish.

An atmosphere of aristocracy is yours wherever this group of solid mahogany Craftique reproductions is assembled. The famous Hepplewhite drop leaf table with its gate legs on genuine finger joint hinges folds down to a table for two or opens to seat eight—and with banquet ends extends to ten feet long. The corner cabinet, the "Hunt Chest" buffet and the comfortable chairs are all masterpieces of detailed reproduction in the finest materials, craftsmanship and finish.

An atmosphere of aristocracy is yours wherever this group of solid mahogany Craftique reproductions is assembled. The famous Hepplewhite drop leaf table with its gate legs on genuine finger joint hinges folds down to a table for two or opens to seat eight—and with banquet ends extends to ten feet long. The corner cabinet, the "Hunt Chest" buffet and the comfortable chairs are all masterpieces of detailed reproduction in the finest materials, craftsmanship and finish.

An atmosphere of aristocracy is yours wherever this group of solid mahogany Craftique reproductions is assembled. The famous Hepplewhite drop leaf table with its gate legs on genuine finger joint hinges folds down to a table for two or opens to seat eight—and with banquet ends extends to ten feet long. The corner cabinet, the "Hunt Chest" buffet and the comfortable chairs are all masterpieces of detailed reproduction in the finest materials, craftsmanship and finish.
DENMARK IS TIDY
continued from page 171

Tower, containing a spiral ramp up which Peter the Great is said to have driven a coach to the top.

Unless you have exhausted yourself with too much sightseeing, it is difficult to avoid spending a pleasant evening in Copenhagen. Night life is nourished by theaters, movies, circuses, cabarets and clubs. Two of the last worth investigation are the Adlon, named after Berlin's luxury hotel of imperial days, and the 7-9. Both places require membership cards, but this is one of those matters which can probably be arranged by the hotel porter if friends are lacking. The 7-9 is embedded in Lory, a huge, six-in-one establishment spreading over a couple or more acres and consisting of an outdoor beer garden called Lorry-Park; Drachmanns Kro, a French-Danish restaurant; Guldalidersalen, another restaurant; Riddersalen, a hall for dramatic and variety shows; and Landbyen, an enormous popular-priced cabaret. Of the circuses, Schumann's is notable for its horses.

The foregoing assumes that you will be comfortably ensconced in one of Copenhagen's several excellent hotels. You should not, however, make the mistake of assuming that you can arrange your ensconcing at the last moment. The city is beloved, not only by the Danes, but by their fellow Scandinavians, particularly the Swedes, who visit it partially to slake their thirst, resulting from Sweden's stringent liquor laws. Forethought is prudent, whether you plan to stop at the aristocratic Hotel d'Angleterre, its newer rival, The Palace, and the newer Go- dan and Richmond Hotels, the family-type Alexandra Tourist Hotel, The Astoria, The Terminus, The Cecil, The Nordland, or even outside of the city at the Bellevue Strandhotel, situated along a stretch of beach sometimes referred to as the Danish Lido.

TRANSPORTATION
New York to Copenhagen by air: American Overseas Airlines has 2 flights weekly, stopping at Shannon and Hamburg. Scandinavian Airlines has 4 flights weekly, stopping at Gander and Hamburg. KLM has 5 flights weekly, stopping at Amsterdam and Hamburg. Swissair has 3 flights weekly, stopping at Gander, Geneva and Zurich. BOAC has daily flights, stopping at Shannon or Prestwick and London. Fares are $398, one way; $700.20, round trip, from April 1 to November 30. Flying time averages about 17 hours.

New York to Copenhagen by sea: The Swedish-American Line's Stockholm sails twice a month, takes 8 days; the Grippedahl sails once a month, takes 10 days. Minimum first-class fare: $265, one way; $570, round trip. The East Asiatic Line's M.S. Errla and the M.S. Jutlandia sail every alternate third Friday, take 10 days. Minimum first-class fare: $300, one way; $600, round trip. The Gdynia-American Line's Bat­toro sails once a month, takes 10 days. Minimum first-class fare: $290, one way; $440, round trip.

House & Garden's

BOOK OF INTERIOR DECORATION

Price $7.50

The Condé Nast Publications Inc., Greenwich, Connecticut

PHILIPPINE HEMP RUGS
* A smart floor covering for modern interiors offering interesting and beautiful decorative effects. Tightly woven cafe-au-lait square; reversible; no pad needed. * Approximate retail price 75 cents per square foot.

FOR NAME OF NEAREST DEALER, WRITE
CALIF-ASIA • 6818 Avalon Blvd
Los Angeles 3, Calif.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Philippine Rattan and Peel Cane Furniture • Tonkin Rush and Woven Rugs
GREECE
continued from page 100

We spent Easter on the island of Poros. The day after Good Friday in Athens, where we watched the procession of candle bearers wind down Mount Lycabettus, we went to the Piraeus, and set sail for Poros, past Aegina with its pointed cone, and past the mountains of the Peloponnese, their silhouettes superimposed one on the other. We looked back across the water to the Attic coast. "No one ever told me enough about the light and the color of your country," I said to a Greek friend, "and for my part I cannot describe it to people who have not been here." "That is quite true," he said. "One cannot tell about it and no one can imagine it till he has seen it. It is as if we had a secret."

In other countries, sightseeing is easier than in Greece. The picture or the castle is generally complete. It impinges on your consciousness, and if you do not want to, you do not need to make much mental effort. But in Greece there is sometimes very little left to see, and your inward eye must do its share. Wherever you go you must " evoke." The success of your "evoking" depends on yourself, on your imagination, on your memory, on what you have read, and on what you have enjoyed. In Mycenae your inward eye summons the unhappy Atrides family, Clytemnestra and Agamemnon, Orestes and Iphigenia. Formerly they were characters in a play, but at Mycenae you envisage them in their tragic setting.

You drive on to Tiryns' cyclopean walls, to the theater at Epidaurus, and to Nauplia, the town of beautiful balconies and the hotel in an ancient Venetian fort on an island in the bay, and you go on to Mistras or to Olympia.

One Sunday we sailed to the island of Hydra, another day we flew to Rhodes, and we saw Salonica's churches, and I saw Olympos. One day we find ourselves in Kifissia, near the slopes of Mount Pendeli, whose white streaks tell us that it is from here that the marble of the Parthenon came. Kifissia houses are the most bizarre and hideous in the world, so it is hard to explain why the place has a certain charm. Another day we go to a house in Plaka, the old quarter of Athens, and walk across a garden of magnolia trees to a big square drawing room with a beamed ceiling and red brocaded walls. Mr. Dimitri Levadiis, the King's Chamberlain, has a charming house on a pine knoll overlooking Athens' three mountains, Pendeli, Parnes and Hymettos. Outside the house is low and rambling with yellow roses climbing about; inside it is an English country house, with the loveliest rugs I ever saw.

The islands of Greece have a special architecture of their own; the houses have wide terraces and outside staircases, enclosed in heavy white-washed walls with flowers planted along the top. A clever lady, Mrs. Arigopoulou, conceived the idea of building an island house along an Athens street. "It can't be done," people said, but she did it, and it is lovely and

(Continued on page 174)

Imperial Cathay Crystal

joyous days marked for remembrance with gifts of
thoughtful choosing. For such occasions, handcrafted Cathay Crystal was created. Glass moulded in sculptured designs with a far East influence. Our booklet illustrates each useful, decorative gift, tells the story of the symbols and legends of each design.
We would like to send you the booklet, without charge, and tell you where to buy.

IMPERIAL GLASS CORPORATION, Bemisire, Ohio

YOU GET TRUE INDOOR COMFORT with a MOR-SUN FURNACE!

- The most beautiful furnace ever built—
the MOR-SUN—gives you healthful INDOOR COMFORT, continuously and automatically.
- Temper the air at the temperature you select—scientifically humidified and circulated draft-free air—clean air free of dust and pollen, fresh air continuously replaced—all automatically and economically!
- Yes, for healthful indoor comfort, remember, the sun never sets with MOR-SUN!
- So call your nearest MOR-SUN dealer today—or write us, and forget your heating problem tomorrow.

FOR GAS OR OIL!

MORRISON STEEL PRODUCTS, INC., BUFFALO 7, N.Y.

MAGNANVOX radio-phonograph - television

Magnificent tone, superb pictures and fine cabinets do not mean high prices for Magnavox. Direct factory-to-dealer distribution brings you these advantages for less money. Prices start at $199.50.
The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana
Greece
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unusual. You ascend to terrace after terrace edged with gardens and orange trees: Athens is at your feet.

Life in Athens runs on a different time scheme from that of an American city. Meals, for example, are later. Lunch is at two, dinner is at nine or half past. After the initial surprise you find it extraordinarily pleasant. The favorite hour for entertaining is from seven to nine o'clock, and when these parties are not too big they are delightful. Instead of cocktails you are given ouzo, that strange Greek spirit, or wine, and the food is mezze, which are appetizers, but more delicious and unusual. They are served in a crescendo of temptation. The party begins with olives, or cheese, then towards eight o'clock the hot mezze appear, small bits of octopus on toast perhaps, or thin slices of fried kolokithakia—if I said vegetable marrow it would not sound as good as it is—or bourakia, delicious thin pastry folded around some mysterious goodness.

It is quite true that in Athens you go to these agreeable parties, where the women wear lovely clothes and where the talk is gay and amusing. But this is all on the surface. One cannot be in Greece long without sensing the suffering of the last 10 years. Italian occupation, German occupation and civil war have taken their toll. The country is poor, its people are suffering from anxiety and apprehension.

The man you sit next to at dinner was imprisoned by the Germans, in solitary confinement for a year, with no light to read by, and no books had there been a light. The woman opposite you saw her mother and her sister taken by the Communists and hanging them you think with a pang of distress about those other children who are not there, the 28,000 children abducted by the Communists and taught the Communist doctrines. In a few years they will emerge, converted to the party line, a danger to their own country and to ours. Greece is doing what it can to offset the effects of Communism. She cannot, alas, reach those 28,000 abducted children, but at Makronissos and at Leros the Greeks are trying to re-educate young Communists.

The Queen’s own son, the Crown Prince, is being educated at a newly founded boarding school near Athens, which I visited one day. It is run on the lines of the famous schools founded by the great German headmaster, Kurt Hahn. The first one was at Dallien in Germany, and when Mr. Hahn was forced to leave Germany it was moved to Gordonstoun in Scotland. Many Americans heard about it at the time of Princess Elizabeth’s marriage to the Duke of Edinburgh, as he had been a pupil there. The school lays great stress on inculcating a sense of responsibility and independence. It is experimental in Greece, where boys do not usually go to boarding school.

On the long voyage from New York to Greece I wondered how I would manage keeping house in a strange land. Before sailing I learned the Greek alphabet, and armed myself with phrase books. But what a language it is! The P’s look like R’s, the N’s look like V’s, the C can be sounded correctly only by a Greek throat. All Europeans speak more quickly than Americans do, and the Greeks speak the quickest of all. Listen as you may, you cannot catch a familiar word. If you had Ancient Greek in college you are even worse off, for the modern Demotiki is very different, and its similarities are only confusing. All through the—(Continued on page 175)
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400 years of Turkish occupation the Greeks preserved their language as well as their religion, but the language changed, and is no longer Homeric.

After some hard work I emerged from the sign language stage. When I heard of two good maids that I could get for the winter I bravely interviewed them. Armed with my phrase book, a Greek New Testament, a copy of Epiphanes, and with my husband in the next room calling out words he remembered from Greek (which have not been used since Pericles), I succeeded in engaging them. Anna and Christina are sisters, and they come from the island of Tinos. (All good Greek servants seem to come from an island.) I believe that if one has the luck they turn out to be the best maids in the world, so helpful and smiling.

Anna, the cook, sells fishes in the morning and buys what she needs, the way French cooks do. At first we had some surprises: I would suggest a cheese soup! and a roast chicken would appear. But now I am an old hand. Everything is quite expensive in Athens. The dollar is 15,000 drachmas and as the highest denomination of any bill is 20,000, you find your purse bulging with crumpled paper money when you set out to shop.

My two favorite haunts for shopping are the row of little flower shops next to the old Palace and Shoe Lane. The flowers are enchanting: hyacinths, stock, freesias and calla lilies. The next to the old Palace and Shoe Lane when you set out to shop.

To get to Shoe Lane, or Oodos Pandrossou, you walk down Hatziotis Street, the Bond Street of Athens, past the tiny ninth-century church of Kapnikarea, which stands so unexpectedly in the middle of the busy street, and on to Aiolou Street. You look up, and the little temple of Wingless Victory on the Acropolis is shining above you at the end of the street. You had no idea you could see it from there. That is one of the pleasant surprises of Athens walks. (Even when you know you are a mile from the Acropolis you suddenly get an unexpected view of the Parthenon.) In Shoe Lane every shop is a shoe shop, and the shoes strong together, bright with red and blue pompons, are festooned and draped about every little door. Not really at every door, because mixed in with the shoe shops are five or six antique shops. You must take your time and not hurry. At first you think there is nothing you want, but soon you see a pretty piece of old Venetian silver or a bit of Besik glass from Istanbul, mementos of the Greeks' seafaring days. At Mr. Martinos' or Mrs. Vitali's in Shoe Lane you come across a Spode tureen or a Marseilles plate just arrived from Skyros or from Cos. The geographical interest of "antiquing" in Athens is not the least of its charms.

TRANSPORTATION

From New York to Athens by air: TWA has 6 flights weekly, stopping at Cander, Shannon, Paris, Geneva and Rome. BOAC has daily flights, stopping at Cander, Prestwick or Shannon, London and Rome. Air France has 14 flights weekly to Paris, 3 flights weekly from Paris to Athens, one of which connects with the New York flight. Scandinavian Airlines has 4 flights weekly, stopping in Cander, Prestwick, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Frankfurt, Munich and Rome. KLM has 3 flights weekly, stopping at Amsterdam. Sabena Airlines has 3 flights weekly to Geneva, one connecting flight weekly from Geneva to Athens. Sabena Airlines has 6 flights weekly to Brussels; one flight weekly from Brussels to Athens.

The one-way fare is $500. The round-trip fare from April 1 to November 30 is $900. Flying time averages about 25 hours, not including stops.

New from New York to Piraeus by sea: The American Export Line's LaGuardia sails twice a month, takes 13 days. Spring and summer minimum first-class fare, $470, one way; $940, round trip. Other seasons: $425, one way; $850, round trip. The same line's "Four Aces" ships sail every two weeks on a 43-day cruise that stops at Piraeus. Minimum first-class fare for one (2 in a cabin) is $950; (3 in a cabin) is $1,060; (4 in a cabin) is $1,270; (5 in a cabin) is $1,480. Fare for one to Piraeus only (2 in a cabin) is $620; (3 in a cabin) is $855. The Greek Line's Nereides sails twice a month, takes 15 days. Minimum first-class fare is $465, one way; $930, round trip.

THE KATHERIN PRICE SIDE CHAIR
A solid mahogany American Victorian chair with graceful, flowing curves. It is delightfully soft and comfortable with a foam rubber seat and back in beautiful covers. Available in a true old mahogany or blonde mahogany finish.

by Jamestown Lounge Co.
Jamestown, N.Y.

Ask your dealer to show you this chair.

Consider the grace of Duncan Phyfe

This Duncan Phyfe cocktail table by "Springfield Furniture" is the ideal accent for your living room. With simple elegance it gives you both beauty and utility. The drawer is particularly useful.

Glass-covered top measures 21x36 inches. Height 16 inches. Choice of mahogany, blonde mahogany or walnut finish. Metal-tipped toes. For sale at better furniture and department stores, or write for name of nearest "Springfield Furniture" dealer.

SPRINGFIELD FURNITURE WORKS, INC.
502 W. EUCLID AVENUE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
MANUFACTURERS OF FURNITURE AND DINETTE SETS

HABITANT FACTORY FABRICATED RUSTIC WOOD FENCE

Your home and garden deserve the protection and dignity of Habitant Rustic Wood Fence. Factory fabricated from durable Michigan White Cedar, Habitant Fence is completely assembled in standard length sections, plus special length sections to fit your exact ground plan. A wide variety of designs, from low, spaced picket styles to high, tight protection stockades—nailed panel or woven fabric construction. Single or double gates with all hardware attached. Write for catalog and name of your nearest dealer.
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asbestos cement, etc., are usually called wallboards. Some have insulating or acoustical value. Of various strengths, some are fireproof and are delivered from the factory with a painted finish or decorative surface. As a dry-wall form of construction, they are quickly installed and inexpensive.

CERAMIC TILE and STRUCTURAL GLASS: Both of these materials have a wide selection of clear, fresh colors. Both can be washed and are fireproof. Tile is laid on the wall with cement, glass with mastic. Primarily for kitchen or bath, they are very decorative and neither needs much maintenance or care.

MASSONRY AND METAL: Interior walls of new houses (particularly fireplace walls) are often built of brick or stone, creating a permanent, fireproof wall. Metal is used in sheets and tiles (with porcelain enamel finish) in bath and kitchen.

why build WET . . . . when DRY WALL CONSTRUCTION is safer, faster, less expensive?

If you have experienced the roar and damage of a falling ceiling, there is little need to tell you about Dry Wall Construction. Mr. Carl G. Lans, Technical Director of the NAHB says, “Dry wall has proved satisfactory not only because it is much more economical, but also because it eliminates the introduction of many gallons of moisture into the house.”

For 32 years Homasote has been used for Dry Wall Construction—in millions of dollars of private homes. With Homasote Big Sheets, the average wall is covered with a single sheet; the walls are permanently crackproof, ideal for paper or paint and for modern moldings and trim. . . . Mail the coupon today for free literature on Homasote and allied products.

Wooden Fences and Gates

Send for Booklet

Manufacturers of:
IMPORTED FRENCH PICKET FENCES - WOVEN CEDAR PICKET FENCES - ENGLISH HURDLE FENCES - POST and RAIL FENCES - "Wont- Sag" FARM GATES - SELF-LOCKING FIELD GATES - CHILDREN'S OUTDOOR PLAY-YARDS

Rusticraft Fence Co. (David Tendler) Est. 1918 8 King Road, Malvern, Pa.

PLASTIC HARDBOARD is a combination of a thin, patterned plastic sheet and sturdy hardboard. These are bonded together into a strong board which is protected by a transparent surface finish. Plastic hardboard is attached to the wall with mastic and held together with metal moldings. Resistant to soil, moisture, cracking, chipping, it is easily cleaned with a damp cloth. Made in wood veneers, too, Fornice Co.

STRUCTURAL GLASS, for kitchen, laundry, bath has virtues of non-fading lustrous color and an ever-lasting sparkling finish. It can be cut to any size and shape—in square tiles, panels, in ashlar as shown, right. There is a wide range of fresh, clear colors. Secured to the wall with mastic, the glass needs only wiping to stay bright and clean. Libby-Owens-Ford

Save time, trouble and expense with a Cutler-Hammer Multi-Breaker

Why tolerate the blown fuse nuisance any longer? Why hunt fuses in the dark . . . or break off in the midst of preparing a meal to go to the store for the new fuses you forgot to buy? Why stumble down dark cellar stairs and fumble in the old fuse-box wondering what to do? The Cutler-Hammer Multi-Breaker ends this annoyance forever. It is installed in the kitchen or any other convenient place. And when service goes off, all you do is reset a tiny lever that has snapped out of position. Nothing to buy . . . nothing to replace! Service is restored in the twinkling of an eye . . . even by a child! The average new home can have this modern and safe protection for less than $5.00 additional. Also easily installed in old homes. How much will it cost you? What are all the facts? Write today for our free booklet, “Goodbye to Fuses.” CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc., Pioneer Electric Manufacturers, 1397 St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

FREE BOOKLET—Tells facts about new, better home electrical protection. Write TODAY for your copy.

For a Home of Radiant Beauty

Ka-na-ba

Waterproof WAX FINISH

Trying to cope with messy little fingers? Making the "old bus" do for one more year? Then, you'll love Ka-na-ba, the wax that gives a brilliant long-lasting finish that enhances the beauty of any waxable surface. SAFE FOR ALL CAR FINISHES. See your paint, hardware, department store—or write for folder.

CLEAN SURFACE PRODUCTS COMPANY
313 N. Desplaines St. • Chicago 6, Illinois

A long time favorite because of its rugged, practical beauty. Ideal along property lines and roads; also as enclosure for horses and cattle. Made of selected hand-split Chestnut. This fence is available in 2, 3, or 4 rail types.
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red bicolors have recently been replaced by
clearer, taller varieties more easily
grown in all climates; City of Lincoln, Gypsy,
Mary Vernon and Staten Island
are the best of these. Walsash is a
great advance in iris with white standards
and dark blue falls. In white-ground
plicatas, there are such giants as
Los Angeles and Blue Shimmer and
wholly new yellow-ground varieties—
Ruth Pollock, Tiffton and Firecracker
are examples. From the progeny of the
hybrid William Mohr have come such
outstanding irises as Elmoth, Lady
Mohr, Morning Blue and Peg Dabagh.
How has this all come about?
Well, about 40 years ago there was an
eminent professor of physiology of
Cambridge University, Sir Michael
Foster; he had more to do with it than
anyone else. From friends in Asia
Minor this amateur gardener got big
bearded irises with tall branched stems
and lavender or blue-purple flowers;
these were tetraploids, that is plants
with four sets of chromosomes, species
like Iris cypriana, Iris amas, possibly
Iris kashmiriana and others. Even he
was not to know then the end results,
but we have since learned how important in
all plant breeding is this doubling of
chromosomes which carry inheri-
table characteristics. He too was a
cross of great importance, Iris pollichia
by Iris cypriana gave him the
lavrender Caterina, and another of more
doubtful last perhaps similar parentage, Kashmir
White. These were tremendous ad-
vances, for they, too, were tetraploids.
About 1920 in Mt. Eden, south of
Oakland, California, there lived a
rancher, a big, shy, gentle man of great
modesty, the late William Mohr; he
was also an amateur gardener. From
the diploid Juniata crossed with a tall,
coarse, floppy but large-flowered am
Iris variegata. He, too, was a
cross of great importance, Iris pollichia
by Iris cypriana. This appears in the parent-
age of Great Lakes. Shining Waters,
Iris variegata. This appears in the parent-
age of Great Lakes. Shining Waters,
Iris variegata. This appears in the parent-
age of Great Lakes. Shining Waters,
Iris variegata. This appears in the parent-
age of Great Lakes. Shining Waters,
Add variety to your garden with plants in pots

Plants in pots will add great variety to your summer garden, your terrace, your steps or your pool. You can move them easily and replace them as you wish. There are many candidates for the pot garden among the tender, woody shrubs such as fragrant purple and lavender heliotropes and colorful lanterns with their rough leaves and clusters of flowers in cream, buff and orange, lavender and white. You may allow these to sprawl in low pots or train them to standards in larger ones. Pink, red or white oleanders are a part of almost every Spanish garden, where pots are used extensively. If you have a cherished pair in tubs and no greenhouse of your own, you can often find a local florist who will board your plants during the winter. Fuchsias in variety and many of the exotic “angel-wing” or other foliage begonias make excellent terrace plants where there is some shade. If you set regular clay pots inside larger ornamental pots or jars, and stuff the intervening space with sphagnum moss, you will be better able to supply the moisture plants need. Remember that plants in pots have a restricted area for their roots and will dry out more rapidly than plants in beds. Pots on terraces where the sun hits in early afternoon should have a thorough watering in the morning and again in mid-afternoon. Wet down the bricks or stones of the terrace at the same time. Since the available soil nutrients are limited, plan to give a regular feeding every 10 days or so. Use either a dose of liquid manure or a small amount of commercial plant food scratched evenly into the top of the soil and then well watered in. The amounts will depend on the size of the pots, but too big a feeding at any one time will burn the plants’ roots. Some of your most interesting choices to plant in pots are among the tropical varieties which cannot be handled in the open garden. Tibouchina, sometimes called Lastandra, has fascinating fuzzy green leaves with a touch of orange, orange bracts and purple flowers. This native of Brazil trains well to a standard or specially shaped wire trellis. Hunt through old greenhouse or “stove plant” books and you will find many more possibilities. Try tropical bulbous plants such as Amaryllis, tropical foliage plants such as Dracaena and Dieffenbachia in variety. Use sedums and other succulents, and any combination of annuals you wish.
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Still another outstanding breeder was A. J. Bliss, an English engineer, whose great contribution was the raising about 1917 of Dominion from the diploid Cordelia; by the tetraploid Iris anceps. This became the parent of a great race which gave substance and the rich velvety falls to the blooms of many modern irises.

With the materials provided by the pioncers, a host of breeders got to work. Some of them specialized on one particular phase of breeding, as concentration meant quicker advance and there seems to be something in the make-up of an American which makes specialization attractive. I can mention only a few of these.

My contribution was in giving stature, branching and size to yellows, accomplished when I got the idea that crossing big warm whites and brown blends might yield pure yellows. Alta California and California Gold were two such productions. Happy Days, as a parent for yellows, perhaps also serves mention, and Naranja, the nearest to orange of its time, is still widely recognized between them perhaps half a million seedlings annually from which less the grandparents of the best orange-yellow novelty, Rocket, raised by Mrs. Whiting in Iowa. My seedling, Fair Elaine, was the first step towards a white and yellow bicolor. It is the seed parent of Summit, the still unintroduced white and yellow bicolor from New Zealand raised by Mrs. Jean Burgess, an advance on her fine development, Pinnacle.

In the Pacific Northwest Dr. R. E. Kleinsorge sets a wonderful example of what a busy but interested doctor can do with a little leisure and a small piece of ground. From his seedling patch have come his specialized line of blends which are unsurpassed for fine quality. Mexico, Taboro Road, Cascade Splendor, Bryce Canyon, Chamois, and Gypsy are examples of what intelligence, good taste and concentration on one line of inbreeding can do. Half-way across the continent in Wilmette, Illinois, David Hall, a former corporation lawyer, has gained equal eminence for his new pinks and raspberry roses with brilliant tangerine beards. His neighbor Orville Fay, a candy maker and plant breeder, is now concentrating on the use of Snow Flurry as a seed parent, his Desert Song and New Snow both coming from it. When Miss Clara Reis of San José, California, with beginner's luck raised Snow Flurry from Parissima and Thais, she gave breeders one of the great parents.

I have had to pass by the valuable contributions of many groups, notably the breeders of Nashville, of New England, of Colorado and of Canada. The younger ones I have not even mentioned—theirs is the future—but directly or indirectly I hope I have hit some of the high places. Today, hundreds of amateur iris breeders are raising between them perhaps half a million seedlings annually from which less than a hundred will persist in catalogs for many years—the advance is just (Continued on page 180)
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too great. Twenty-five years ago it looked as if we had everything, but in that time all the topnotchers of the day have been replaced by better irises.

What is there left to get? Fortunately a great deal, better reds and pinks, including blends and doubtless new patterns not yet imagined. Just take the question of beards. I take a dim view of this ornamental accessory in the human race but in irises it is different. There they have greater variety of color, white, yellow, orange, tangerine red, pink and blue. What they will do to fine flowers of each color group can still only be imagined. They may become what a jewel is to a plain dress.

But what we must avoid, and it seems doubtful if male breeders can do this, is concentrating wholly on size and on show flowers. Dutch breeders, by selecting big obese cylinders as their ideal, have limited the role of hyacinths in the garden picture. Breeders

Six well-known commercial growers of iris have very kindly submitted the following information from their files. The first list includes their top choices of outstanding novelties among the bearded iris. The second list indicates those bearded iris which proved most popular according to volume of sales.

GROWERS' OWN CHOICES OF NEWER BEARDED IRIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argus Pheasant</th>
<th>Bright Song</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(chosen by 2)</td>
<td>Confetti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballet Dancer</td>
<td>Caboia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay State</td>
<td>Campdare Gl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Ruby</td>
<td>Carabella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blizzard</td>
<td>Carat-Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blunohr</td>
<td>Cherie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chivalry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cunningham PRODUCTS & MFG. CO., 6500 MACK AVE., DETROIT 7, MICH.

STAMPED PRODUCTS & MFG. CO., 6500 MACK AVE., DETROIT 7, MICH.

TO SPRAY FERTILIZER on lawns and plants easily, quickly, use new

TO YOUR GARDEN SUPPLY DEALER

If he cannot supply you... order now from

The BRADSON CO., STUDIO CITY, CALIF.
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A CLEAN POOL is a Beautiful POOL!

Nothing kills the sparkle and charm of a pool more quickly than the growth of algae—source of 3 out of 5 pool problems. ALGEX—the guaranteed algae destroyer is efficient, inexpensive, colorless, odorless, tasteless and harmless. Use Algae plus our recommended cleaning methods and your pool water will remain brilliantly clear over an entire season without even once draining your pool. One case will last the season—30.50 per gallon case. Express collect.

Everything BUT THE WATER

Modern has everything to equip the pool . . . everything to maintain the pool. Modern’s big catalog lists a host of pool equipment . . . describes our FREE ENGINEERING ADVICE on your swimming pool problems. Send for it today.

Write today for your Algex circular and free catalog.
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Gaylord (chosen by 2)
Gold Sovereign
Helen McGregor (1949 Dykes Medal)
Heritage (chosen by 3)
Hurricane
Lord Marmion
Matti Gates
Melody Lane
Mohl Beauty
Morning Melody
Old Cranberry
Pagan Princess
Fushinder
Pink Bountiful
Pink Formal
Pink Sensation
Finacce (chosen by 4)
Plum Pretty
Sarah Goodloe
Seafarer
Silver Lake
Spanish Peaks (chosen by 2)
Spring Romance
Spring Show
Starsine
Summertime
Sunset Blaze (chosen by 2)
Truly Yours
Velvet Dusk
Zantha

Eucalyptus
Great Lakes (chosen by 3)
Harriet Thorne
Helen McGregor, (1949 Dykes Medal) chosen by 2
Inspiration
Lady Boscoen
Lady Mohr (chosen by 2)
Lotharis
Louvius (chosen by 2)
Matterhorn
Melita
Ming Yellow
Misty Gold
Mountain Sky
Mulberry Rose
Nantucket
New Snow
Ola Kala (chosen by 3)
Pink Carnow (chosen by 2)
Pink Reflection (chosen by 2)
Prairie Sunset
Radiation
Sable (chosen by 2)
Solid Mahogany
Spiridrit
Sylvia Murray
The Red Douglas
Tiffany
Tourament Queen
Wabash (chosen by 3)
Winter Carnival

GRASS SHEAR

with the famous easy-up and down action

SANDER FEATHERLITE GARDEN HOSE

CHICAGO 30, ILL.

BUY U. S. SAVINGS BONDS

MADE IN ALLIANCE, OHIO
BY THE LEWIS ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING CO.

DUNHAM LAWN ROLLER

Manufactured by
OHIO MACHINE PRODUCTS, INC.

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO. INC.
105 Duane Street • New York 8, N. Y.

So Light. . . .
A CHILD EASILY CARRIES
SO FEET WITH ONE HAND!

Guaranteed!

America's Favorite

LAWN CULTIVATOR

with Roots Grow Deeper
Grass is Healthier
Fertilizer is More Effective
Moisture Enters Ground Easily

For years golf greenkeepers have known that soil aeration is essential to turf upkeep. Now this fine “Greenkeeper Type” cultivator is available in a size especially designed for use on home lawns. SPIKE DISC will help you have a beautiful lawn even during prolonged dry periods. SPIKE DISC also helps combat ugly “brown patch” so prevalent in the dry summer months. SPIKE DISC is effective for reseeding and fertilizing. Spiking width is 16 inches. A tray is provided for weight to be added for deeper penetration of hard-baked soil. Why not give your lawn professional care this summer?

If your local hardware or seed store does not have SPIKE DISC write to us giving his name and address.

PEONIES • IRISSES • BULBS
BAY LILIES • POPPIES
Colorful Catalog No. 86 FREE.
Visit our Fields of Bloomire Ture. C. F. Wassenberg 44 Miles East on U. S. 30
VAN WERT, OHIO

IRISES and DAYLILIES
Best New and Old Varieties Reduced Prices
Free catalog.
EDENWALD GARDENS
Dept. X, Vincennes, Ind.

SPRING is 180
CRYSTAL-MIST
REMOTE CONTROL
LAWN SPRINKLER
The Finest Sprinkler—Next to Rain

Saves—LAWNS—HOSE—STEPS

A Slight Tag of Hose

REGulates SPRAY or SHUTS IT OFF
No Walking Back or Forth to Water Tap

Remote Control principle is New! Sensational! Seven hours of time and steps, walking to and from water tap to change sprinkler or regulate spray. A simple, easy tag of hose regulates the spray from 5 ft. diameter down to 1 ft. or completely shuts it off.

SMOOTH ROTATION EVEN DISTRIBUTION
Crystal Mist is a precision sprinkler scientifically designed for smooth, effortless rotation and even distribution of rain-like spray at any radius. All operating parts are of brass with heavy, rust-resistant polished chrome. Equipped with corrosion-proof wheels which control the water valve and also prevent damage to the lawn.

ORDER NOW!
FULLY GUARANTEED
Crystal Mist Remote Control Sprinkler is fully guaranteed by a company with over 40 years of engineering experience. You are assured many years of service and satisfaction.

Order one today! Ask your dealer for Crystal Mist or write in giving dealer's name. Price only $7.25.

CHICAGO ROLLER SKATE CO.
4461 W. LAKE STREET
CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS

PUSH BUTTON grass trimming

Just switch on your Stanley Electric Grasshearse and do all that back-breaking, knee-aching trimming in a tenth of the time. Trims grass evenly against stone walls, foundations, around and along paths, flagstones, borders, up and down terraces. Blade nicks grass into cutter head. Individually adjustable handles, lightweight and perfect balance makes the Grasshearse as easy to handle as a golf club. Operates from house current. For either rent or portable generator. Write for folder. Stanley Electric Tools, 481 Myrtle Street, New Britain, Connecticut.

STANLEY

Hardware • Tools • Electric Tools • Steel Strapping • Steel

FRONTAL-CONTROL

KSS

remote control

LAWN SPRINKLER

CARRIED FREE WITH EACH ORDER

FLAWLESS ROSES
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...and vigorous, producing large flowers on sturdy stalks.

Write today for our IRIS CATALOG illustrated in full color

JOHN H. MARBLE
GRANDVIEW, WASHINGTON

There is moisture on the foliage. The somewhat circular spots reach as much as 1/2" across, generally on the upper surfaces of the leaves. This fungus gains its energy from the foliage, causing it to turn yellow and drop off, and leaves the plant in bad shape to face the winter.

The early growth of the delicate mycelium of the powdery mildew fungus may not be noticeable. If leaves start to curl slightly, it is time to investigate. The best measure is preventive so start dusting early.

Fortunately both of these diseases can be held in check by sulfur, copper-containing fungicides. The dibutylcarbamates, especially Ferbam (Fermate), are effective against the fungi causing rose diseases other than powdery mildew. Other new fungicides, such as the quinones, the mercury compounds and the strobilurins probably need further testing before they can be generally recommended. Ferbam and the sulfur fungicides are best for rust and a fair job can be done with copper-containing sprays and quite probably with other fungicides.

What about the insect pests: aphids, thrips, midges, red spider mites, leafhoppers, slugs, Japanese beetles, chafers, Diabrotica, etc.? DDT will take care of the leafhoppers, slugs, beetles, midges, chafers and perhaps the thrips if properly used. Follow the directions on labels with care. DDT will not hold aphids in check (those plant lice which suck the strength from the plant) and its use will favor red spider mites by killing off their predators. So you should use other insecticides with the DDT, either separately or in combination. Nicotine or rotenone or pyrethrins will get the aphids. You may go as far as holding red spiders in check if used often and to cover the undersides of leaves thoroughly. If your roses are seriously menaced by red spider mites, you may be willing to accept the dangerous hazards of using the potent organic phosphates and thiophosphates such as TEPP and Parathon. These materials, especially to warm-blooded animals that you should have special equipment required for this. The fungicide and its use will favor red spiders by killing off their predators. So you should use other insecticides with the DDT, either separately or in combination. Nicotine or rotenone or pyrethrins will get the aphids. You may go as far as holding red spiders in check if used often and to cover the undersides of leaves thoroughly. If your roses are seriously menaced by red spider mites, you may be willing to accept the dangerous hazards of using the potent organic phosphates and thiophosphates such as TEPP and Parathon. These materials, especially to warm-blooded animals that you should have special equipment required for this.

Water up to 2000 square feet
Fewer settings — no overlap

FLAWLESS ROSES

continued from page 107

...continued from page 107

There is moisture on the foliage. The somewhat circular spots reach as much as 1/2" across, generally on the upper surfaces of the leaves. This fungus gains its energy from the foliage, causing it to turn yellow and drop off, and leaves the plant in bad shape to face the winter.

The early growth of the delicate mycelium of the powdery mildew fungus may not be noticeable. If leaves start to curl slightly, it is time to investigate. The best measure is preventive so start dusting early.

Fortunately both of these diseases can be held in check by sulfur, copper-containing fungicides. The dibutylcarbamates, especially Ferbam (Fermate), are effective against the fungi causing rose diseases other than powdery mildew. Other new fungicides, such as the quinones, the mercury compounds and the strobilurins probably need further testing before they can be generally recommended. Ferbam and the sulfur fungicides are best for rust and a fair job can be done with copper-containing sprays and quite probably with other fungicides.

What about the insect pests: aphids, thrips, midges, red spider mites, leafhoppers, slugs, Japanese beetles, chafers, Diabrotica, etc.? DDT will take care of the leafhoppers, slugs, beetles, midges, chafers and perhaps the thrips if properly used. Follow the directions on labels with care. DDT will not hold aphids in check (those plant lice which suck the strength from the plant) and its use will favor red spider mites by killing off their predators. So you should use other insecticides with the DDT, either separately or in combination. Nicotine or rotenone or pyrethrins will get the aphids. You may go as far as holding red spiders in check if used often and to cover the undersides of leaves thoroughly. If your roses are seriously menaced by red spider mites, you may be willing to accept the dangerous hazards of using the potent organic phosphates and thiophosphates such as TEPP and Parathon. These materials, especially to warm-blooded animals that you should have special equipment required for this. The fungicide and its use will favor red spiders by killing off their predators. So you should use other insecticides with the DDT, either separately or in combination. Nicotine or rotenone or pyrethrins will get the aphids. You may go as far as holding red spiders in check if used often and to cover the undersides of leaves thoroughly. If your roses are seriously menaced by red spider mites, you may be willing to accept the dangerous hazards of using the potent organic phosphates and thiophosphates such as TEPP and Parathon. These materials, especially to warm-blooded animals that you should have special equipment required for this.
GARDENER'S GUIDE

Tomato plants trained on stakes need less room; yield cleaner, healthier fruits

Home-grown tomatoes are probably America's favorite vegetable. Where space is limited, the ideal way to handle the tomatoes in your garden is to train them on stakes or trellis. As in the plan for a small vegetable garden in the January issue of HOUSE & GARDEN, your rows of staked tomatoes are best grown at one end of your plot, since the plants will occupy their space during the whole growing season. When trained on stakes, tomato plants may be set as close as 24 inches to 30 inches, in rows 30 inches apart. Prepare the soil bed thoroughly, adding some form of plant food, for tomato plants are heavy feeders. First turn the soil over well. If the soil is either on the heavy side or light and sandy, incorporate plenty of compost, well-rotted manure or prepared dried manures into it. Plan to use your balanced chemical plant foods (one with more phosphorus and potash than nitrogen) as side dressing at three-week intervals during the growing season. When all danger of frost is past, set out your plants. If you have no greenhouse, it is wisest to purchase growing plants, by named varieties, preferably pot-grown or well-spaced in flats. To help the soil adhere to the roots, water well before transplanting. Then, or very soon, set six-foot stakes firmly into the ground, at least six inches deep. As the plants grow, trim out some side shoots, leaving one to three main stems for each stake. Use a soft cloth tape, torn rags or commercially-made ties. You will need to tie your tomatoes every week or ten days until the plants reach the top of the stakes. When you make your tie, first run the tape or rag around the stake, and secure it with a double knot. Then place your tie around the plant stem and make your second knot. Be careful not to injure the delicate stem tissue, yet pull the stem in towards the stake, allowing some leeway for slight movement and leaf growth. When you have secured the main stems firmly, nip out the suckers or side shoots which may have grown in the axils of the leaves since the last pruning. However, always leave enough foliage to shade the fruit and thus allow it to ripen evenly.

NEVER BEFORE! THE Standard ALL STAINLESS STEEL SWIMMING POOL

INDEFINITE LIFE
NO CORROSION
NO BREAKING UP
NO PAINTING

The "Standard" 15 x 30 foot Swimming Pool is a family pool expressly designed for the small estate. This STAINLESS STEEL swimming pool costs no more than any quality pool and can be assembled on the spot, by anyone without experience help.

AFTER installation, the "Standard" 15 x 30 foot pool can be enlarged, at any time, to any length, without welding, whenever desired. Write for additional information.

Can be shipped anywhere

Standard Swimming Pool Corporation
355 WALTON AVENUE - NEW YORK 51, N.Y.

A STEWART FENCE Protects your home and its surroundings

A Stewart Fence will keep your private property private. It safeguards your home, protects children, lawns, flowers and shrubs. Stray dogs are kept out, and your own pets in. Stewart Chain Link Wire Fence is made in several styles to meet the requirements of small and large homes, and to fit every budget. Stewart also makes iron picket fence in plain or ornamental iron. One of many designs is shown in the inset above. Write for literature. Please mention if you are interested in wire or iron fence.
SPARKLING
TILE-LIKE BEAUTY
FOR YOUR SWIMMING POOL!

YES, here's new beauty for your pool—and real economy for you! It's RAMUC, the gleaming water-resistant enamel that eliminates expensive yearly paint jobs. It seals concrete surfaces with a hard, glossy tile-like finish—a satin-smooth finish easy to apply, easy to clean. RAMUC stands up season after season without chalking, peeling or blistering. And any of its 12 delightful colors will hold their original fresh tones indefinitely under the strongest sun!

Clear, flashing water!
Keeping pool water clean is a problem when algae (minute water plants) develop. But you can eliminate these unsightly growths easily with EXALGAE, a marvelous new liquid by the makers of RAMUC. A small amount of EXALGAE quickly clears away all algae and prevents further growth. Will not stain pool finishes... harmless to skin and eyes.

Get complete information on the economical upkeep of your pool. Send 10¢ (to cover handling) for "Swimming Pool Handbook." Address the Inertol office nearest you.

INERTOL CO., INC.
484 Frelinghuysen Avenue
Newark 5, New Jersey
19 South Park, Department 3
San Francisco 7, California

GARDENER’S GEAR
Like the well-equipped kitchen, the well-equipped garden requires fewer steps and less effort


CRYSTAL-MIST lawn sprinkler sprays, by remote control, from 5' to 45'. A slight pull or push on the hose regulates range and shut-off feature. $7.25. Chicago Roller Skate Co., 4406-58 W. Lake St., Chicago.

GRASS TRIMMER, left, with white-ash wood handle, short steel shank, is light in weight. Serrated edges of concave blade catch and hold the grass or weed stems as you cut. $1.30 at hardware, seed, department stores.

INEXPENSIVE PROTECTION
for your home and children
A strong, good looking Realock® Fence provides adequate protection for your children, pets and property.
A beautiful fence with a bright, heavily galvanized finish, Realock Fence is low in initial cost and upkeep is practically non-existent.
Write for free estimate now. Monthly payment plan available.

WICHHIRE SPENCER STEEL DIVISION
361 Delaware Avenue...Buffalo 2, N. Y.
THE COLORADO FUEL & IRON CORP.
Continental Oil Building...Denver 2, Colorado
THE CALIFORNIA WIRE CLOTH CORP.
1080—19th Avenue...Oakland 6, California

REALOCK FENCE
THE CON-SOL POWER ROVER will roll lawn or tennis court, patch walk or driveway. Gas-engine power; manually controlled reverse gear. $250 F.O.B. factory. The Consolidated Industries, West Cheshire, Conn.

THE TILLHOE, an electrically powered garden aid, will cultivate, dig, till, mulch and hoe. Pulverizing action thoroughly mixes plant foods with soil. $84.95. Taylor Precision Manufacturing Co., 1299 Parsons Court, Rocky River 16, Ohio.


PORTABLE OCEAN: Blow a little air into it as in a toy balloon. Then turn on the water—the sides will float. They come up into shape without rigid supports. It’s the Koroseal play pond, sold by thousands of stores. Largest size, 7 feet wide, only $19.95; 70-inch size, $14.95; 55-inch size only $9.95. Be sure to look for the name Koroseal. Made by The B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio. (Advertisement)

SURE HEAT with a FITZGIBBONS STEEL BOILER

SURE of all the comfort with oil, gas or stoker firing—
SURE of savings up to 50%—
SURE of continued high efficiency, due to the ease with which the Fitzgibbons boiler can be cleaned and serviced—
SURE of abundant domestic hot water, all year round, with no storage tank—
SURE of approved boiler construction, backed by a name which for almost three-quarters of a century has meant “the best in steel boiler heat”

Get the full story on Fitzgibbons Steel Boilers—mail the coupon.

BOLS GINS & LIQUEURS
THE SIGN OF GOOD TASTE FOR NEARLY 4 CENTURIES

BOLS NEW REDUCED PRICES AND THE CONTINUED SUPERVISION OF OUR AMSTERDAM DIRECTORS NOW GIVE YOU...

“The Best of the Price of the Best”

ERVEN LUCAS BOLS, INC. • ENGLEWOOD, N.J. • Product of U.S.A.
U.S. Sales Agents - VAN MUNCHING & CO. INC. • NEW YORK 19

Fitzgibbons Boiler Company, Inc.
101 Park Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Send me the “600” Series Catalog.
Name: ___________________________ Position: ___________________________
Address: _________________________ City: _____________________________
Zone: ___________________________ State: _____________________________
FURNITURE
BY
BAKER

A special kind of furniture designed, built and finished to please those who appreciate the finest.

To suit either traditional or contemporary taste, the Baker collection affords a unique choice of distinguished living room, dining room, and bedroom furniture...To the right, fine Georgian mahogany. Below, pieces from the Far East collection.

To receive your copy of the 48-page "Baker Guide to Good Furniture," please send 25c to Department 30.

Baker Furniture, Inc.
CABINET MAKERS
30 Milling Road, Holland, Michigan

For the care of your fine furniture use "Old World Polish." One dollar.

CAPEHART brings you television pictures beyond compare! True-timbre tone from Capehart's Symphonic-Tone System. Handsome authentically styled cabinets. Television enjoyment you've never known before!

Capehart's exclusive Polatron picture is vividly real. It gives you that "on the scene" feeling ... the feeling that you're right there, in the theater, in the sports arena, or at the circus.

The Capehart Polatron picture has greater depth, detail and contrast. It is locked in—clear, steady, undistorted. When combined with Capehart's world-famous tone, you get the ultimate in television entertainment.

Here is quality television—modestly priced from $269.50 upward! Now you can enjoy traditional Capehart performance and the pride which comes from owning the finest.

For recorded music or radio at its Capehart best—see the new phonograph-radio stylings—French Provincial, Chippendale, Futura—at your nearest Capehart dealer.
If yours is a "giving" nature, let this solid silver give for you . . . To your children, a warm sense of solid "root." To your guests, sterling's air of special honor. To yourself, a deep, happy pride, the sure knowledge that your table speaks volumes about your taste and quality. And a hundred years of daily use won't wear out your Heirloom* Sterling! 3 great patterns to see at your jeweler's . . . famous for their freshness, originality. Start with only 2 place-settings, if you like—and on easy payment terms.

*Trade Mark. © 1950, Oneida Ltd., Oneida, N.Y.

6-piece place setting $22.00 fed. tax included